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Content of Folders 
List by Folder Label (Mood or type of music) 
ABC Dramatic 
Composer/lyricist TITLE ~ Ser Fol Yr 
Luz, Ernst A.B.C. dramatic set [fire] (No. 12) PPM abc abc 16 
Kempinski, Leo A. A.B.C. dramatic set [hea,dra,sus] (No. 20) PPM abc abc 20 
Luz, Ernst A.B.C. dramatic set [Hun./for.] (No. 18) PPM abc abc 16 
African 
Composer/lyricist TITLE 
Ring, Montague Three African dances (I-III) (No. 109) Cha cos afr 13 
American Indian 
Composer /lyricist TITLE ~ Ser Fol Yr 
Borch, Gaston At night ("Mohikana", suite) (No. 2) WJ ? ami 28 
Lieurance, Thurlow By the waters of Minnetonka (love song) TP ami 15 
Herbert, Victor Dagger dance ("Natoma") (I) GS ami 17 
Herbert, Victor Dream on (Indian lullaby) Har ami 23 
Logan, Frederic K. Fallen leaf (love song) (Op. 101) For ami 22 
Nelson, Wm. W. From an Indian pueblo (Fol. 8, 1) SF sfl ami 25 
Cadman, Charles W. From the land of the sky-blue water (54,2) WSM ami 12 
Axt, William Gathering of the braves (P24) Ril cps ami 24 
Axt, William Gathering of the braves (P24) Rob cps ami 24 
Aallen, Thos. S. Girl of the orient [@ Pearl-feather] WJ [ami] 13 
Langey, Otto Indian agitato (No. 26, P) GS ? ami 18 
Zamecnik, J .S. Indian dawn (Vol. 2, 6) SF sfg ami 24 
Friml, Rudolf Indian love call ("Rose-Marie") Har ami 24 
Lake, M.L. Indian love song {with Lake, Scalp dance} CF ami 16 
Axt, William & Indian orgy (P 13) Rob cps ami 24 
Rapee, Emo & Indian orgy (P 13) Rob cps ami 24 
Geehl, Henry Indian patrol (Vol. 1, 10, kps) SF sfm ami 21 
Morse, Arthur C. Indian pipe (Vol. 1, ?) WJ jcs ami 26 
Metz, Theo. A. Indian smoke dance (one-step) OD ami 19 
Lamater, E. de Indian trail (war dance) VMC ami 12 
Engleman, Joseph Indian war dance (Book III, No. 15) Bos bci ami 27 
Berge, Irenee Indian war-dance (No. 31, P) GS ? ami 18 
Borch, Gaston Indian war-dance (No. 34, P) GS ? am1 18 
Herbert, Victor Indiana invocation ("Natoma") (II) GS ami 17 
Stoughton, R.S. Lelawala (Indian dance) WJ ami 26 
Borch, Gaston 















Stoughton, R. S. 
Langey, Otto 
David, Lee 
Hersom, Frank E. 
Hadley, Henry K. 
Hoyt, Richard A. 
Cobb, George L. 
David, M. & 
Thiele, T. & 
Lively, K. A. 
Williams, Ralph A. 
Composer /lyricist 
Barnum, Ken. R. & 
McCreary, Jewel & 
On the trail ("Mohikana", suite) (No. 1) 
Pale moon (Indian love song) 
Pearl-feather (int'mezzo) (Vol. 21, 4) 
Pow-wow (Vol. 3, 8) (dance Phil. Igor.) 
Scalp dance (Cherokee, Apache) (1782, cfe) 
Sun dance (Vol. 2, 6) 
Two pieces from "Natoma" (I-II) 
Waters of the Perkiomen 
Young Braves ("Mohikana", suite) (No. 4) 
Battles 
TITLE 
Battle music (No. 29, P.) 
Battle music (Vol.1, 9) 
Hurry No. 4 [battle scenes] (20P) 
Hurry [battle scenes] (3) 
Chinese 
TITLE 
Ah sin [nov.] (@Chinese march) 
Chinese march (Vol. 19, 2) (@Ah sin) 
Chinese-Japanese (No. 36,P) 
Chinky butterfly 
Chow mein [Chinese episode] 
Hong-Kong romance (No. 117) 
Kai-fang-foo (Vol. 1, 8) 
Sing ling ting [one-step] 
Sing song girl [intermezz](39) arr. Savino 
Sing song girl [intermezz](39) arr. Savino 




Sing the songs my daddy sang 















































































Composer /lyricist TITLE ~ ~ :Em Yr 
Hanley, James F. Abie's Irish rose [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Wynburn, Ray Adorable [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Tierney, Harry Adoring you [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Donaldson, Walter & After I say I'm sorry? [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Lyman, Abe & After I say I'm sorry? [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Monaco, James V. Ah -- Ha! [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Henderson, Ray & Ain't my baby grand? [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
King, Robert & Ain't my baby grand? [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Endor, Chick & Ain't that too bad? [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Ward, Eddie & Ain't that too bad? [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Henderson, Ray Alabamy bound [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Akst& All I want is you [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Clare & All I want is you [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis & All I want is you [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Burke, Joe & All I want to do : is to be with you LF fll dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter & All I want to do : is to be with you LF fll dan 26 
Wenrich, Percy All muddled up [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Howard, Richard All that she is, is an old fashioned girl LF fll dan 25 
Tierney, Harry Along the old lake trail [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Meyer, John Along the rainbow trail [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Lewis & Angel eyes [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Santly & Angel eyes [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Young & Angel eyes [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Henderson, Ray Annabelle [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Arnheim, Gus & Apple sauce [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Freed, Arthur & Apple sauce [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Lyman, Abe & Apple sauce [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
DeSylva, B.G. & Arcady [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Jolson, Al & Arcady [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Brown, Lew & Ask me another [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Ask me another [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & Ask me another [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Hanley, James F. At the end of the road [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter Away down east in Maine [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Kahn, Gus Baby feet go pitter patter [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Bowen, L.M. & Back o'town blues [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Herbedeaux, H. & Back o'town blues [2/2] LF n dan 23 
Donaldson, Walter Back where the daffodils grow [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Brown, Phil & Bamboola (Barn -- barn) [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
De Leath, Vaughn & Bamboola (Barn -- barn) [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Hanley, James F. & Banana blues [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
King, Robert & Banana blues [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Berlin, Irving Because I love you [3/4] IB u13 dan 27 
Akst, Harry & Beedle um bo [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Davis, Benny & Beedle um bo [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Ash, Paul & Beedle un bo [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Lewis, Ted & Bees knees [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Lopez, Ray & Bees knees [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Lyman, Abe & Before you go [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Schonberger, J. & Before you go [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Delbridge, Del & Beside a garden wall [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Short, Albert E. & Beside a garden wall [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Ash, Paul & Betty [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Moret, Neil & Betty [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Kahn& Blame it on the waltz [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Solman & Blame it on the waltz [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Gillespie & Breezin' along with the breeze [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Simons & Breezin' along with the breeze [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Whiting & Breezin' along with the breeze [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Broones, Martin & Bring back those minstrel days [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
MacDonald, B. & Bring back those minstrel days [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Brown, Lew & Broken hearted : Here am I -- [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Broken hearted : Here am I -- [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & Broken hearted : Here am I -- [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Wenrich, Percy Burning kisses (oriental atmos.) [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Little & By the light of the stars [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Shay& By the light of the stars [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Sizemore & By the light of the stars [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Delbridge, Del & By the Shalimar [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Koehler, Ted & By the Shalimar [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Magine, Frank & By the Shalimar [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Fields, Buddy & By the sign of the rose [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & By the sign of the rose [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Monaco, Jimmy Calling me home [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
De Rose, Peter & Carefree [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Trent, Jo & Carefree [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Holmes, Ralph & Carlotta [2/2] (tango) DBH sup dan 27 
Werner, Eduard & Carlotta [2/2] (tango) DBH sup dan 27 
Whiting, Richard & Carlotta [2/2] (tango) DBH sup dan 27 
James, Billy Carolina mammy [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Friend, Cliff & Carolina mine [3/4] IB u13 dan 26 
Rosoff, Charles & Carolina mine [3/4] IB u13 dan 26 
Earl. Mary Charlie boy (We love you) [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
St. Helier, Ivy Coal-black mammy [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Berger, Herb. & Coronado nights [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Nordberg, Harry & Coronado nights [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Stoval, Joe & Coronado nights [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Lewis, Sam M. & Cover me up with the sunshine of Virginia m u8 dan 24 
Meyer, G.W. & Cover me up with the sunshine of Virginia IB u8 dan 24 
Young, Joe & Cover me up with the sunshine of Virginia IB u8 dan 24 
Bernie & Craving [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Casey & Craving [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Charig & Craving [2/2] JHR s27 dan. 25 
Cohn, Chester & Crying for you [3/4, 2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Miller, Ned & Crying for you [3/4, 2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Gray, Tippy & Dancers, The [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Lyman, Abe& Dancers, The [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Ruby, Herman & Dancers, The [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Schenck, Moe Deep in my heart [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Meyer & Dixie bungalow [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& Dixie bungalow [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Tilzer, Al von Dixie's favorite son [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Belledna, Alex & Does my sweetie do -- and how [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Holden, Sidney & Does my sweetie do -- and how [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Pinkard, Maceo & Does my sweetie do -- and how [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Roberts, C.L. Doggone whippoorwill [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Donaldson, Walter Don't be angry with me [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Morse, Ted Don't blame it all on me [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Brown& Don't bring LuLu [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Henderson& Don't bring LuLu [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& Don't bring LuLu [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Cohn, Chester & Don't mind the rain [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Miller, Ned & Don't mind the rain [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Lyman, Abe & Don't somebody want somebody to love? SB g28 dan 27 
Rose, Fred & Don't somebody want somebody to love? SB g28 dan 27 
Baer, Abel & Don't wake me up (let me dream) [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Wayne, Mabel & Don't wake me up (let me dream) [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Brown, Lew & Don't we get along I Oh! baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Don't we get along I Oh! baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & Don't we get along I Oh! baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Kassel, Art & Doodle Doo Doo [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Stitzel, Mel & Doodle Doo Doo [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Gaskill, Clarence Dorothy [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Piantadosi, Al Down by the gas house [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Berk, Morde & Down home blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Herscher, Alberto & Down home blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Herscher, Lou & Down home blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Jerome, Morton Down on the banks of the old Yazoo JHR s29 dan 27 
Adams, Jimmy & Down on the farm [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Dale, Billy & Down on the farm [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Harrison, Harry & Down on the farm [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Parrott, Charles & Down on the farm [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Rose, Fred & Dreaming the waltz away [3/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Whitman, Paul & Dreaming the waltz away [3/4] LF f12 dan 26 
La Mont& Dreams [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Van Alstyne & Dreams [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Gold, Lew & Driftwood [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus & Driftwood [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Berlin, Irving & Drowsy head [3/4] IB u8 dan 24 
DeLeath, Vaughn & Drowsy head [3/4] IB u8 dan 24 
Henderson, Ray Dum-dum-dummy [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Confrey, "Zez" Dumbell [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Arden, Victor Eileen [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Friend, Cliff & Elsie Schultz-en-heim [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Silver, Abner & Elsie Schultz-en-heim [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Bibo, Irving & Ev'ry night I cry myself to sleep over you LF f7 dan 23 
Johnson, Howard & Ev'ry night I cry myself to sleep over you LF f7 dan 23 
Wood, Leo & Ev'ry night I cry myself to sleep over you LF f7 dan 23 
Donaldson & Ev'ryone home is asking for you [2/2+] JHR s27 dan 25 
Kahn& Ev'ryone home is asking for you [2/2+] JHR s27 dan 25 
Olman, Abe Ev'rything you do [2/2] SB g26 dan 24 
Delf, Harry Every one is beautiful in some-one's eyes LF f 5 dan 23 
Leonard, Harold Feelin' blue [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
DeSylva, Bud & Feeling the way I do [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Donaldson, Walter & Feeling the way I do [2/2] m u8 dan 24 
Fisher, Fred Fifty million Frenchmen can't be wrong SB g28 dan 27 
Gay, Byron & Fire! [2/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & Fire! [2/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Cherkasky, R. & Flower of Araby [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Davis, Lou & Flower of Araby [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Schmit, Lucien & Flower of Araby [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Donaldson & For my sweetheart [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Kahn& For my sweetheart [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Hamm, Fred& Forgetful blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Ross, Fred & Forgetful blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Winston, Henry & Forgetful blues [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Dixon & Four leaf clover, A/I'm looking over JHR s29 dan 27 
Woods & Four leaf clover, A/I'm looking over JHR s29 dan 27 
Leighton Bros. & Frankie and Johnny [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Shields, Ren & Frankie and Johnny [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Akst, Harry Georgianna [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Brown, Lew & Girl of the Pi Beta Phi, A [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Girl of the Pi Beta Phi, A [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & Girl of the Pi Beta Phi, A [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Brown, Lew & Give me a ukelele [2/2] SB g28 dan 26 
Williams, Gene & Give me a ukelele [2/2] SB g28 dan 26 
Hanley, James F. Gold digger, The [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Jones & Gone again gal [2/2] (slow drag) JHR s29 dan 27 
Kahn& Gone again gal [2/2] (slow drag) JHR s29 dan 27 
Bibo, Irving & Good night [3/4] LF f 5 dan 23 
Conrad, Con & Good night [3/4] LF f 5 dan 23 
Wood, Leo & Good night [3/4] LF f 5 dan 23 
Kahn& Got no time [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Whiting & Got no time [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Cunningham, Paul Ha! Ha! Don't make me laugh! [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Dowling, Eddie & Half a moon [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Hanley, James F. & Half a moon [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Reynolds, Herbert & Half a moon [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Ash, Paul & Half past ten (Chinese waltz) [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Moret, Neil & Half past ten (Chinese waltz) [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Mencher, Murray & Hangin' on a lamp-post (Singin' a song) RSM s30 dan 30 
Tobias, Charles & Hangin' on a lamp-post (Singin' a song) RSM s30 dan 30 
Mencher, Murray & Headin' for better times [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Tobias, Charles & Headin' for better times [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Spitalny, H.L. Heart of a girl, The [3/4] LF f8 dan 24 
Johnson, Buster & Helen gone [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Rose, Vincent & Helen gone [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Baer, Abel Hello, aloha! -- How are you? [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Friend, Cliff Hello bluebird [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Friend, Cliff Hello cutie [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis, Benny & Here or there as long as I'm with you IB u13 dan 27 
Greer, Jesse & Here or there as long as I'm with you IB u13 dan 27 
Coon, Carleton & Hi-diddle-diddle [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Keidel, Hal & Hi-diddle-diddle [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Abrahams, Maurice & High-high-high up in the hills [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Lewis, Sam & High-high-high up in the hills [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Young, Joe & High-high-high up in the hills [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Rose, Fred Honest and truly [3/4, 2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Earl, Mary Honeymoon chimes [3/4] SB g24 dan 23 
Meskill, Jack & Hoot mon! [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Sherman, Al & Hoot mon! [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Caesar, Irving & Hop skip [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Cohen, Henry R. & Hop skip [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Gay, Byron & Horses [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & Horses [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Friend, Cliff & Hum your troubles away [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Woods, Harry & Hum your troubles away [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Broones, Martin I can't get over a girl like you [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Handman, Lou & I c~n't get the one I want [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Rose, Billy & I can't get the one I want [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Ruby, Herman & I can't get the one I want [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Fiorito & I can't stop babying you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 24 
Kahn& I can't stop babying you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 24 
Santly & I can't stop babying you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 24 
Hall, Wendell I couldn't get to it [2/2] IB u13 dan 24 
Ash, Paul & I do! (Do you?) [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Goldstein, Nat & I do! (Do you?) [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Baer, Abel I don't want nobody but you [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & I don't want the world (All I want is you) IB u13 dan 25 
Greer, Jesse & I don't want the world (All I want is you) IB u13 dan 25 
Fisher, Fred & I found a million dollar baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Rose, Billy & I found a million dollar baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Handman& I gotta get myself somebody to love JHR s29 dan 27 
Lewis & I gotta get myself somebody to love JHR s29 dan 27 
Young & I gotta get myself somebody to love JHR s29 dan 27 
Doll, Ray & I had to lose you (to learn ... ) [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Klein, Saul & I had to lose you (to learn ... ) [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Le Soir, Jack & I had to lose you (to learn ... ) [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Egan& I lost my heart in Monterey [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Rose& I lost my heart in Monterey [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Whiting & I lost my heart in Monterey [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Bonx., Nat & I love the college girls [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Jaffe, Moe & I love the college girls [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Akst, Harry & I love the moonlight [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & I love the moonlight [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Richman, Harry & I love the moonlight [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Archer, Harry I love you ("Little Jessie James") [3/4] LF f7 dan 24 
Bennett, Geo. J. & I made a hit with Kit-Kit-Kitty [3/4] LF f8 dan 24 
Tobias, Chas. & I made a hit with Kit-Kit-Kitty [3/4] LF f8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus & I must have company [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Meyer, Geo. W. & I must have company [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Creamer & I need lovin' [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Johnson & I need lovin' [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Burke, Joe I never knew how wonderful you were LF fll dan 26 
Coslow, Sam & I never knew what the moonlight could do IB u13 dan . 26 
Spier, Larry & I never knew what the moonlight could do m u13 dan 26 
Lynton, Everett & I never see Maggie alone [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Tilsley, Harry & I never see Maggie alone [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Rich, Fred I still believe in you [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Brown& I wanna go voom voom [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Friend & I wanna go voom voom [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Brown, Lew & I want to be miles away from ev'ryone DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & I want to be miles away from ev'ryone DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & I want to be miles away from ev'ryone DBH sup dan 27 
Brown, Lew & I wonder how I look when I'm asleep DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & I wonder howl look when I'm asleep DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & I wonder how I look when I'm asleep DBH sup dan 27 
Burke, Joe & I'd love to meet that old sweetheart ... IB u13 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & I'd love to meet that old sweetheart ... IB u13 dan 26 
Archer, Harry I'd rather be the girl in your arms LF f12 dan 26 
Dixon, Mort & I'll be lonely [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Woods, Harry & I'll be lonely [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Davis, Lou & I'll fly to Hawaii [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Schuster, Ira & I'll fly to Hawaii [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Schuster, Joe & I'll fly to Hawaii [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Nelson, Ed G. & I'll give you back your kisses [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Schuster, Ira & I'll give you back your kisses [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Tobias, Henry H. I'll never love anyone but you [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Dixon& I'll take care of your cares [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Monaco & I'll take care of your cares [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Coslow & I'll take my baby back again [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Greer & I'll take my baby back again [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Hoeffle, Carl & I'm all broken up over you [2/2] LF f7 dan 24 
Murphy, Joe & I'm all broken up over you [2/2] LF f7 dan 24 
Friend, Cliff I'm back in love again [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Handman& I'm gonna Charleston back to Charleston JHR s27 dan 25 
Turk& I'm gonna Charleston back to Charleston JHR s27 dan 25 
Davis & I'm gonna meet my sweetie now [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Greer & I'm gonna meet my sweetie now [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Gillespie & I'm on my merry way [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Simons & I'm on my merry way [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Whiting & I'm on my merry way [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Berlin, Irving I'm on my way home [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Brown, Lew & I'm tellin' the birds -- tellin' the bees IB u13 dan 26 
Friend, Cliff & I'm tellin' the birds -- tellin' the bees IB u13 dan 26 
Phillips, Fred I'm walking around in circles [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Katzman, Louis & I'm waltzing in love with you [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Tappe, Louis & I'm waltzing in love with you [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Donaldson, Walter I've got the girl! [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Akst, Harry & I've lost all my love for you [3/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Piantadosi, Al & I've lost all my love for you [3/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Lucas, Nick & If I can't have you [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Stept, Sam H. & If I can't have you [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Dixon & If I had a girl like you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Henderson& If I had a girl like you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& If I had a girl like you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Fleeson & If I hadn't you [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Von Tilzer & If I hadn't you [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Brown, Lew & If I knew you then as I know you now SB g24 dan 23 
Hanley, James F. & If I knew you then as I know you now SB g24 dan 23 
Joyce, Billy & If I knew you then as I know you now SB g24 dan 23 
Dreyer, Dave & If the rest of the world don't want you m u8 dan 24 
Gerber, Alex & If the rest of the world don't want you IB u8 dan 24 
Brown, Lew & If you hadn't gone away [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Henderson, Ray & If you hadn't gone away [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Rose, Billy & If you hadn't gone away [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Crawford, Jesse In a comer of the world all our own LF f 5 dan 22 
Wayne, Mabel In a little Spanish town [3/4] LF f12 dan 26 
Bennett, Geo. & In the candle light [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Coots, Fred & In the candle light [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Radford, Dave & In the candle light [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Davis, B. & Indiana moon [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Jones, Isham & Indiana moon [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
King, Robert & Is zat so? [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Warren, Harry & Is zat so? [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Donaldson & Isn't she the sweetest thing [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Kahn& Isn't she the sweetest thing [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Brown, Lew & It all depends on you [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
DeSylva, B.G. & It all depends on you [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
Henderson, Ray & It all depends on you [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter It made you happy when you made me cry LF f12 dan 26 
Dougherty, Danny & It's all in fun [2/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Golden, Ernie & It's all in fun [2/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Tracey, Wm. & It's all in fun [2/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Huntley, Austin Japanese moon [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Creamer, Henry & Jersey walk [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Dowling, Eddie & Jersey walk [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Hanley, James F. & Jersey walk [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Tierney, Harry Journey's end [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Baer, Abel June night [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Donaldson, Walter Just a bird's-eye view [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Berlin, Irving Just a little longer [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Robison, Carson J. Just a melody [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Tilzer, Albert von Just keep on smiling [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Dennis & Just lonesome [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Magine & Just lonesome [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Wilmac & Just lonesome [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Jones, Isham "Kaintucky" [2/2] LF f8 dan 23 
Tobias, Henry Katinka [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter & Kiss your little baby good-night! LF f12 dan 26 
Straight, Charley & Kiss your little baby good-night! LF f12 dan 26 
Clare & Kisses from you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Furbeck & Kisses from you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Janssen, Werner Lady butterfly [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Berlin, Irving Lazy [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Burke, Joe Leave me something to remember [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter Let's talk about~ sweetie [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Broones, Martin & Lily [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Macdonald, B. & Lily [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Warren, Harry & Lily [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Johnson, Howard & Lindbergh (eagle of the U.S.A., The) SB g28 dan 27 
Sherman, Al & Lindbergh (eagle of the U.S.A., The) SB g28 dan 27 
Rose, Vincent Linger awhile [2/2] LF fl dan 23 
Brown& Little change of atmosphere, A [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Friend & Little change of atmosphere, A [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Fiorito, Ted Little old clock on the mantel, The LF f8 dan 24 
Marks & Little red headed boy [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& Little red headed boy [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Simons & Little red headed boy [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter Little Rover [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Dowling, Eddie & Little white house, The [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Hanley, James F. & Little white house, The [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Magine, Frank Lonesone melody o'mine [3/4] LF fll dan 26 
Baker, Phil & Look at those eyes [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Silver, Sid & Look at those eyes [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Squires, Harry D. Look what you've done with your eyes LF f8 dan 24 
Williams, Spencer Loose feet [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Hanley, James F. Lost (A wonderful girl) [2/2] SB g24 dan 
Russell, Benee Lost soul [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Schloss, Larry & Love me [2/2] IB u13 dan 24 
Spier, Larry & Love me [2/2] IB u13 dan 24 
Dixon& Lucky Kentucky [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Henderson & Lucky Kentucky [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& Lucky Kentucky [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Fiorito, Ted Magic eyes [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Brown, Lew & Magnolia [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Magnolia [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & Magnolia [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Baer, Abel & Mamma loves papa [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Friend, Cliff & Mamma loves papa [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Hanley, James F. & Mammy's little silver lining [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Stanley, Jack & Mammy's little silver lining [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Rose, Vincent Maytime [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Nelson, Ed G. & Me no speak-a good English [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Pease, Harry & Me no speak-a good English [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Schenck, Moe & Me no speak-a good English [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Jackson, B. Lou Mean dog blues [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Conrad, Con & Meet me in the moonlight [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Davis, Benny & Meet me in the moonlight [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Polla, W.C. Melody that made you mine, The [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter & Mindin' my business [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus & Mindin' my business [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Hanley, James F. Mine [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Doloire, Emile Mome tango, La [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Morse, Ted Monkey doodle [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Dixon& Moonbeam! Kiss her for me [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Woods & Moonbeam! Kiss her for me [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Kneisler & Moonbeams bring love dreams [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Robinson & Moonbeams bring love dreams [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Rose, Vincent Moonlight memories [3/4] LF f8 dan 24 
Friend, Cliff Mr. radio man [2/2] LF f7 dan 24 
Akst, Harry & My baby knows how [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & My baby knows how [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Richman, Harry & My baby knows how [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Jones, Isham My castle in Spain [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Brown, Lew & My gal has halitosis [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Cushman, Howard B.& My gal has halitosis [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Schraubstado, Carl& My gal has halitosis [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Fiorito, Ted My girl has eye trouble [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Akst, Harry & My Hawaiian song of love [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Davis, Benny & My Hawaiian song of love [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Akst& My little bunch of happiness [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis & My little bunch of happiness [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Brown, Lew & My long lost man [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & My long lost man [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & My long lost man [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Hirsch, Walter & My mamma's in town! [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Nuzzo, A.C. & My mamma's in town! [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Panico, Louis & My mamma's in town! [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter My papa doesn't two-time no time [2/2] IB u8 dan 21 
Green, Bud & My regular gal [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Warren, Harry & My regular gal [212] SB g28 dan 27 
Fiorito, Ted & My sweetie's sweeter than that [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Koehler, Ted & My sweetie's sweeter than that [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Murphy, Leo & My sweetie's sweeter than that [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Darcey, Joe & My Virginia melody [212] SB g24 dan 23 
Green, Bud & My Virginia melody [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Henderson, Ray & My Virginia melody [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Henderson, Ray New York ain't New York any more [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Brockman, James Nightingale [3/4] SB g26 dan 24 
Gross, Milt & Nize baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Hanley, James F. Nize baby [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Russell, Benee & Nize baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Russell, Lennie & Nize baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Russell, Mac & Nize baby [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Archer, Harry "No" means "yes" [2/2] LF f8 dan 23 
Baskette, Billy & Nobody else can love me like my old ... IB u8 dan 24 
Downs, Billy & Nobody else can love me like my old ... IB u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Roger W. & Nobody loves me [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Loan, Paul Van & Nobody loves me [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Marks, Gerald & Nobody worries 'bout me [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & Nobody worries 'bout me [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
DeSylva, Bud G. & Oh, baby! : Don't say "no" ... [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Donaldson, W. & Oh, baby! : Don't say "no" ... [2/2] m u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus Oh, Doris! Where do you live [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Gilbert, L. Wolfe & Oh how I love my boatman [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Sherman, Al & Oh how I love my boatman [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Akst, Harry & Oh how she could play a ukulele [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & Oh how she could play a ukulele [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Creamer & Oh say! Can I see you tonight [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Flatow & Oh say! Can I see you tonight [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Schuster & Oh say! Can I see you tonight [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Abrahams & Oh you south [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Caesar & Oh you south [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis & Oh! How she can love [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Woods & Oh! How she can love [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Conrad, Con Oh! Min [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Henderson, Ray & Oh! y OU Lulu Belle [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
King, Robert & Oh! y OU Lulu Belle [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Edwards, Gus & Old familiar faces [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Rose, Billy & Old familiar faces [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Tandler, H.J. On the shores of aloha land [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Brown, Lew & One o'clock baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & One o'clock baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Jolson, Al & One o'clock baby [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Coleman, Emile Only girl, The [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Johnson, Arnold & Only girl, The [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Russell, Benne & Only girl, The [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Monaco, James V. & Only only one, The (for me) [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Warren, Harry & Only only one, The (for me) [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Berlin, Irving Orange grove in California, An [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Lyman, Abe Pal of my lonesome hours [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Nelson, E.G. & Pal that I loved stole the girl. .. , The LF f8 dan 24 
Pease, Harry & Pal that I loved stole the girl. .. , The LF f8 dan 24 
Fisher, Fred Peg o' my heart [2/2] LF f 5 dan 21 
Arnheim, Gus & Peggy dear [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Freed, Arthur & Peggy dear [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Lyman, Abe& Peggy dear [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Archer, Harry Pepita (Spanish) [6/8] LF f12 dan 26 
Henderson, Ray & Peter Pan (I love you) [2/2] SB g26 dan 24 
King, Robert & Peter Pan (I love you) [2/2] SB g26 dan 24 
DeSylva, B.G. & Polly of Hollywood [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Hanley, James F. & Polly of Hollywood [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Coslow, Sam & Positively -- absolutely! [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Herbert, Jean & Positively -- absolutely! [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Pasternacki, S. & Precious [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & Precious [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Fain, Kahal & Rags [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Richman, Harry & Rags [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Silver, Abner & Rags [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Jackson, B. Lou Razor edge [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Cooper, Bud & Red hot momma [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Rose, Fred & Red hot momma [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Wells, Gilbert & Red hot momma [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Clare & Remember I'm your pal [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Klages & Remember I'm your pal [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Monaco & Remember I'm your pal [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Fields & Remember [2/2] JHR s27 dan 24 
Simons & Remember [2/2] JHR s27 dan 24 
Smith, Walter W. River Shannon moon [3/4] LF f 5 dan 23 
Henderson, Ray & Rose Marie [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
King, Robert & Rose Marie [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Carlson, Bert W. & Rose of Hawaii [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Hall, Wendell W. & Rose of Hawaii [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Roberts, C.L. Rosetime and you [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Gibbs, A.H. Runnin' wild! [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Crawford & San Salvador [Tango fox-trot, 2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Gillespie & San Salvador [Tango fox-trot, 2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Schmidt & San Salvador [Tango fox-trot, 2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Austin, Jack & Save the last waltz for me [3/4] LF f 5 dan 22 
Johnson, Howard & Save the last waltz for me [3/4] LF f 5 dan 22 
Sherman, Al Save your sorrow (for to-morrow) [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Tierney, Harry Saw mill river road [2/4] LF f 5 dan 21 
Gillham, Art & Second hand love [2/2] IB u13 dan 25 
Smythe, Billy & Second hand love [2/2] IB u13 dan 25 
King, Robert & Seminola [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Warren, Harry & Seminola [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter Seven or eleven ( ... pair o' dice) SB g24 dan 23 
Jones, Isham & Shanghai lullaby [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus & Shanghai lullaby [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Brown, Lew & She loves me [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Egen, Austin & She loves me [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Frey, Fran & She's a com-fed Indiana girl [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Kilfeather, E. & She's a com-fed Indiana girl [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Olsen, George & She's a corn-fed Indiana girl [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Conrad, Con & She's everybody's sweetheart [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Rose, Billy & She's everybody's sweetheart [2/2] m u8 dan 24 
Glogau, Jack She's such a nice girl [2/ 4] SB g26 dan 24 
Woods, Harry Side by side [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Woods, Harry Since I found you [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Jackson, Henry Since when (Have you been low-downing me) IB u8 dan 24 
Belledna & Sincerely yours [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Casey & Sincerely yours [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Pinkard & Sincerely yours [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Chon, Nelson & Sing a little song [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Erdman, Ernie & Sing a little song [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Westphal, Frank & Sing a little song [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Hanley, James F. Sing song girl [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Donaldson, Walter & Sioux City Sue (Soo City Sue) [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Napoleon, Phil & Sioux City Sue (Soo City Sue) [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Signorelli, Frank & Sioux City Sue (Soo City Sue) [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Sanders, Joe Sittin' around [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Williams, Spencer Snakes hips [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Brown, Lew & So blue [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & So blue [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & So blue [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray So does your old mandarin [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Brown, Lew & So will I [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Friend, Cliff & So will I [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Polla, W.C. & Some day [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Spier, Larry & Some day [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Conrad, Con & Somebody else took you out of my arms SB g24 dan 23 
Rose, Billy & Somebody else took you out of my arms SB g24 dan 23 
Donaldson & Somebody like you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Friend & Somebody like you [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Clare, Sidney & Somebody said (What do I care ... )[2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Woods, Harry & Somebody said (What do I care ... )[2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Davis, Benny & Somebody's lonely [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Gold, Joe & Somebody's lonely [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Tierney, Harry Someone loves you after all [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Fiorito & Sometime [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Kahn& Sometime [3/4] JHR s27 dan 25 
Akst& Somewhere : somebody's waiting for you JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis & Somewhere : somebody's waiting for you JHR s29 dan 27 
Berte, Heinrich & Song of love ("Blossom Time") [3/4] LF f7 dan 21 
Romberg, Sigmund & Song of love ("Blossom Time") [3/4] LF f7 dan 21 
Schubert, Franz & Song of love ("Blossom Time") [3/4] LF f7 dan 21 
Egan, Raymond B. & Song of Shanghai [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Rose, Vincent & Song of Shanghai [2/2] m u13 dan 27 
Whiting, R.A. & Song of Shanghai [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Brown, Lew & South wind [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
DeSylva, B.G. & South wind [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
Henderson, Ray & South wind [2/2] DBH sup dan 26 
King, Robert & Sphinx, The [Egyptian fox-trot, 2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Warren, Harry & Sphinx, The [Egyptian fox-trot, 2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Donaldson, Walter Starlight Bay [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Donaldson, Walter Stealing to Virginia [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Akst, Harry Steppin' in society [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Golden, Ernie & Still waters [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Schafer, Bob & Still waters [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Wayne, Anthony & Still waters [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Hanley, James F. Stingo stungo [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Owens, Harry & String beans [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Rose, Vincent & String beans [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Howard, Richard & Summertime girl [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Spitalny, Philip & Summertime girl [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Winston, C.L. & Summertime girl [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Blaufuss & Sun-kissed isle [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Kahn& Sun-kissed isle [3/4] JHR s29 dan 27 
Cohn, Chester & Sunday: that one day I'm with you LF f12 dan 26 
Krueger, Bennie & Sunday: that one day I'm with you LF f12 dan 26 
Miller, Ned & Sunday : that one day I'm with you LF f12 dan 26 
Stein, Jules & Sunday : that one day I'm with you LF f12 dan 26 
Archer, Harry Suppose I had never met you [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
DeSylva, B.G. Susie (If you knew//Like I know Susie) SB g26 dan 25 
Brown, Lew & Susie's "feller" [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Dreyer, Dave & Susie's "feller" [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Donaldson & Swanee butterfly [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Rose& Swanee butterfly [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Caesar, Irving & Swanee River trail [3/4] IB u13 dan 27 
Jolson, Al & Swanee River trail [3/4] IB u13 dan 27 
Coots, J. Fred & Sweet dreams [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Olman, Abe & Sweet dreams [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Bernie & Sweet Georgia Brown [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Casey & Sweet Georgia Brown [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Pinkard & Sweet Georgia Brown [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Burke, Joe & Sweetheart memories [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Davis, Benny & Sweetheart memories [3/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Akst& Sweetie pie [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Davis & Sweetie pie [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Bibo, Irving Sympathy waltz LF fll dan 26 
Meyer & Take me back to your heart [3/4] JHR s27 dan 24 
Rose& Take me back to your heart [3/4] JHR s27 dan 24 
Tierney, Harry Take those lips away [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Berlin, Irving Tell all the folks in Kentucky [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Dixon, Mort & That old gang of mine [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Henderson, Ray & That old gang of mine [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Rose, Billy & That old gang of mine [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Carlton, Joseph & That Swanee River song (I'm haunted by) IB u8 dan 24 
Smith, Chris & That Swanee River song (I'm haunted by) IB u8 dan 24 
Troy, Henry & That Swanee River song (I'm haunted by) IB u8 dan 24 
Berlin, Irving That's a good girl [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Kvale, Alfred & That's ev'rything [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Straight, Charley & That's ev'rything [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Johnson, Howard & That's what I call a pal [3/4] IB u13 dan 26 
Nelson, Ed G. & That's what I call a pal [3/4] IB u13 dan 26 
Pease, Harry & That's what I call a pal [3/4] IB u13 dan 26 
Ash, Paul & That's why I love you [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter & That's why I love you [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Pasternacki, S. & There's a boatman on the Volga [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Whiting, R.A. & There's a boatman on the Volga [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Kahn, Gus & There's one little girl who loves me DBH sup dan 27 
Whiting, R.A. & There's one little girl who loves me DBH sup dan 27 
Ash, Paul & Thinking of you (I've grown so lonesome) LF f12 dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter & Thinking of you (I've grown so lonesome) LF f12 dan 26 
Robledo, Julian Three o'clock in the morning [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Gay, Byron To make a long story short (I love you) RSM s30 dan 30 
Rupp, Carl Tonight's the night [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Schoebel, Elmer Too bad [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Henderson, Ray Too many parties and too many pals LF fll dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter True blue Sam [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Jerome, M.K. Under the spell of your kiss [2/2] RSM s30 dan 30 
Henderson, Ray Underneath the sip sip sippy moon SB g24 dan 23 
Arras, Gertrude & Vale of golden dreams [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Davis, Frank & Vale of golden dreams [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Dolgoff, Minnie & Vale of golden dreams [3/4] SB g26 dan 25 
Gay, Byron Vamp me [2/2] LF f 5 dan 23 
Friend, Cliff & Voom voom (Moaden on the Gayden) [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Welch, Eddie & Voom voom (Moaden on the Gayden) [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Clare, Sidney & Wait'll we're married [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Dreyer, Dave & Wait'll we're married [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Monaco, James V. & Wait'll we're married [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Sullivan, Jerry & Wait'll you see my gal [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Wilber, Lucky & Wait'll you see my gal [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Creamer & 'Way down yonder in New Orleans [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Layton & 'Way down yonder in New Orleans [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Robison, Carson 'Way out west in Kansas [2/2] SB g26 dan 25 
Clare & We're back together again [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Monaco & We're back together again [2/2] JHR s27 dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter & What a man! [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Williams, Ralph & What a man! [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Kahn, Gus & What am I supposed to do [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Wright, Frank & What am I supposed to do [2/2] IB u13 dan 26 
Ash& What could I do? [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Kahn& What could I do? [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Van Alstyne & What could I do? [2/2] JHR s29 dan 27 
Reid, Ewing What did I get by loving you? [3/4] LF f8 dan 24 
Granlund, N.T. & What does the pussy cat mean ... "me-ow?" LF f7 dan 24 
Nelson, Ed G. & What does the pussy cat mean ... "me-ow?" LF f7 dan 24 
Pease, Harry & What does the pussy cat mean ... "me-ow?" LF f7 dan 24 
Santly, Henry W. What good is "Good-morning"? [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Donaldson, Walter What's to-day got to do with to-morrow m u8 dan 24 
Conley, Larry & When dreams come true [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Rodemich, Gene & When dreams come true [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Wylie, Allister & When dreams come true [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Clare & When eyes of blue are fooling you JHR s27 dan 25 
Monaco & When eyes of blue are fooling you JHR s27 dan 25 
Ash, Paul & When I'm in your arms [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Burke, Joe & When I'm in your arms [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Davis, Benny & When I'm in your arms [2/2] m u13 dan 26 
Fiotito, Ted & When lights are low [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Kahn, Gus & When lights are low [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Koehler, Ted & When lights are low [3/4] LF f7 dan 23 
Johnson, Howard & When Mother sings "Sweet and low" [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Meyer, Jos. & When Mother sings "Sweet and low" [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Richmond, Jack & When Mother sings "Sweet and low" [2/2] LF f7 dan 23 
Howard, Richard When the leaves come tumbling down LF f 5 dan 23 
Jones, Isham & Where is that old girl of mine? [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Kahn, Gus & Where is that old girl of mine? [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Donaldson, Walter Where the bamboo babies grow [2/2] SB g24 dan 22 
Baer, Abel Where the dreamy Wabash flows [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Silver, Abner Where the huckleberries grow [2/2] LF fll dan 25 
Donaldson, Walter Where'd you get those eyes? [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Burke, Joe While the years go drifting by [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Endor, Chick Who takes care of the caretaker's daughter SB g26 dan 25 
Burke, Joe Who wants a bad little boy? [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Bonx:, Nat & Who was the lady? [2/ 4] DBH sup dan 27 
Jaffe, Moe & Who was the lady? [2/4] DBH sup dan 27 
Kahn, Gus & Who's that -- knockin' at my door? DBH sup dan 27 
Simons, Seymour & Who's that -- knockin' at my door? DBH sup dan 27 
Jones & Why couldn't it be poor little me JHR s27 dan 24 
Kahn& Why couldn't it be poor little me JHR s27 dan 24 
DeSylva, B.G. & Why do you sit on your patio? [3/4] SB g28 dan 27 
Mccarey, Leo & Why do you sit on your patio? [2/2] SB g28 dan 27 
Koehler, Ted Why live a lie? [2/2] LF f8 dan 24 
Davidson, Julian Wistful and blue [2/2] LF f12 dan 26 
Grofe, Ferde & Wonderful one [3/4] LF f 5 dan 22 
Whiteman, Paul & Wonderful one [3/4] LF f 5 dan 22 
Rose, Vincent Worried [2/2] LF f8 dan 23 
Frankl, Abe & Yankee Rose [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Holden, Sidney & Yankee Rose [2/2] IB u13 dan 27 
Cohn, Irving & Yes! We have no bananas [3/4] SB g24 dan 23 
Cohn, Irving & Yes! We have no bananas [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Cohn, Irving & Yes! We have no bananas [2/4] SB g24 dan 23 
Silver, Frank & Yes! We have no bananas [2/2] SB g24 dan 23 
Silver, Frank & Yes! We have no bananas [3/4] SB g24 dan 23 
Silver, Frank & Yes! We have no bananas [2/4] SB g24 dan 23 
Johnson, Howard & You didn't care when you broke my heart LF f7 dan 23 
Russell, Benne & You didn't care when you broke my heart LF f7 dan 23 
Frey, Fran & You need someone to love [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Kilfeather, E. & You need someone to love [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Olsen, George & You need someone to love [2/2] LF fll dan 26 
Brown, Lew & You won't see me, if I see you [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & You won't see me, if I see you [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Henderson, Ray & You won't see me, ifl see you [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Cooper, Bud & You [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Wohlman, Al & You [2/2] IB u8 dan 24 
Tilzer, Albert von You'll be sorry that you made me cry [2/2] LF f 5 dan 22 
Dixon, Mort & You' re so easy to remember [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Woods, Harry & You're so easy to remember [2/2] DBH sup dan 27 
Conrad, Con & You've got to see mamma ev'ry night LF f 5 dan 23 
Rose, Billy & You've got to see mamma ev'ry night LF f 5 dan 23 
Direct Cues 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :euh ~ Fol Yr 
Fiorito, Ted & Charley, my boy (script, full harmony) dcu 
Kahn, Gus & Charley, my boy (script, full harmony) dcu 
Hildreth, R.E. Folk songs of America (8 themes) (1) WJ dcu 29 
Baskette, Billy Good-bye broadway, hello France (779) LF fe dcu 17 
Robert, Camille Madelon (Fr. song -- Quand Madelon) JHR dcu 18 
Yvain, Maurice My man [Mon homme] c '20 F. Salbert, Paris LF dcu 21 
Marr, Alexander Only a rose in no man's land [neutral] JMM dcu 18 
Powell, Felix Pack up your troubles ... smile c1917 /FDH Cha cvl dcu 17 
Dodge, Gilbert & Peggy O'Neil [waltz] (995) arr. W. Schulz LF fe dcu 21 
Nelson, Ed G. & Peggy O'Neil [waltz] (995) arr. W. Schulz LF fe dcu 21 
Pease, Harry & Peggy 0' Neil [waltz] (995) arr. W. Schulz LF fe dcu 21 
Brennan, James A. Rose of "No Man's Land," The LF dcu 18 
Greene, Edwin Sing me to sleep [Fais-moi rever] (BMC914) GS dcu 10 
Elliott, Zo There's a long long trail MW dcu 14 
Dasher, Irwin & What has become of "Hinky Dinky ... " JM dcu 24 
Dubin, Al & What has become of "Hinky Dinky ... " JM dcu 24 
McHugh, Jimmy & What has become of "Hinky Dinky ... " JM dcu 24 
Mills, Irving & What has become of "Hinky Dinky ... " JM dcu 24 
English and Welsh 
Composer /lyricist TITLE 
Coates, Eric Among the poppies ("From the count. .. ," 2) Haw eng 15 
Coates, Eric At the dance ("Summer days" Ill) (No. 136) Cha cos eng 19 
Coates, Eric At the fair ("From the country-side," 3) Haw eng 15 
German, Edward Country dance (I) Cha eng 00 













Castillo, L.G. del 
Herkan, Nern 



















From the country-side : 1 (early morning) 
From the country-side : 2 (afternoon) 
From the country-side : 3 (evening) 
In a country lane ("Summer days" I) (136) 
In the meadows ("From the country .. .," 1) 
Merrymakers dance (III) 
On the edge of the lake ("Summer days" II) 
Pastoral dance (II) (6915-17) 
Summer days: I (No. 136) {light 6/8} 
Summer days: 11-111 (No. 136) {neutral} 
Three dances from Henry VIII (880, cfe) 
Ep. [not explained] 
TITLE 
Around the sundial [capriccio] (V. 1, 4) 
Garden whispers [novellette] (43) 
Luanita [Tahitian dance] 
Mignon's lament [poeme intime] 
French 
TITLE 
Belle France [Fr. airs] (1176) 
Demoiselle chic: No. 1, Parisian sketches 
Georgette 




Aeroplane galop (No. 47) 
By wireless (E3) 
Carnival frolics (11) 
Circus maximus 
Coasting [one-step galop] (10) 
Comedy [race, crowds] (Book 2, No. 7) 
Comet, The [race, chase] (Vol. 4, 3) 
Down the stretch (15) 
Flight, The [chase, western] (PD 22) 
Get-away, The (E7) 
Haw eng 15 
Haw eng 15 
Haw eng 15 
Cha cos eng 19 
Haw eng 15 
Cha eng 17 
Cha cos eng 19 
Cha eng 00 
Cha cos eng 19 
Cha cos eng 19 
CF to eng 04 
fDh ~ Em fi 
WJ jmm ep 23 
Fea ? ep 24 
WJ ep 25 
WJ ep 26 
fDh ~ Fol Yr 
CF ? fre 04 
Haw fre 13 
SB fre 22 
CF fre 12 
fDh ~ Em Yr 
MBC gal 25 
Haw hps gal 25 
Rob pss gal 25 
IB nos gal 27 
WJ gal 25 
SF gal 26 
Bos bfp gal 24 
WJ jpg gal 27 
IB nos gal 27 
Rob dds gal 27 
Rob pss gal 25 
Boehnlein, V. G. Hi! hi! [races] (Vol. 4, 2) WJ jpg gal 27 
Ring-Hager Horse radish [comedies, eccentric ... ] (4) SF gal 26 
Ring-Hager Illusions : A march of mystery (3) SF gal 26 
Drigo, R. Introduction and race ( 1) CF gal 26 
Scholes, V. N. Limited express, The WJ gal 26 
Cobb, George L. Lion tamer, The WJ gal 26 
Thiere, Chas. Le Mounted police galop (No. 48) Haw hps gal 25 
Grey, Frank H. Neck and neck [race, chase] (Vol. 4, 4) WJ jpg gal 27 
Babb, A. A. On the mill dam WJ gal 26 
Ganz, Wilhelm Qui vive galop (Op. 12) (No. 1246, 90) CMP gal 08 
Bub, F. Radio galop MBC gal 25 
Bub, F. Six furlongs MBC gal 25 
Fahrbach, P. Skaters galop (No. 43) Haw hps gal 25 
Ascher, Emil Southern fire brigade (Vol. 3, 6) EA km gal 22 
Bub, F. Speed demon, The MBC gal 25 
Frey, Hugo Speed [one step] (D9) Rob pss gal 25 
Roberts, Chas. J. Step lively [one step] (2216) CF cfe gal 15 
Riesenfeld, Hugo Western allegro (No. 30, P.) GS gal 18 
Falck, Edward Western allegro [joyful] (No. 25, P.) GS pps? gal 18 
Berge, Irenee Western scene [animated] (No. 33, P.) GS gal 18 
Stahlberg, F. Western sketches : IV. The Ridin' Kid (6) CF phs gal 25 
Loar, Lloyd Wild horses WJ gal 27 
Frey, Hugo Zip (E2) Rob pss? gal 25 
German 
Composer /lyricist TITLE f.uh S« Em Yr 
Matthias, W. Im Grunewald is Holzauction (557@ 1203) CF cfe ger 04 
Ascher-Mahl. Jolly German [medley waltz] (1203 + 557) CF cfe ger 04 
Teich, 0. Lebt denn meine Male noch? (557 @ 1203) CF cfe ger 04 
Schmidt, Karl Made in Germany [German rag] McK ger 06 
Grotesque 
Composer /lyricist TITLE f.uh S« Fol Yr 
Langey, Otto Agitato No. 3 [gruesome] (10 P) GS sps gro 16 
Drigo, R. Allegretto burlesco (8) CF ? gro 26 
Kempinski, Leo A. Allegro buffonesco (Op. 69) (19) IB ppd gro 27 
Savino, Domenico Carnival grotesque [clowns] (No. 46, P) GS pps gro 23 
Savino, Domenico Carnival [masq., dance, orgy] (PD 20) Rob dds gro 26 
Steele, Porter Comedy capers [burlesque] (Vol. 2, 10) EA km gro 25 
Berge, Irenee Comic misterioso [burlesquing scenes](P47) Rob cps gro 26 
Taylor, Billee Creepy creeps : a goblin dance (117) CF ? gro 02 
Allen, Thos. S. Dance of the skeletons (Vol 1, 7) WJ jmm gro 01 
Bergunker, M. Diabolical allegro [Greta th.] (No. 60) GS sps gro 27 
Lake, M.L. Essence grotesque [mysterious scenes] (29) CF ? gro 16 
Steele, Porter Flappers' promenade, The (Vol 13, 10) EA km gro 25 
Kempinski, Leo A. Flower song, Burlesque on Lange's (8) Bel ? gro 27 
Kempinski, Leo A. Funeral march, Burlesque on Chopin's (1) Bel ? gro 27 
Zamecnik, J .S. Grotesque comedy [odd characters] (12) SF sfn gro 28 
Kempinski, leo A. Hebrew melodies, Burlesque on Famous (7) Bel ·? gro 27 
Olsen, Elric Hobbledehoy, The [two step] (5297) Haw ? gro 15 
Berge, Irenee Hobbling hobo, The [limpimg knight] (P 70) Rob cps gro 26 
Kempinski, Leo A. Home sweet home, Burlesque on (5) Bel ? gro 27 
Kempinski, Leo A. How dry I am, Burlesque on (6) Bel ? gro 27 
Brandeis, F. Humpty dumpty's funeral march (No. 227) GS gal gro 23 
Kempinski, Leo A. March from Aida, Burlesque on Verdi's (10) Bel ? gro 27 
Axt, William March of the phantom hosts (P78) Rob cps gro 27 
Carbonara, Gerard Mischief makers, The [scherzando] (P 68) Rob cps gro 26 
Kempinski, Leo A. Miserere. Burlesque on Verdi's (9) Bel ? gro 27 
Savino, Domenico Misterioso - burlesque [parody] (PD 4) Rob dds gro 24 
Axt, William & Pollywog's frolic [grotesque] (C 13) Rob rsc gro 23 
Rapee, Erno & Pollywog's frolic [grotesque] (C 13) Rob rsc gro 23 
Zamecnik, J.S. Queer antics [village fool] (Vol. 4, 8) SF sfp gro 27 
Kempinski, Leo A. Sextet--Lucia, Burlesque on Donizetti's Bel ? gro 27 
Cobb, George L. Spooks [eccentric novelty] WJ gro 24 
Lakay, Ruda Staggering uncertainty, A [humorous] (3) IB fcs gro 27 
Srawley, Bertram Strange interlude (No. 17) SW mm1 gro 28 
Kempinski, Leo A. Toreador song, Burlesque on Bizet's (2) Bel ? gro 27 
Axt, William Village clown, The (P 75) (ore. ET) Rob gro 26 
Kempinski, Leo A. Wedding marches, Burlesque on PM's & RW's Bel ? gro 27 
Hawaiian 
Composer/lyricist TITLE ~ ~ Fol Yr 
Liliuokalani, Queen Aloha Oe Ber hm haw 17 
Bowers, Robert Hood Aloma (G16) Rob gsl haw 26 
Cunha, Sonny Dear old Honolulu [one step] Ber hm haw 
Cunha, Sonny Everybody hula [one step] Ber hm haw 
anon. Good bye Honolulu [one step] Ber hm haw 
anon. Halona [medley waltz] Ber hm haw 
anon. Hanohano-e [medley fox trot] Ber hm haw 
Lake, M.L. Hawaiian selection [15 parts] (1797) CF to haw 16 
Kaiulaua, D. Hawaiiana [one-step] (2277) CF ? haw 17 
Leleiohoku, Prince He Inoa no Kaiulani Ber hm haw 
Lauder, Harry Honolulu I love you Ber hm haw 
Cunha, Sonny Honolulu tom boy [medley one step] Ber hm haw 
anon. Hula hula [medley one step] Ber hm haw 
Cunha, Sonny I want to go back to Honolulu [one step] Ber hm haw 
Dietrich, Rene Isles of aloha [waltz] Ber hm haw 
Kealakai Kawaihau Ber hm haw 
Nape, David Kuu lpo Ber hm haw 
Likelike, Princess Kuu lpo lka Hei Pue One Ber hm haw 
Hiram, Sol A. Kuu Pua Roselaui [two step] Ber hm haw 27 
Maui, Martha K. Lia I Ke Aloha Ber hm haw 
anon. Mauna kea [slow hula] Ber hm haw 
Cunha, Sonny My Honolulu hula girl [two step] Ber hm haw 
Kailimai, Henry My Luau girl [medley one step] Ber hm haw 
King, Chas. E. Na Lei 0 Hawaii Ber hm haw 
Hauenschild, W. G. 'Neath the passion vine [south sea seren.] PPM haw 23 
Kailimai, Henry On the beach at Waikiki [one step] Ber hm haw 
Nape, David Pua Mohala Ber hm haw 
Schoenfeld, Wm. C. Shark dance [south sea episode] PPM haw 25 
Heavy music 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Zamecnik, J. S. Accusation [dramatic scene] (Vol. 3, 1) SF sfp hea 25 
Aborn, Morris Allegro infernale (25) Bel ClS hea 21 
Schumann, R. Andante pathetique No.1 (13P) [arr OL] GS sps hea 15 
Berge, lrenee Appassionato dramatico (P37) Rob cps hea 25 
Savino, Domenico Appassionato in A minor (PD 14) Rob dds hea 25 
Axt, William Appassionato No. 3 [love scenes] (P50) Rob cps hea 26 
Zamecnik, J. S. Awakening, The (Vol. 1, 10) SF sfc hea 24 
Zamecnik, J. S. Ballet barbarian (diamond 7) SF hea 21 
Axt, William Bravado, The ("Ben-Hur") [pirates] (P69) Rob cps hea 26 
Kontsky, A. v. Caprice heroique (Op. 115) (29) CF to hea 84 
Savino, Domenico Captive, The (PD 26) Rob dds hea 27 
Zamecnik, J. S. Cup of bitterness [tragic] (Vol. 3, 7) SF sfp hea 25 
Humperdinck, E. Dance of the reapers ("Tempest Suite" 616) EA mol hea 26 
Rimsky-Korsakow, N. Danse des bouffons ("Snegourotchka") (273) GS gal hea 25 
Franck, Cesar Danse lente : No. 13 (V. 3, 7) [arr FL] EA km hea 25 
Lowitz, W.W. Destruction [ruin, demolition] (No. 53) GS sps hea 27 
Savino, Domenico Dilemma [meditating] (PD8) Rob dds hea 25 
Savino, Domenico Disaster [flood and fire scenes] (PD 7) Rob dds hea 25 
Becce, G. Disperazione (29) c 1922 Sle kin hea 26 
Hough, Henry Dramatic agitato No. 1 (4) Cin cis hea 18 
Langey, Otto Dramatic allegro No. 1 [anguish] (18P) GS sps hea 16 
Savino, Domenico Dramatic allegro [extreme tension] (45P) GS pps hea 23 
Bath, Gomer Dramatic appassionato (V.7, l)[@ Dream .. ] WJ JCS hea 20 
Noyes, Frederic Dramatic finale (No. 54) Haw hps hea 25 
Berge, Irenee Dramatic lamento (aor No. 81, ps No. 2) RJ ps hea 22 
Schad, Walter (C) Dramatic prelude (40) (1) [c1925 Fea] Son ? hea 25 
Levy, Sol P. Dramatic recitative No. 1 (3) Cin cis hea 17 
Ancliffe, Charles Dramatic tension (Book 1, No. 2) Bos bci hea 26 
Axt, William Dramatic tension (P60) Rob cps hea 26 
Stoughton, R.S. Dramatic tension (Vol. 3, 1) WJ jcs hea 27 
Hollowell, Bert Dream Faces (Reverie)(Vol 7)[@ Dramatic .. ] WJ hea 15 
Becce, G. Emotional conflict [sostenuto] (12) Sle kin hea 25 
Gabriel-Marie [a ?] Epilogue (Kleis "Suite Symphonique") RL hea 17 
Becce, G. Facing death (33) Sle kin hea 26 
Borch, Gaston Festival march (No. 95M) GS ? hea 17 
Gabriel-Marie Foret perfide, La [The treacherous wood] RL hea 19 
Gabriel-Marie Fuga [incidental dramatique] (first Ser.) SA dra hea 18 
Axt, William & Furioso No. 1 [great confusion] (Pl4) Rob cps hea 24 
Rapee, Erno & Furioso No. 1 [great confusion] (Pl4) Rob cps hea 24 
Langey, Otto Furioso No. 1 [thunderstorm, riot] (2P) GS sps hea 16 
Langey, Otto Furioso No. 3 [riots, tulmultous](No.37 ,P) GS ? hea 18 
Zamecnik, J. S. Furious mob, The (Vol. 2, 7) SF sfp hea 22 
Zamecnik, J. S. Fury [violence-confusion] (Vol. 3, 8) SF sfp hea 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Grief [despair, dram. emotion] (Vol. 2, 8) SF sfp hea 22 
Handel, G.F. Hallelujah Chorus ("Messias" [sic])[a TMT] CF to hea 92 
Gabriel-Marie & Illusion, L' supreme (Ouverture) (P 938) Phi ? hea 22 
Ourdine, Hans & Illusion, L' supreme (Ouverture) (P 938) Phi ? hea 22 
Stoughton, R. S. In a sorcerer's chamber (Vol. 5, 1) WJ jcs hea 27 
Berge, Irenee In despair (P29) Rob cps hea 25 
Berge, Irenee In despair (P29) Rob cps hea 25 
Kempinski, Leo A. In the ruins (Elegie) (Op. 11) PPM hea 19 
Herbert, Victor Karma [dramatic prelude] (8) CF phs hea 26 
Chopin, F. Largo tragico ("Prelude 20") (17) c 1920 Sle kin hea 25 
Spring, J. Gibbs Mace theme ("Vanishing American") ms dch hea 
Savino, Domenico Melodic agitato [commotion] (PD 11) Rob dds hea 25 
Srawley, Bertram Mystic romance (Op. 41) (No. 2) GHS uom hea 26 
Cobb, George L. New Russian Rag, The (on Rachmaninoff C#m) WR hea 23 
Axt, William Night riders, The (P49) Rob cps hea 26 
Huppertz, Gottfried Notturno fantastico (No. 18) MRR fil hea 27 
Tschaikowsky, P. Overture miniature ("Nut Cracker") CF ? hea 22 
Engleman, Joseph Passionate episode, A (Book 2, No. 8) Bos bci hea 26 
MacDowell, E.A. Polonaise (Op. 46, No. 12) [c 1894, BH] BH emc hea 17 
Drigo, R. Poursuite dramatique ( 4) CF ? hea 26 
Axt, William Rage [fiendish anger, madness] (P22) Rob cps hea 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Rapture [joyful emotion, ecstasy](V. 3, 5) SF sfp hea 25 
Rapee, Erno Recitative heroique (8) Bel hea 26 
Savino, Domenico Revenge (PD 32) Rob dds hea 28 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Rhapsody appassionata [tense] (Book 2, 11) Bos bfp hea 24 
Wagner, Richard Ride of the Valkyries, The (1858) [a CJR] CF to hea 17 
Savino, Domenico Second love tragedy (PD 30) Rob dds hea 20 
Stoughton, R. S. Sinister event, A (Vol 6, 3) WJ jcs hea 28 
Berge, Irenee Symphonette (I. Lento-Allegro) (116) SMB ? hea 17 
Axt, William Toilers, The ("Ben-Hur") (P64) [ore ET] Rob cps hea 26 
Becce, G. Tragic moments (14) Sle kin hea 25 
Berge, Irenee Tragic scene (aor N. 88, ps N. 9) [arr RJ] RJ ps hea 24 
Levy, Sol P. Vampire, The [a dramatic theme] (1) Cin cis hea 17 
Zamecnik, J. S. Verdict, The [tragic] (Vol. 2, 2) SF sfp hea 22 
Damaur, R. T. Villain's den, The (27) PPM is hea 25 
Engleman, Joseph 
Axt, William & 

































Villainous theme, A (Book 3, No. 16) 
Vulcano (volcanic eruptions) (Pl6) 
Vulcano (volcanic eruptions) (P16) 
Hebrew 
TITLE 
Breiges dance (No. 8, 9) 
Bride's March (No. 4) 
Bulgarian dance [2/4] (No. 15) 
Chused (No. 23) 
Czardas (No. 25) 
Dance after ceremony (No. 5) 
Dance for old people [2/4, alleg.](No. 14) 
Dobrydzien (No. 1) 
Dobrydzien dance (No. 2) 
Gesengen dance [Home sweet home] (No. 20) 
Groom's march (No. 3) 
Hand clapping dance (No. 22) 
Hand clapping dance [2/4] (No. 18) 
Holgete and Cszardas [Hungarian dance](19) 
Kosatzki (No. 6) 
Mazel tof (No. 24) 
National wedding waltz (No. 10) 
O' Wlesie wlesie [Polish dance, 3/8] (17) 
Pas d'Espagne [waltz] (No. 13) 
Rabi hat geheissen lustig Sein, Der (21) 
Roumanian Dance [Hora] [6/8] (No. 12) 
Sherele [2/4] (No. 16) 
Wengerke [4/8] (No. 11) 
Wollach (No. 7) 
Hungarian 
TITLE 
Gypsy dance (Vol. ? , ?) 
Gypsy love song 
Hungarian fantasia (gal 264 G, misc. 37?) 
Salut a Pesth (Op. 13) [marche hongroise] 
Serenade Hongroise (1602, cfe) 



































bci hea 27 
cps hea 24 
cps hea 24 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
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cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
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cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
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cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
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cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
cth heb 12 
Sgr Fol Yr 
jmm hun 29 
hun 98 
gal hun 16 
hun 
to hun 12 
hun 
Hurry 
Composer /lyricist TITLE ~ Sgi: Fol Yr 
Berge, Irenee Agitated hurry No. 2 [escape danger] (P54) Rob cps hur 26 
Berge, Irenee Agitated hurry [flights from danger] (P30) Rob cps hur 25 
Lake, M.L. Agitato (12) CF ? hur 14 
Engleman, Joseph Agitato (Book II, No. 11) Bos bci hur 26 
Savino, Domenico Agitato a la valse [conspirators] (PD3) Rob dds hur 24 
Borch, Gaston Agitato con moto [excitement] (No. 32,P) GS pps? hur 18 
Savino, Domenico Agitato drammatico [excitement] (PD15) Rob dds hur 25 
Langey, Otto Agitato No. 1 [excitement, anxiety] (3P) GS sps hur 15 
Andino, J.E. Agitato No. 2 [heated argument] (9P) GS sps hur 15 
Minot, Adolf Agitato No. 4 [excited crowds, riots](l9P) GS sps hur 16 
Axt, William Agitato No. 4 [riots, arguments] (P40) Rob cps hur 25 
Axt, William & Agitato No. l [pursuit, riot, storm] (Pl) Rob cps hur 23 
Rapee, Erno & Agitato No. l [pursuit, riot, storm] (Pl) Rob cps hur 23 
Axt, William & Agitato No.2 [struggles, fights] (P9) Rob cps hur 24 
Rapee, Erno & Agitato No.2 [struggles, fights] (P9) Rob cps hur 24 
Axt, William & Agitato No.3 [street brawls, riots] (PlO) Rob cps hur 24 
Rapee, Erno & Agitato No.3 [street brawls, riots] (PlO) Rob cps hur 24 
Axt, William Agitato No.5 (P63) Rob cps hur 26 
Berge, Irenee Agitato [anx. expecta.] (aor N.84, ps N.5) RJ ps hur 22 
Lake, M.L. Agitato [general use] (11) CF ? hur 14 
Zamecnik, J.S. Agitato [heavy, general use] (Vol. 1, 4) SF sfp hur 19 
Riesenfeld, Hugo Agitato [intense situat., riot] (No. 28,P) GS pps? hur 18 
Zamecnik, J.S. Air flight [storms, magic] (Vol. 4, 1) SF sfp hur 27 
Lake, M.L. Allegro (10) CF ? hur 14 
Savino, Domenico Allegro agitato [excit., disputes](N.48,P) GS pps hur 23 
Axt, William Allegro misterioso [stealthy] (P20) Rob cps hur 24 
Langey, Otto Allegro No. 2 [cowboy riding, hoof] (16P) GS sps hur 16 
Minot, Adolf Allegro No. l ·Ooyful crowd, pursuit] (7P) GS sps hur 15 
Zamecnik, J .S. Allegro vigoroso [sword-fights] (Vol. 1,8) SF sfp hur 19 
Langey, Otto Allegro vivace No. l [hunting scene] (15P) ·GS sps hur 15 
Lake, M.L. Allegro vivace [hunting scenes] (8) CF ? hur 14 
Axt, William & Appassionato No. 1 [deep emotion] (P5) Rob cps hur 23 
Rapee, Erno & Appassionato No. 1 [deep emotion] (P5) Rob cps hur 23 
Berge, Irenee Astir [an agitated allegro] (P71) Rob cps hur 26 
Gretry' R.E.M. Ballet suite (N. I., Menuetto )(1787) a FM CF to? hur 16 
Gretry, R.E.M. Ballet suite (N. II., Tambourin) arr. FM CF to? hur 16 
Gretry, R.E.M. Ballet suite (No. III., Gigue)(l 787) a FM CF to? hur 16 
Gabriel-Marie & Bientot libre! [tragiques et anim.] (275) SC ? hur 25 
Ourdine, Hans & Bientot libre! [tragiques et anim.] (275) SC ? hur 25 
Allen, Thos. S. Big Ben (Vol. 1, No. 1) WJ jpc hur 16 
Carbonara, Gerard Bold riders, The [ride to rescue] (P58) Rob cps hur 26 
Moskowski, M. Characteristic allegro [chatter] (P55) Rob cps hur 25 
von Gluck, C.W. Dance of the furies ("Orpheus") Son hur 26 
Borch, Gaston Dante's inferno [a tone poem] (105) Bel bee hur 25 
Aborn, Morris Dashing cowboy [western char.] (24) Bel cis hur 21 
Zamecnik, J. S. Defense of honor [duel, struggle] (V.4, 7) SF sfp hur 27 
Zamecnik, J .S. Disturbance [confusion, clash] (Vol. 4, 9) SF sfp hur 27 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Dramatic agitato [general] (Book 1, No. 1) Bos bci hur 24 
Falck, Edward Dramatic allegro [ominous sit.] (No. 24,P) GS pps? hur 18 
Drigo, R. Emotional agitato (10) CF ? hur 26 
Savino, Domenico Emotional agitato [escape, flight] (PD6) Rob dds hur 25 
Axt, William Fire agitato [fires, storms] (P19) Rob cps hur 24 
Carbonara, Gerard Flying hurry [aeroplane flights] (P57) Rob cps hur 26 
Gabriel-Marie & Furieuse poursuite [the persecution] (272) SC ? hur 25 
Ourdine, Hans & Furieuse poursuite [the persecution] (272) SC ? hur 25 
Lake, M.L. Furioso (2) CF ? hur 14 
Bergunker, M. Furioso, No. 4 [violent, savage] (No. 58) GS sps hur 27 
Langey, Otto Furioso No.2 [riot scenes, tumults] (11P) GS sps hur 15 
Zamecnik, J.S. Furioso [confusion, riot scenes] (V. 1, 2) SF sfp hur 19 
Rapee, Erno Galloping furies [stampeding cattle] (7) Bel ? hur 26 
Gungl [arr. OL] Galop No.1 [railway eng., train] (14P) GS sps hur 16 
Langey, Otto Galop No.2 ["the movie patrol"] (l 7P) GS sps hur 15 
Huppertz, G. Heidesturm und Gewitter [agitato] (No. 22) MRR fil hur 27 
MacDowell, Edward Hungarian (Op. 39, No. 12) (2617F) c 1890 APS ? hur 18 
Armandola, Jose Hurry (No. 7) Roe rs hur 26 
Langey, Otto Hurry No. 1 [general use] (lP) GS sps hur 15 
Langey, Otto Hurry No. 2 [great excitement, duels] (4P) GS sps hur 15 
Langey, Otto Hurry No. 3 [fire-alarm or western] (12P) GS sps hur 15 
Ancliffe, Charles Hurry [exciting, combat] (Book 1, No. 1) Bos bci hur 26 
Lake, M.L. Hurry [exciting scenes] (4) CF lls hur 14 
Lake, M.L. Hurry [fire scenes] (7) CF ? hur 14 
· Finck, Herman Hurry [gen. use, comic scenes] (No. 22) Haw hps hur 22 
Lake, M.L. Hurry [general use] (1) CF lls hur 14 
Minot, Adolf Hurry [general use] (26) SMB bis hur 16 
Norton, Harry Hurry [general use] (26) WJ hur 
Zamecnik, J.S. Hurry [general use] (Vol. 1, 3) SF sfp hur 19 
Zamecnik, J. S. Hurry [general use] (Vol. 1, 1) SF sfp hur 19 
Becce, G. In a critical situation [alleg. agit.](21) Sle kin hur 26 
Schertzinger, V. L. Incidental miniatures (3) PPM hur 24 
Hauernschild, W.G. Incidental miniatures [dram. agita.] (6) PPM ? hur 24 
Becce, G. Inseguimento e fuga [agitato] (16) c'20 Sle Kin hur 25 
Lowitz, W.W. Intermezzo perpetual (No. 52) c'90 GS sps hur 27 
Engleman, Joseph Joyous allegro (Book II, No. 7) Bos bci hur 26 
Berge, Irenee Minor hurry [bustle, excitement] (P53) Rob cps hur 26 
Engleman, Joseph Molto agitato [fights, riots] (B.111,N.18) Bos bci hur 27 
Bergunker, M. Moto perpetuo [changeless] (No. 59) GS sps hur 27 
Berge, Irenee Mystery - hurry [pursuit, chase] (P28) Rob cps hur 25 
Berge, Irenee Panicy agitato [brawls, fights] (P27) Rob cps hur 25 
Srawley, Bertram Plot thickens, The [interl. dramat.] (15) SW mm1 hur 28 
Kempinski, L.A. Prelude satanic (Op. 34) PPM hur 25 
Marquardt. P.A. Regal allegro non tropo (No. 16) MBC si hur 28 
Srawley, Bertram Restless bows (Op. 39) (No. 5) c'25 GHS uor hur 26 
Stoughton, R. S. Revolution [heavy agitated] (Vol. 7, 3) WJ jcs hur 28 
Savino, Domenico Rushing waters (PD23) Rob dds hur 27 
Allen, Thos. S. Saddle back [galop] (Vol 1) WJ jpg hur 13 
Frey, Hugo Scherzando - hurry [semi-mysterious] (P43) Rob cps hur 25 
Drigo, R. Sinister agitato (9) CF ? hur 26 
Wagner, Richard Sword dance ("Rienzi Ballet")(V.2,6) a FL EA f c hur 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Violence [confusion, struggles] (V. 2, 4) SF sfp hur 22 
Axt, William & Western Allegro [rodeos, roundups] (P2) Rob cps hur 23 
Rapee, Erno & Western Allegro [rodeos, roundups] (P2) Rob cps hur 23 
Lake, M.L. Presto [sword-fights, duels] (5) CF ? hur? 15 
Heavy waltzes 
Composer /lyricist TITLE ~ Sgr Fol Yr 
Axt, William Appassionato No. 2 [tragic, strug.] (P 21) Rob cps hwa 24 
Stoughton, R. S. Appassionoto tragique WJ jcs hwa 28 
Tschaikowsky, P. Concerto No. 1, (themes from) Rob hwa 41 
Simon, Walter C. Dramatic agitato (22) Bel cis hwa 20 
Axt, William & Dramatic andante No. 1 [dispute] (P4) Rob cps hwa 23 
Rapee, Erno & Dramatic andante No. 1 [dispute] (P4) Rob cps hwa 23 
Axt, William Dramatic andante No.2 [struggle&] (P 44) Rob cps hwa 26 
Levy, Sol P. Dramatic tension No 1 [gen. use] (6) CMC cis hwa 17 
Norton, Harry Dramatic tension[@ Bath, Gomer] (11) WJ hwa 19 
Mikulicz, K.L. Eroticon (No. 7) Mus hwa 27 
Herbert, Victor Knights' tournament CF phs hwa 26 
Kreisler, Fritz Leibesfreud (Alt-Wiener Tanzweisen No. 1) CF hwa 10 
Lampe, J. Bodewalt Liberty waltz JHR hwa 18 
Stoughton, R. S. Limehouse night [lang .... exot.] (V. 2, 2) WJ jcs hwa 27 
Stoughton, R.S. Lure of souls [quiet. .. exotic, languorous] WJ jcs hwa 27 
Brigham, G.B. Northern lights waltz VKC hwa 
Zamecnik, J .S. Reproach [dram. recitative] (Vol. 4, 2) SF sfp hwa 27 
Stoughton, R.S. Scene tragique [despair&] (Vol. 4, 1) WJ jcs hwa 27 
Godard, B. Second mazurka McK ef hwa 
Sims, Lee Similitude [ valses moderne] Rob hwa 32 
Stahl, Willy Thelma [ valse triste] (C29) Rob rsc hwa 25 
Stoughton, R.S. Tragic love tryst [turb. emot.] (V. 6, 5) WJ jcs hwa 27 
Drigo, R. Tragico, con moto (2) CF ? hwa 26 
Geehl, Henry Unrest (Vol. 1, 1) KPC kps hwa 21 
Wittstein, Edward Valse celeste (C 41) Rob rsc hwa 27 
Rapee, Erno Valse dramatique (67) Bel pse hwa 25 
Irish 
Composer /lyricist TITLE 
Amers, H.G. B'hoys of Tipperary [from the old count.] Haw iri 15 
Engleman, Joseph 
Langey, Otto 
Emery, James C. & 
McNeil, Norman & 




de Capua, E. 
Kreisler, F. (tr.) 
Larson, Earl Roland 
Zamecnik, J. S. 
Kretschmer, Wm. F. 
Composer/lyricist 
Lodge, T. Henry 
Larson, Earl Roland 
Deppen, Jessie L. 
Benkhart, G. 
Blake, Milton D. 
Sutton, Harry 0. 
Zamecnik, J .S. 






Cobb, George L. 
Blarney stone [two step] 
Emerald Isle [Irish melodies] (No. 65) 
Molly 0 [I love you, waltz] [Schoenberger] 
Molly 0 [I love you, waltz] [Schoenberger] 
Molly on the shore [BFS 1] (No. 128) 
Selection from Eileen [rom. Ir. op.] (385) 
Italian 
TITLE 
Now the night in starlight splendor 
'O sole mio [my sun] 
Old refrain, The (T2080) [tr. F. Kreisler] 
Venetian night [romance] 
Venetian romance [from "memoirs"] (7) 
Venetian serenade (Op. 103) (597, cfe) 
Japanese 
TITLE 
In a tea garden [romance] (C 17) 
Japanese lanterns (Vol. 20, 4) 
Japanese sunset ( 4) 
Jinrikisha [Japanese scene] (Vol. ? ?) 
Kimona girl [march & two-step] 
Kokomo [serenade] 
Nippon (Vol. 1, No. 1) 
Scintillating sandals [dance] (Vol. 17, 3) 
Children 
TITLE 
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Moskowski, Moritz Air de ballet (Op. 36., No. 5) (1646) CMP me 124 12 
Hauenschild, W. C. AL-I-CE [intermezzo-caprice] PPM 124 21 
Engleman, Joseph Allegro giocoso [comedy] (Bk. III, N. 13) Bos bci 124 27 
Lake, M.L. Allegro moderato [joyful, dances] (9) CF lls 124 14 
Aborn, Morris Animal cartoonix [No. II comedy] (52) Bel cis 124 25 
Leigh, Norman Antoinette (Vol. 21, 14?)@ Dream of ... WJ jmm 124 28 
Frazee, Gerald F. Autumn moods [cap., alleg. gioc.]@ Traum. WJ 124 29 
Herbert, Victor Badinage ES 124 
Dvorak, Anton Bagatelle No. 1 (Op. 47) (Vol. 2, 4) EA fc 124 26 
Florin, Ed M. Bathing beauties [nov., It., neu.] (V.?) WJ jmm 124 27 
Levan, J. Carroll Bayou legend ["darkey"] (Vol. 17, 5) WJ jmm 124 28 
Schendel, J.L. Blushing coquette [allegret. graz.] (58) Bel bee 124 21 
Gordon, Leo Bone-head blues [jazz fox-trot] WJ 124 17 
Platzman, Eugene Budding spring [romance, andan. mod.] Bel 124 21 
Geehl, Henry Butterfly (Vol. I, 4, kps) SF sfm 124 21 
Axt, William & By the stream [nov., alleg. mod.] (C 21) Rob rsc 124 24 
Rapee, Erno & By the stream [nov., alleg. mod.] (C 21) Rob rsc 124 24 
Godard, Benjamin Canzonetta (Op. 35) (1703, cfe) CF to 124 14 
Somerville, Reg. Caprice [pleasantry, cajolery] (No. 35) Haw hps 124 24 
Varley, Irene Capricietta [allegro moderato] (41) Bel bee 124 20 
Larson, Earl Roland Cartoon capers (Vol. 18, 2) [@Dainty .. ] WJ jmm 124 28 
Leigh, Norman Chant d'avril [allegretto] {also 144} WJ 124 26 
Loraine, William Cinderella [intermezzo, moderato] (270) CF ? 124 08 
Zamecnik, J. S. Comedy excitement [chase, west.] (V.4, 10) SF afp 124 27 
Ketelbey, Albert W. · Comedy [race & motor, crowds] (Book 2, 7) Bos bfp 124 24 
Leigh, Norman Coquetry [allegretto] WJ 124 26 
Axt, William & Coquette [caprice] (C16) Rob rsc 124 23 
Rapee, Erno & Coquette [caprice] (Cl6) Rob rsc 124 23 
Cobb, George L. Cracked ice rag [not too fast] WJ 124 18 
Ring-Hager Cricket's dance [intermezzo, mod. c. moto] For fcs 124 23 
Baron, Maurice Dainty damsel [serenade discrete] (76) Bel bee 124 22 
Levenson, Boris Dance of the marionettes (op. 34, No. 6) BFW 124 21 
Grey, Frank H. Dance of the parasols [It. graceful] (V?) WJ jmm 124 27 
Polla, W.C. Dancing tambourine Har 124 27 
Reynard, Jules Danse fantastique [moderato] (6) SF ? 124 16 
Cobb, George L. Dementia Americana: Owl on the organ (3) WJ ? 124 25 
Baron, Maurice Early roses [entr' acte] (103) Bel bee 124 25 
Wheeler, C.E. Fairy flirtation [entr'acte] (96) Bel bee 124 24 
Aborn, Morris Farcical allegro (34) Bel cis 124 23 
Greer, Jesse Flapperette JM 124 45 
Axt, William Fleurette [caprice, allegret.] (C 30) Rob rsc 124 25 
Patou, Edouard Flick and flock [crowds, bustle] (No. 58) Haw hps 124 25 
Bradford-Boutelje Flocons de neige [alleg. giocoso] (C 27) Rob rsc 124 25 
Haines, Herbert E. Forest fancies [allegret. c. grazioso] Haw 124 21 
Isel, Wm. C. Fussin' around [slow drag or fox trot] WJ 124 15 
Savino, Domenico Gaiety [happiness, festivals ... ] (PDl) Rob dds 124 27 
Savino, Domenico Gatherings [jovial, st., mark.] (PD 31) Rob dds 124 28 
Borch, Gaston Gossip [light allegro] (47) Bel cis 124 25 
Marquardt, P.A. Happy moods [intermezzo, allegretto] MBC 124 27 
Savino, Domenico Hasty moments [allegro] (PD24) Rob dds 124 
Mosay, Miro Hidden charms [caprice] (No. 2) SW mml 124 28 
Tschaikowsky, P. Humoresque (Op. 10, No. 2) (T 1990) CF ? 124 22 
Rive-King, Julie Impromptu [alleg. viv.] (No. 8657) TP ? 124 10 
Edwards, Leo In a cherry blossom garden [nov.] (C36) Rob rsc 124 26 
Reynard, Jules Iris [moderato grazioso] (10) SF ? 124 16 
Carbonara, Gerard Jesters [comic, jovial] (P 82) Rob cps 124 27 
Srawley, Bertram Joker (Op. 36) [char. sketch] (No. 52) GS SS 124 
Zamecnik, J.S. Jollity [cheer, festivity] (Vol. 3, 10) SF sfp 124 25 
Pollack, Lew & Kiddie kapers [@Rag doll] sec 124 
Sherman, Al & Kiddie kapers [@Rag doll] sec 124 
Shilkret, Nat & Kiddie kapers [@Rag doll] sec 124 
Savino, Domenico Kiki [intermez., allegret. graz.](No. 220) GS gal 124 22 
Breil, Joseph Carl Little flower garden [caprice] (91) Bel bee 124 23 
Stoughton, R. S. Little Miss Puck [allegretto scherzando] WJ 124 26 
Parker, Chas. N. Lotus flowers [Japanese romance] PPM 124 20 
Mendoza, David Love's chatter [mod. e grazioso] (C 19) Rob rsc 124 25 
Levy, Sol P. Lovelette [allegretto] Bel 124 19 
Sterny-Courquin Mariette [two step-polka] (660) c 1910 JWS ? 124 11 
Arndt, Felix Marionette (11) [arr JSZ, c 1917 Arndt] SF 124 17 
Herzberg, Max Merry maker's dance [char. dance] (C 34) Rob rsc 124 
Rapee, Erno & Merry pranks [allegret. cappricciose] (C4) Rob rsc 124 23 
Smid, Frant Mirabilis [intermezzo, moderato] Haw 124 24 
Delille, Francis Mirth and merriment [giocoso] (No. 12) Bel ea 124 24 
Leigh, Norman Moment gai (V. 1, 1) @Vivacity WJ jmm 124 23 
Leigh, Norman Moment gai [allegreto quasi tern. di polka] WJ 124 23 
Lodge, Henry T. Moon madness [allegretto] (C 13) Rob rsc 124 25 
Lodge, Henry T. Moonlight silhouettes [shad. dance] (C 18) Rob rsc 124 24 
Zamecnik, J.S. Moonlit garden [serenade] (Vol. 1, 8) SF sfc 124 24 
Weidt, A.J. My lady jazz [fox trot] WJ 124 25 
Confey, Zez My pet JM 124 
Arndt, Felix Nola SF 124 24 
Fall, Leo Paragraphs [allegretto] (125) EA ? 124 
Mosay, Miro Paris life [lively] (No. 4) SW mm1 124 28 
Hindley, Thos. Patrol Comique [mod.] (Tl410) CF 124 23 
Dreier, Gustav Pattering feet (Op. 15) [two-step] Haw 124 12 
Berge, Irenee Pierrot [allegretto] (No. 24) GS SS 124 15 
Wolcott, J. Truman Play of the fountain [scherzo] (No. 7593) TP ? 124 09 
Savino, Domenico Playful allegro [It. agitation] (PD 10) Rob dds 124 25 
Savino, Domenico Pleasant hours [garden, careless] (PD 29) Rob dds 124 28 
Cobb, George L. Procrastination rag [esp. comedies] (V. ?) WJ jmm 124 27 
Axt, William & Promenade [gavotte, allegret. grace.] (Cl) Rob rsc 124 23 
Rapee, Erno & Promenade [gavotte, allegret. grace.] (Cl) Rob rsc 124 23 
Brown, N acio Herb Rag doll[@ Kiddie kapers] sec 124 28 
Lowitz, W.W. Ripples [allegretto] (No. 329) GS gal 124 27 
Raymond, Ray Rodeo love [western cabaret] (5) (44?) Fea 124 24 
Bradford, James C. Rural flirts [intermezzo] ( 111) Bel bee 124 25 
Schertzinger, V.L. Ruritania [characteristic, di marccia] PPM 124 24 
Patou, Edouard Scandal-mongers [gossip] (No. 84) Haw hps 124 27 
Slater, Walter L. Skipper of Toonerville [comic] (T2068) CF ? 124 25 
Cobb, George L. Snuggle pup WJ 124 29 
Bloom, Rube Soliloquy [musical thought] JM 124 27 
Berge, Irenee Southwestern idyl [count. life] (No. 32,P) GS ? 124 18 
Spindler, F. Spinningwheel (Op. 164) (T2075) CF ? 124 25 
Marquardt, P.A. Spring fancies [moderato] MBC 124 25 
Mendelssohn, Felix Spring song CMP 124 
Bendix, Theo. Sweetjasmine [dainty nov.] (918) CF to 124 05 
McNeil, J. Chas. Syncoblue [blues, moderato] @Consolation WJ jmm 124 28 
McNeil, J. Chas. Synconia [blues] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm 124 
Haines, Chauncey Tehama [intermez. romantique] WJ 124 07 
Stuart, Leslie Tell me pretty maiden (Florodora) (V.3, 4) EA km 124 20 
Sanders, Geo. H. Thrills [scherzo] (No. 19) GHS uor 124 25 
Axt, William & Toddling [nov. rollicking] (C 3) Rob rsc 124 
Rapee, Emo & Toddling [nov. rollicking] (C 3) Rob rsc 124 
Allen, Thos. S. Turkish towel rag [comedies] (Vol. 1, 1) WJ jpr 124 12 
Kling, H. Two little Bulfinches, The CF 124 08 
Larson, Earl R. Vivacity [It.] (Vol. 7, 2)@ Moment gai WJ jcs 124 28 
Mills, Kerry Whistling Rufus [one-step or two-step] WJ 124 16 
Johnson, Claude E. Will o' the wisp [char.] (No. 5) SW mml 124 28 
Zamecnik, J. S. Wooing hour [serenade, mod. graz.] (d 8) SF ? 124 17 
Light 4/4 
Composer /lyricist TITLE .euh ~ IDll Yr 
Savino, Domenico Allegro perpetuo [breezes, planes] (PD 16) Rob dds 144 26 
Davis, M.A.E. Arbutus [moderato] BFW 144 09 
West, Ned Barn dance (The bunnj.es' gambol) WJ 144 08 
Frey, Hugo Belle Eleanor [gav. de ballet] (C 48) Rob rsc 144 28 
Stults, R.M. Birds and the brook [schot.] (Vol. 1, 1) EA km 144 01 
Johnson, Chas. L. Butterflies [caprice] For fsc 144 14 
Frey, Hugo Butterfly dance [tern. di gavotte] (C22) Rob rsc 144 24 
Leigh, Norman Chant d'Avril [2/4 & 4/4] WJ 144 26 
Spaulding, C.R. & Cherrytime [gavotte] WJ 144 27 
Spaulding, V.M. & Cherrytime [gavotte] WJ 144 27 
Melville, Harold Chrysalis [romance] (Vo. 2, 3) arr. Heed EA km 144 25 
Rimmer, W. Coster' s wooing, The [entr'acte] Haw 144 02 
Eugene, Max C. Cupid's garden [andan. mod.] (Vol. 2, 5) EA km 144 01 
McNally, Georgia Damascus [alleg. mod.] (No. 30) GS SS 144 23 
Richmond, Benjamin Dance of the honey bees (Vol. 1, 10) EA km 144 02 
Confrey, Zez Dizzy fingers JM 144 23 
Rolfe, Walter Enticement [capr. eccentric] (Vol. 12, 3) WJ jmm 144 27 
Reynard, Jules Fair debutante [moderato] (2) SF ? 144 22 
Gounod, Charles Faust ballet : DaQ.ce No. 4 CMP 144 21 
Humperdinck, E. Ferdinand and Miranda (Tempest sui.) (2,8) EA fc 144 26 
Eilenberg, Rich. First heart throbs, The (1011) LF ? 144 
Chaminade, C Flatterer [La Lisonjera] (214) CMP ? 144 
Fletcher, Percy E. Fleurette d' amour [intermezzo] Haw 144 22 
Levy, Sol P. Flirty-flirts [allegretto giocoso] Bel 144 19 
Ancliffe, Charles Fragrance [entr'acte, allegretto graz.] Haw 144 20 
Vargas, G. Garden dance [alleg. mod.] (No. 11, 5) SF lib 144 14 
Herkan, Nern Garden whispers [alleg. mod.] (13) Fea ? 144 24 
Pierson, Wm. T. Gavotte piquante [allegro grazioso] (9) SF ? 144 15 
Lampe, J. Bodewalt Glad girl, The [idyl] JHR 144 15 
Lincke, Paul Glow-worm [Gluhwurmchen] [idyl) (413) CF ? 144 04 
Gillet, Ernest Histoire de Blondinette [moderato] MMC 144 97 
Kenney, Cady C. In the morning sun [caprice] WJ 144 27 
Ellis, J.H. In the woodlands (Vol 3, 1) EA km 144 25 
Clements, B.G. Innocent pastime [ moderato] WJ 144 26 
Confrey, Zez Kitten on the keys JM 144 21 
Srawley, Bertram Little cutie [interm. enfantine] (No. 6) SW mm1 144 28 
Schertzinger, V. L. Love tales : b. Quarrel [alleg. agitato] ? 144 
Molloy Love's old sweet song [@ Wistaria] EA 144 23 
Devaux, Jules Love-in-a-mist (Op. 41) [gavotte] BFW 144 27 
Byford, Francis G. Marionettes [entr'acte] [ moderato] Bos 144 21 
Roberts, Lee S. Moon dreams [novelette] (C9) Rob rsc 144 23 
Schertzinger, V.L. My lady's boudoir [entr' acte] PPM 144 24 
Nevin, Ethelbert Narcissus (No. 9) BMC pcl 144 20 
Trinkaus, Geo. J. Night voices: a. The Crickets [dance](395) MW ? 144 19 
Hersom, Frank E. Peeping pansies [garden epi.] (Vol. 21, 1) WJ jmm 144 28 
Axt, William & Piquante, .La [air de ballet, mod.] (Cll) Rob rsc 144 23 
Rapee, Emo & Piquante, La [air de ballet, mod.] (Cll) Rob rsc 144 23 
Winne, Jesse M. Pond lilies [andan. mod.] (Vol. 2, 8) EA km 144 25 
Miles, Walter E. Powder and patches [brightly] (No. 7, 1) SF lib 144 25 
Aletter, W. Pulcinillo [humoristic intermezzo] (8) GS ? 144 12 
Aletter, W. Rendezvous [intermezzo rococo, digavotta] Bos 144 22 
Savino, Domenico Rustic allegro [carefree] (No. 44, P) GS pps 144 23 
Finston-Koestner Satin fan (Louis XIV) [gav.](arr. E. Roth) For f sc 144 35. 
Contemo, G.E. Scherzo primo [frolic, happy] (No. 101) GL loc 144 26 
Stoughton, R.S. Sheila [dance novelty, allegretto] WJ 144 29 
Grant, Charles N. Shy coquette [tern. di gavotte] Har 144 27 
Wood, J. Dellinger Spring flowers [andante] (8) SF ? 144 15 
Reeves, Ernest Stepping stones [dance intermezzo] Haw 144 15 
Logan, Frederic K. Summer showers [moderato] For f sc 144 19 
Cussans, Oliver Sylphides, Les [dance intermezzo] Haw 144 14 
Borowski, Felix Trois Novelettes: 3. La Coquette (Ser. I) GS dpp 144 12 
Miles, Walter E. Tulips [moderato grazioso] (5) SF ? 144 16 
Williams, F.A. Twilight sketches : I. Recollections SF 144 16 
Jackson, R. C. Vanity [caprice] (No. 44) GS gal 144 11 
Norman, F. van Water sprites [mod. con moto] (8) SF ? 144 23 
Savino, Domenico Whims [pleasantry, emotion, hum.] (PD 18) Rob dds 144 26 
Stults, R.M. White swan [caprice] (Vol. 2, 9) EA km 144 25 
Logan, Frederic K. Wistaria [novelette] (V. 1, 4) [@Love's.] EA km 144 23 
Stoughton, R.S. Witch and the moon [novelty]] (Vol. 18, 1) WJ jnn 144 28 
Savino, Domenico Youth's recollections [allegretto] (PD 34) Rob dds 144 28 
Light 6/8 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :euh ~ Fol Yr 
Baron, Maurice Alluring coquetry [air de ballet] (106) Bel bee 168 25 
Boisdeffre, R. de Au bord d'un Ruisseau (Op.52) (1819) CF to 168 17 
Geehl, Henry Country dance [allegro commodo] 0/. 1, 9) SF kps 168 21 
Miles, Walter E. Cupid's frolic (11) SF 168 16 
Gross, Mark Cupid's surprise (No.8) [novelette] (47) Fea ? 168 24 
Axt, William Cynical scherzando [schem. charac.] (P 52) Rob cps 168 25 
Axt, William & Debutante (C 12) Rob rsc 168 23 
Rapee, Emo & Debutante (C 12) Rob rsc 168 23 
Penn, William H. Enchantment [novelette] (Vol. 2, 3) EA fc 168 26 
Axt, William Entr'act to a comedy [in or before] (P66) Rob cps 168 26 
Carbonara, Gerard Frivolities [sparkling, lively] (FF3) Rob ffs 168 28 
Ring-Hager Funny faces [comedy sketch] (2) SF ? 168 26 
Bradford, James C. Gique [semi comical, rapid] (FF 18) Rob ffs 168 28 
Axt, William Happy Bohemians [gaiety, revelry] (P73) Rob cps 168 26 
Mikulicz, K.L. Humoresque Mus fi1 168 27 
Axt, William In merry mood [comedy] (P51) Rob cps 168 25 
Damaur, R. T. Incidental symphonies (42) PPM ? 168 28 
Savino, Domenico Joyous spirits [scherz. grazioso] (PD 25) Rob dds 168 27 
Herbert, Victor Punch and Judy [humorous] (C 14) CF ? 168 26 
Leigh, Norman Puppets [children, lovers, grace] (Vol. 2) WJ jcs 168 27 
Leigh, Norman Rustic dance [allegro risoluto] WJ 168 15 
Axt, William Rustic revels [lively romping] (P83) Rob cps 168 27 
Hersom, Frank E. Shimmering shadows [allegretto] WJ 168 26 
Leybach, J. Sixth nocturne (Op. 91) CMP sal 168 06 
Miles, Walter E. Sparklets (diamond 1) SF sfl 168 12 
Bradford, James C. Spring cleaning (G 3) CF ? 168 28 
Marquardt, P.A. Symphonic incidentals No. 15 [sinister] MBC 168 28 
Sievers, Lou Twilight memories HR ppo 168 12 
Grieg, Edvard VOglein [birdling] (Op. 43, No. 4) GS 168 98 
Flath, P. Hans Woodland sprites [novellete caprice] WJ 168 25 
Light music 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :euh ~ Fol Yr 
Engelmann, H. Bitter sweets (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 07 
Keiser, Robert A. Blushing beauty (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 18 
Castillo, L.G. del Briar and heather [novelette, neutral] WJ lit 22 
Ascher-Mahl. Climax [medley quadrille] (1284) CF cfe lit 06 
Johnson, Lee Close your dreamy eyes [schott.] (1210) CF cfe lit 04 
Hermann, Andrew Cocoanut dance (Op. 193) [south.] (Vol. V) CF pms lit 91 
Wiegand, John Courtesy (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 05 
Moses-Tobani, Theo. Cupidietta (Op. 422) (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 03 
Brooks, Ellis Dance of the dwarf and the giant (Vol. V) CF pms lit 03 
Lake, M.L. Dance of the pumpkins ["Indian summer"](V) CF pms lit 17 
Bath, Gomer Graceful dance (Vol 1, ?) WJ jcs lit 26 
Johnson, Lee Her name is Maud [waltz] (1225) CF cfe lit 05 
Armand, Chas. Husking bee [characteristic] (Vol. V) CF pms lit 97 
Ascher-Mahl. I would like to marry you [medley] (1302) CF cfe lit 06 
Engel, Carl If you love your baby make goo-goo eyes CF cfe lit 00 
Arthur, Chas. In the jungle (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 19 
Axt, William In the Latin quarter [student life] (P7 4) Rob cps lit 26 
Johnson, Lee It blew! Blew! Blew! ["1.0.U. "] (1241) CF cfe lit 05 
Leigh, Norman Just two [allegretto capricciosso] WJ lit 25 
Morse, Theo. F. Lizard & the frog [charac.] (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 01 
Coenen, Willem Lovely spring (No. 228) CCB lo lit 14 
Alberti, H. [arr] Ma lady Lu [medley schott.] (962) CF cfe lit 99 
Sims, Lee Moth, The [allegro] Rob lit 32 
Ascher-Mahl. My cabin door [schottische] (1281) CF cfe lit 06 
Laurendeau, L.P. Peacock, The [badinette] (Vol. V) CF pms lit 10 
Schuler, George S. Red-headed Rose ("Garden comedy suite") For fsc lit 23 
Mendelssohn, F. Scherzo ("Midsummernight's dream")[Seredy] CF to lit 00 
Ascher-Mahl. Skylark [medley lancers] CF cfe lit 06 
Keeney, Frank Towanda, my little Indian maid (1197) CF cfe lit 04 
Sudds, W.F. Witchery [ballata] (Vol. V) CF pms lit 06 
Morse, Theo. F. Zemindar [pizzicati] (Vol. IV) CF pms lit 01 
Light waltzes 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :euh ~ Fol Yr 
Zamecnik, J. S. Adieu (diamond 8) SF ? lwa 21 
Herbert, Victor Air de ballet (no. 52) GS gal lwa 12 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Amaryllis [graceful dance] (Book 1, No. 2) Bos bfp lwa 24 
Gillet, Ernest Amoureuse MMC lwa 01 
Offenbach, J. Apache dance (Vol. 2, 2)[arr. Emil Ascher] EA km lwa 10 
Gibb, Robert W. At the fountain (Vol. 20, 1) [@Love notes] WJ jmm lwa 28 
St. Clair, Floyd J. Ballet of roses (No. 128) SF lib lwa 25 
Strauss, Johann Beautiful Blue Danube waltzes (Op. 314) CMP lwa 
Huerter, Charles Butterflies [scene de ballet] (567) OD ? lwa 23 
Densmore, J .H. Butterfly [fantasy] (No. 114) GS gal lwa 16 
Chauncey, Ruth G. Carnival dancers [allegro grazioso] ? lwa 
Ancliffe, Charles Comedy allegro [railway, racing] (B. 1, 6) Bos bci lwa 26 
Schuler, George S. Daisy the clairvoyant [garden comedy sui.] For f sc lwa 23 
Stoughton, R. S. Danse ancienne (Vol 4, 5) WJ jcs lwa 27 
Ascher, Emil Daughter of heaven, The (Vol 3, 9) EA km lwa 13 
Gillet, Ernest Doux Murmure [murmuring breezes] MMC lwa 26 
Bath, Gomer Dramatic andante (Vol.7, No.4) [@Norton] WJ jcs lwa 28 
Davson, Gordon Druid's prayer (577) EBM ? lwa 09 
Seredy, Julius S. Falling leaves (No. 20) CF cpo lwa 16 
Kenney, Cady C. Femininity [ valsette] (Vol. 11, 1) WJ jmm lwa 27 
Godard, Benjamin Fourth mazurka (Op. 103, No. 4) (No. 9872) ? ? lwa 
Rapee, Emo Frozen north [vast spaces, mtns.] (P 18) Rob cps lwa 24 
Schad, Walter C. Gaily thro' life (No. 41) GHS uor lwa 26 
Moszkowski, M. Guitarre (No. 169) GS gal lwa 20 
Margis-Berger[ arr.] Home sweet home (1157) [@ Jolly ... ] CF cfe lwa 03 
Ascher-Mahl. [arr] Honey [medley] (1198) [@Your dad ... ] CF cfe lwa 04 
Ascher-Mahl. [arr] I love you, lady 'deed I do (1202) @ Honey CF cfe lwa 04 
Morse, Arthur C. In a woodland vale (Vol. 9, 3) WI jmm lwa 27 
Engel, Carl In my home in old New England (1186) @1198 CF cfe lwa 04 
de Witt, L.0.[arr.] Its just because I love you so (1046)@King CF cfe lwa 01 
Herbert, Victor Jester's serenade C 7) CF ? lwa 25 
de Witt, L.O. Jolly companions (1021) [@Home sweet ... ] CF cfe lwa 01 
Engel, Carl [arr.] King of the deep am I (1046) [@Its ... ] CF cfe lwa 01 
Meuller, Jos. Lalla Rookh [ valse lndienne] For f sc lwa 25 
Stoughton, R. S. Louisiana nights [creole] WJ lwa 23 
Hersom, Frank E. Love notes [@At the fountain] WJ lwa 19 
Atherton, F .P. Mazourka di ballet (Op. 151) (No. 7421) TP lwa 08 
Paderewski, l.J. Menuet (1570) CF to lwa 11 
Nevin, Ethelbert Mighty lak' a rose (631) JCC ? lwa 15 
Reynard, Jules Morning glories (5) CF ? lwa 23 
Oehmer, Leo Morning greeting (Op. 117) (P 89) CF lwa 25 
Roat, Chas. E. Near and dear [three step] CER lwa 11 
McPherran, Florence Nedra waltzes SMC lwa 06 
Lake, M.L. Old chesnuts [medley of 8] (2325) CF ? lwa 20 
Huerter, Charles Old lavender OD lwa 21 
Lake, M.L. "Old timers" waltz [medley of 9] (2281) CF ? lwa 17 
Bull, Harry P. Petite danseuse, La [caprice] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm lwa 
Deppen, Jessie L. Phyllis [valse caprise] (7) SF ? lwa 16 
Fibich, {A.} Poem [adapted by G. Schirmer] ? lwa 
Poldini, Ed Poupee valsante (1236) CF se lwa 04 
Lowitz, W.W. Prattle (No. 55) GS sps lwa 27 
Finston-Koestner Rose - impromptu For f sc lwa 25 
Massenet, J. Scene pittoresques II. Air de ballet CF lwa 07 
Sibelius, Jean Scenic impression, A (Op. 46) [Pagel] (4) Sle kin lwa 25 
Joyce, Archibald Songe d'automne (Vol. 2, 7) [arr. Alford] EA km lwa 
Lincke, Paul Spring, beautiful spring (414) c. 1903 EBM ? lwa 20 
Marquardt, P.A. Springtime of life MBC lwa 25 
Roberts, Lee S. Summer nights [idyl] (12) SF ? lwa 15 
Miles, Walter E. Sweet forget-me-nots (5) SF ? lwa 17 
Heins, Carl Sweet violet (Op. 169, No.2) [charakter.] WSM lwa 
Sgambati, G. Tyrolese BMC lwa 19 
Levitski, Mischa Valse (Op. 2) (No. 244a) GS gal lwa 23 
Worthington, A.T. Valse a la salon (10) SF ? lwa 14 
Srawley, Bertram Valse caprice (No. 3) SW mml lwa 28 
Hofmann, Josef Valse caprice (Op. 53) OD mpm lwa 05 
Newland, R.A. Valse caprice (Op. 7) Car lwa 17 
Moszkowski, M. Valse celebre (Op. 34, No.1) (No. 262) GS gal lwa 24 
Miles, Walter E. Valse danseuse (diamond 4) SF ? lwa 14 
Tschaikowsky, P. Valse des tleurs (Op. 71) (1600) [Roberts] CF to lwa 12 
Axt, William Valse Mimi [innocent, happy flirt.] (P79) Roe cps lwa 27 
Lodge, T. Henry Valse modern [grazioso] (C40) Rob rsc lwa 27 
Popy, Francis Valse poudree (1816) CF to lwa 17 
Lack, Theodore Valse-arabesque CMP lwa 
Fresco, Joen Whimsical charms (Op. 9) (104) Bel bee lwa 25 
Wollenhaupt, H.A. Whispering wind (Op. 38) JWS lwa 09 
Johnson, Nathanial Wild Roses [valse brilliante] For fle lwa 14 
Williams, Gene Wyoming (877) MW ? lwa 20 
Ascher-Mahl. [arr] Your dad gave his life for his country @ CF cfe lwa 04 
Marches 
Composer /lyricist TITLE fnh ~ Fol Yr 
Morse, Arthur C. Aeolus [@ On the bleachers] WJ mar 10 
Ring-Hager Aeroplane (1) SF mar 26 
Greenawald, John L. American conquest (Vol. 2, 4) EA km mar 11 
Meacham, F. W. American patrol [2/4] (224) CF to mar 91 
Sousa, John Philip Anchor and star march [navy, 6/8] (2308) JPS mar 18 
Blon, Franz von Banner [2/4] (Folio No. 2, 1143, cfe) CF cfp mar 03 
Morse, Arthur C. Battling line WJ mar 25 
Frazee, Gerald Before the "mike" [radio march] WJ mar 26 
Axt, William Big parade c1937 Rob rsc mar 26 
Lovander, O.J. BjOrnaborgaren march (1287, cfe) CF cfs mar 06 
Chambers, W. Paris Black sport [2/4] (Folio No. 2, 1199, cfe) CF cfp mar 04 
Ville, Paul De Bonnie blue bonnets [Scotch] (1293, cfe) CF cfs mar 06 
Henneberg, Paul Boy scouts [patriotic] (2022, cfe) CF cfs mar 11 
Cobb, George L. Brass buttons [@Portly Major, The] WJ mar 15 
Valverde, Chuecay Cadix [celebrated Spa. march] (1827, cfe) CF cfs mar 10 
Bohm, C. Charge of the Uhlans (Op. 213) McK mar 
Allen, Thos. Convention city (No. 2, 6) WJ jcm mar 12 
Zamecnik, J.S. Crusaders (martial, or strong) (Vol 1, 9) SF sfc mar 24 
Axt, William Crusaders (P 85) Rob cps mar 27 
Metallo, Gerardo Curro cuchares [bull fighter] (2151) CF mar 14 
Cobb, George L. Dance of the maniacs [@Junior high] WJ mar 
Lampe, J. Bodewalt Daughters of the American revolution JHR mar 09 
German medley Echoes of the fatherland (2018, cfe) CF cfs mar 11 
Fucik, Julius Entry of the Gladiators SEE Thunder ... CF cfs mar 02 
Witt, L.O. de Erin go braugh [Irish medley] (1178, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Crosby, H.J. Fighting Yanks (No. 1, 14) [@Gen ... ] WJ jcm mar 20 
Blon-Tobani, F. v. Flag of victory [German] (828, cfe) CF cfs mar 97 
Stoughton, R.S. Flying high WJ mar 26 
Alberti, H. For love and honor (1192, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Turlet, A. French National Defile march (1194) @Losey CF mar 04 
Allen, Thos. S. Gen. mixup, U.S.A. [lt. com.][@Fighting .. ] WJ jmm mar 27 
Moses-Tobani, Theo Hearts and flowers (Op. 432) (1138, cfe) CF cfs mar 03 
Cobb, George L. Hero of the game WJ mar 26 
Heed, J.C. High pride (1190, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Rapee, Erno Iron horse, March of the (10) Bel mar 25 
Gabetti, G. Italian royal march (1296, cfe) CF cfs mar 06 
Rodman, Frank C. John Harvard march [6/8] AB mar 
Weidt, A.J. Junior high (Vol. 5, 1) [@Dance ... ] WJ jpm mar 27 
Unrath, C.L. King Karl [German] (1175, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Holmes, G.E. King's jester march [6/8] (562) RWC mar 03 
Laurendeau, L.P. Land of the maple (Canadian) (1602, cfe) CF cfs mar 07 
Laurendeau, L.P. Long Tom (1020) [@ Marche Russe] CF mar 01 
Bellini March "Norma" (1667, cfe) CF cfs mar 
Delibes, Uo March and procession of Bacchus (No. 66) GS gal mar 13 
Lachner, F. March celebre (Suite No. 1)[4/4] (634,cfe) CF to mar 00 
Herbert, Victor March of the toys (Babes in toyland) (145) MW mar 13 
Loar, Lloyd Marche carnavale WI mar 26 
Poldini, Eduard Marche Mignonne (Op. 15, No. 2) (No. 173) GS gal mar 20 
Ganne, Louis Marche Russe (1020) [@ Long Tom] CF mar 01 
Greenawald, John L. Marine band (Vol. 1, 3) EA km mar 15 
Chambers, W. Paris Masterstroke [6/8] (Fol. No. 2, 1199, cfe) CF cfp mar 04 
Dawes, Charles G. Melody [6/8] GHM mar 21 
Grey, F.H. Men of Harvard [2/4] WJ mar 
Stoughton, R. S. Miss frivolity [light martial] (Vol. 5, 3) WJ jcm mar 27 
Leroy, Sidney Miss liberty (187 5, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Mutchler, E. Mobilization WI mar 25 
Braham, Edmund Motor maid (1972, cfe) CF cfs mar 11 
Borch, Gaston Mountain music II. Mountaineer's March SMB mar 17 
Kmoch, Fr. Music, music! (1616, cfe) CF cfs mar 07 
W olerstein, Sol My Maryland (1878, cfe) CF cfs mar 10 
Bagley, E.E. National emblem [2/4](c '06 E.S. Williams) WJ mar 06 
Frey, Hugo Nobby gobs [nautical, 6/8] (El) Rob pss mar 25 
Losey, F.H. Noisy Bill [2/4] (Folio No. 2, 1163, cfe) CF cfp mar 04 
Cobb, George L. Old Ironsides [U.S.S. Constitution] WJ mar 26 
Pryor, Arthur On Jersey Shore (1206, cfe) CF cfs mar 04 
Wood, Carl Paige On the bleachers [parades]{V.5,2)[@Aeolus] WJ jpm mar 27 
Goldman, Edwin F. On the campus (S2379) CF mar 26 
Ring-Hager Our boys and girls [assembly march] (8) SF mar 26 
Ertl, D. Our favorite regiment [Deutschmeister] CF cfs mar 98 
Summerfield, R.L. Panama two-step [6/8] WHW mar 04 
Ring-Hager Parade of the animals [circus] (9) SF mar 26 
Jessel, Leon Parade of the wooden soldiers (926) EBM mar 05 
Harte, Milo Parisian echoes WR mar 19 
Stevens, David Passing scouts [2/4] (ninth series, 510) CCB lo mar 15 
Ganne, L. Pere de la Victoire, Le [Fre.] (400, cfe) CF cfs mar 89 
Reeves, G .H. Phunny Phil [excentrique, 2/4] (F.2, 1230) CF cfp mar 05 
Srawley, Bertram Pomp and ceremony [triumphale] (No. 1) SW mm1 mar 28 
Rolfe, Walter Portly major, The [parades](V.9,2)[@Brass] WJ jps mar 27 
Cobb, George L. Power and glory [processional march] WJ mar 26 
Luscomb, Fred Pretorian guard [triumphal] (No. 8, 1) WI jps mar 27 
Czermak Rakoczy (918, cfe) CF cfs mar 98 
Johnson, Lee Ramona [Indian intermez.,2/4] (F. 2, 1161) CF cfp mar 03 
Beecher, W. Gordon Ramparts we watch [from musical same name] SF mar 40 
Young, Chas. A. Riverdale [parades, news, mil.] (V. 9, 1) WJ jps mar 27 
Massenet, J. Scenes pittoresques I. Marche (1010) CF to mar 07 
Brown, Al W. Sky rockets two-step [6/8] New mar 
Boehme, J.G. Social life (1831, cfe) CF cfs mar 10 
Toenniges, C.F. Spares and strikes [for bowlers, 6/8] TMP mar 
Zamecnik, J.S. Spirit of America [patriotic] (12) SF mar 17 
Woods, Ralph H. Spirit of St. Louis (P 1612) CF sme mar 27 
Sousa, John Philip Stars and stripes forever [2/4] (358) JCC mar 
Teike, C. Staunch and true (1590, cfe) CF cfs mar 07 
Lovander, 0 .J. Swedish Guard march (1287, cfe) CF cfs mar 06 
Wagner, R. Tannhauser march [4/4] (1735, cfe) CF to mar 14 
Fucik, Julius Thunder and blazes (Op. 68) (1047, cfe) CF cfs mar 02 
Curti, Carlos Tipica, La [polka, 2/4] (Fol. No. 2, 1143) CF cfp mar 03 
Cobb, George L. Tipster [eccentric march] WJ mar 27 
Ring-Hager Toy soldiers parade [children's fest.] (6) SF mar 26 
Nagler, Frank X. Uncle Dan [2/4] (Folio No. 2, 1230, cfe) CF cfp mar 05 
Sousa, John P. Washington Post (JPS, c1922) (P. 951) CF sme mar 89 
Ring-Hager Western Sun [military march] (5) SF mar 26 
Barnet & Westward ho! [covered wagon march] (47) JHR mar 23 
Riesenfeld & Westward ho! [covered wagon march] (47) JHR mar 23 
Losey, F.H. Witchcraft (1194) [@ Turlet] CF mar 04 
Nuernberger, H. Yellowstone park [2/4] LBM mar 
Miscellaneous characteristic 
Composer/lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Eno, Paul African smile, An [characteristic march] WJ mch 16? 
Boehnlein, V. G. Boogie man's patrol (No. 566) OD ceo mch 23 
McGrath, F. T. Cannibal chief [Fiji dance] WJ mch 26 
Kahn, Herman Chatter Son SSS mch 26 
Welles, Ernest E. Clock, The [descriptive] WJ mch 28 
Zamecnik, J. S. Dutch windmill (diamond 7) SF ? mch 17 
Satie, Erik Gymnopedie [ancient Grecian dance] CF mch 18 
Stoughton, R.S. Havana nights [Cuban dance] WJ mch 29 
Copping, C.S. Heave ho! [nautical humoresque] (4) IB fcs mch 27 
Bucalossi, P. Hunting Scene (62) CF to mch 85 
Mendelssohn, Felix Hunting song, "SWW" (Op. 19, No. 3) OD sww mch 
Axt, William & In the clouds [aeroplane, flight] (P 12) Rob cps mch 24 
Rapee, Erno & In the clouds [aeroplane, flight] (P 12) Rob cps mch 24 
Stoughton, R. S. Luanita [Tahitian dance] WJ mch 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Mardi-Gras [boisterous fest.] (V. I, 3) SF sfc mch 24 
Whitney, Howard Mouse and the clock [novelty] (192) MW ? mch 05 
Willis, Eddie Rope 'em cowboy [or Hootenanny] {2 copies} WR mch 25 
Wight, Frederick C. Scenes carnavales [fantasie] WJ mch 26 
Sanders, Geo. H. Show-off [character sketch] (No. 3) GHS uor mch 25 
Stoughton, R. S. Tallahassee nights [Creole bacchanale] WJ mch 26 
Bratton, John W. Teddy bears' picnic [novelty] (246) JWB ? mch 07 
Kenney, Cady C. Three sketches ... Mexico. No. 3: Serenade WJ ? mch 25 
DeKoven, R. Tinkers' song [Sir Guy, Sheriff] (No. 11) GS ? mch 91 
Roberts, Edouard Two characteristic themes: Eccen. Comedy Bel cis mch 18 
Roberts, Edouard Two characteristic themes: Humor. Drinking Bel cis mch 18 
Copping, C.S. Two in a bar [musical cocktail] (No. 38) GHS uor mch 26 
Misteriosos 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :enb ~ Fol Yr 
Rapee, Emo Agitated misterioso (57) Bel cis mis 26 
Becce, G. Agitato misterioso (22) Bel kin mis 26 
Langey, Otto Agitato misterioso [fear, anx.] (No. 27P) GS pps mis 18 
Lake, M.L. Agitato [sudden or impending danger] ( 6) CF ? mis 14 
Borch, Gaston Allegro misterioso nottumo GS pps mis 18 
Axt, William Allegro misterioso [stealthy] (P20) Rob cps mis 24 
Savino, Domenico Allegro precipitoso [pursuit] (No. 41,P) GS pps mis 23 
Lake, M.L. Andante mysterioso [general use] (15) CF ? mis 14 
Ancliffe, Charles Burglar or spy episode (Book 1, No. 3) Bos bci mis 26 
Kay, Arthur Cabal [dramatic misterioso] For fmi mis 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Conspiracy [evil purposes] (Vol. 2, No. 3) SF sfp mis 22 
Savino, Domenico Conspiracy [undercurrent] (No. 42,P) GS pps mis 23 
Borch, Gaston Crafty spy, The (No. 3) [c 1918 S.M. Berg] Bel bds mis 18 
Vrionides, Chris. Dramatic suspense ( 6) IB ppd mis 28 
Zamecnik, J. S. Evil plotter [impending danger] (V. 3, N. 6) SF sfp mis 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Gruesome tale, A [fear, dreary] (V.2, N.6) SF sfp mis 22 
Stoughton, R. S. Haunted house, A [stealth] (V. ?, p33-34) WJ jcs mis 27 
Jacquet, H.M. Haunted nights [gruesome and weird] (10) IB ppd mis 27 
Levy, Sol P. Heavy misterioso No 1 [gen.] (5)[c'17 Cin] Bel cis mis 17 
Stoughton, R.S. In a smuggler's cave [veng.] (V.6, No. 1) WJ jcs mis 27 
Abom, Morris In an opium den (35) Bel cis mis 23 
Axt, William In gloomy forest [sinister] (P35) Rob cps mis 25 
Savino, Domenico In the dark [plotting-theft-ghost] (PD 36) Rob dds mis 28 
Bath, Gomer Intrigue (Vol. 3) WJ jcs mis 27 
Savino, Domenico Misterioso alla valse [suspen.] (No. 49,P) GS pps mis 23 
Abom, Morris Misterioso dramatico (23) Bel cis mis 21 
Savino, Domenico Misterioso drammatico [fear] (PD 17) Rob dds mis 25 
Borch, Gaston Misterioso infernale [uncanny] GS pps mis 18 
Langey, Otto Misterioso irresoluto [suspic.] (No. 38P) GS pps mis 18 
Axt, William & Misterioso No. 1 [horror, stealth] (P3) Rob cps mis 23 
Rapee, Erno & Misterioso No. 1 [horror, stealth] (P3) Rob cps mis 23 
Langey, Otto Misterioso No. 1 [stealth, etc.] (5P) GS sps mis 15 
Minot, Adolf Misterioso No. 2 [burglaries] ( 6P) GS sps mis 15 
Andino, J.E. Misterioso No. 3 [extreme tension] (8P) GS sps mis 15 
Bergunker, M. Misterioso, No. 4 [forboding](N. 57)[a WS] GS pps mis 27 
Zamecnik, J. S. Misterioso [stealth, horror] (V .1, No. 5) SF sfp mis 19 
Gabiel-Marie & Mystere oppressant SC mis 24 
Ourdine, G. & Mystere oppressant SC mis 24 
Lake, M.L. Mysterioso [stealth, murder] (13) CF ? mis 14 
Engleman, Joseph Mysterious episode, A (Bk. II, No. 9) Bos bci mis 26 
Zamecnik, J.S. Mysterious event, A [foreboding] (V.3,N.2) SF sfp mis 25 
Kay, Arthur Mysterious stranger For fmi mis 25 
Axt, William Mysterious tension (P 81) Rob cps mis 27 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Mysterious [apprehensive] (Book I, No. 6) Bos bci mis 24 
Sibelius, J. [a AP] Mystic andante (prelude, Op. 46)(9)[ +c'21] Sle kin mis 25 
Berge, Irenee Mystic rover, The [stranger] (P62) Rob cps mis 26 
Schad, Walter C. Omens : prelude mysterieuse (No. 53) GS SS mis 25 
Lake, M.L. Pizzicato [general use] (14) CF mis 14 
Carrozzini, Dante Plotters, The (42) [Fea c1924, Son Int.] Fea mis 24 
Kilenyi, Edward Plotting foe, The [impending danger] (P26) Rob cps mis 25 
Zamecnik, J.S. Premonition [tragic develop.] (V.3, N.4) SF sfp mis 25 
Carbonara, Gerard Prowling schemers, The (P61) Rob cps mis 26 
Drigo, R. Scherzo misterioso (3) CF ? mis 26 
Savino, Domenico Second misterioso a la valse (PD 13) Rob dds mis 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Shadowed! [mystery, horror] (Vol. 2, N.5) SF sfp mis 23 
Berge, Irenee Sinister misterioso (P32) Rob cps mis 25 
Axt, William Smugglers, The [dark mount. passes] (P80) Rob cps mis 27 
Engleman, Joseph Spectre, The [supernat.] (Bk. III, No. 14) Bos bci mis 27 
Zamecnik, J. S. Stealthy escape [terror, hideous](V .4,N .6) SF sfp mis 27 
Berge, Irenee Tense misterioso [impending danger] (P31) Rob cps mis 25 
Savino, Domenico Third misterioso a la valse (PD 27) Rob dds mis 28 
Zamecnik, J. S. Treacherous knave [villain theme](V.4,N.4) SF sfp mis 27 
Patou, Edouard Vain hope, A [mysterious agitation] (N.56) Haw hps mis 25 
Axt, William Weird night [mystery, stealth, etc.] (P23) Rob cps mis 24 
Kilenyi, Edward Weird scenes from nature (Pl 7) Rob cps mis 24 
Mom (Mother) 
Composer/lyricist TITLE 
Barnum, Kenneth R. Angel mother (I love you) BPC mom 28 
Monaco, James V. Calling me home LF mom 26 
McCoy, Jack & Cross my heart mother (I love you)[orc AL] SB mom 25 
Piantadosi, Al & Cross my heart mother (I love you)[orc AL] SB mom 25 
Williams, Sam & Cross my heart mother (I love you)[orc AL] SB mom 25 
Keutzer, Clyde Just as the day is done WR mom 24 
Clarke, Grant & Mother of mine, I still have you IB mom 27 
Jolson, Al & Mother of mine, I still have you IB mom 27 
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Herbert, Chas. K. 
Herbert, Victor 
Dvorak, Anton 
Morse, Arthur C. 
Grey, Frank H. 
Johnston, Bertha E. 
Sims, Lee 
Mother theme-Stella Dallas (Songs my ... ) 
My mother's lullaby 
That wonderful mother of mine 
National Patriotic 
TITLE 
Grand military fantasia (513) 
Patriotic and folk-lore songs (Chor. Ser.) 
Neutral 
TITLE 
Adoration (No. 5700) 
Andantino idillico (~) 
Apple blossoms (Reverie) [2000] 
Around the sundial (vol. 1) 
At dawn (Reverie) (15) 
At Night (vol. 1) 
At the Bal Masque : 1. Melodie Erotique 
Autumn (No. 180) 
Barcarolle (June) (Op. 37, No.6) [748] 
Bloom of youth (Caprice mignon) 
Bowl of pansies (diamond 6) 
Canoe trails 
Canzonetta in G 
Cation shadows [A mountain idyl] (Vol. 19) 
Chanson de Pierrot (No. 225) 
Clematis ("Boutonniere Suite") 
Convent bells (Reverie) [1695-6] 
Daffodils 
Dying poet, The (1047-6) 
Enchanting night (vol. 1) 
Heart's desire (circle 6) 
In Arcadia (No. 12) 
In the dell ("Sylvan sketches") 
In the time of roses (circle 2) 
Indian intermezzo (No. 17) 
Indian summer (An American idyl) 
Largo ("Aus der neuen Welt", Op. 95) 
Laurestine (vol. 1) 
Lazy waters (Barcarolle) 























































































































Morse, Arthur C. Melodie Mignonne OD neu 19 
Geehl, Henry Moonlight barcarolle, A (Vol. 1) SF kps neu 21 
Beethoven (a TMT) "Moonlight Sonata" (I. Adag. sosten.)(968) CF to neu 06 
Beethoven (arr IB) "Moonlight Sonata" (Op.27, No.2: 1-111) CMP ser neu 06 
Srawley, Bertram Nature (Scene pittoresque) (No. 18) SW mml neu 28 
Delibes, L. Nocturno ("Coppelia Ballet") (v.3, 602) EA km neu 25 
Ambrosio, A. d' Novelletta (Op. 16) [1637] CF neu 13 
Frommel, H.C. On the mountain ("Sylvan sketches") Bel neu 21 
Langey, Otto Pastorale (No. 39, P) GS neu 18 
Jacobs-Bond, C. Perfect day, A For neu 12 
Carbonara, Gerard Picturesque agitato (P59) Rob cps neu 27 
Tschaikowsky, P. Reverie interrompue (Op. 40, No. 12)[1895] CF neu 19 
Ambrosio, A. d' Romance (Op. 9) (No. 270) GS gal neu 25 
Brill, Edwin S. Rose Blushes (Berceuse) (282) CF neu 09 
Sinding, Christian Rustle of spring (Op. 32, No.3) [1096-6] CMP ser neu 05 
Hersom, Frank E. Spring Blossoms (Idyl) (No. 27) GS SS neu 20 
Savino, Domenico Spring ecstasy (PD33) Rob dds neu 28 
Flath, P. Hans Summer dream, A (No. 1) WJ jpn neu 04 
Mueller, Joseph Summer evening [Un Soir d'Ete] For fsc neu 25 
Hersom, Frank E. Summer sky (ldyl) WJ jmm neu 27 
Ancliffe, Charles Sunset (Book 1) Bos bci neu 26 
MacDowell, E. To a wild rose (APS 7441-4) APS neu 07 
Rasbach, Oscar Trees [poem by Joyce Kilmer] GS neu 22 
Blon, Franz von Vision [Traumbild] (6711-9) CF neu 02 
Zamecnik, J.S. Waterfall (Vol. 4, circle 5) SF sfp neu 27 
Vargis, G. Woodland dreams (diamond 11) SF neu 18 
Old Popular 
Composer /lyricist TITLE M Sfil: Fol Yr 
Donaldson, Walter & After I say I'm sorry [@Pretty ... ] LF old 26 
Lyman, Abe & After I say I'm sorry [@Pretty ... ] LF old 26 
Herbert, Victor Ah! Sweet mystery of life [@Early ... ] MW old 28 
Akst& All I want is you[@ I'm looking ... ] JHR old 27 
Clare & All I want is you [@ I'm looking ... ] JHR old 27 
Lively, Katherine & All thru the night[@ You're wonderful] sec old 28 
Pollack, Lew & All thru the night[@ You're wonderful] sec old 28 
Brown, Lew & American tune[@ What d'ya say?] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & American tune[@ What d'ya say?] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & American tune[@ What d'ya say?] DBH old 28 
Leslie, Edgar & Among my souveniers [@Sweetheart ... ] DBH old 27 
Nicholls, Horatio & Among my souveniers [@Sweetheart ... ] DBH old 27 
Horther, George And the band played on[@ It's a ... ] IB old 24 
Rapee, Erno Angela mia: my angel[@ Someday ... ] DBH old 28 
Rosoff, Charles & Ashes of love[@ Dawn brought me ... ] MW old 28 
Siegel, Monty & Ashes of love[@ Dawn brought me ... ] MW old 28 
Donaldson, Walter At sundown (when love is ... )[@ Pal of .. ] LF old 27 
Koehler, Ted & Baby - oh where can you be? [@ When you .] IB old 29 
Magine, Frank & Baby - oh where can you be?[@ When you.] IB old 29 
Dreyer, Dave & Back in your own back yard[@ Golden gate] IB old 28 
Jolson, Al & Back in your own back yard[@ Golden gate] IB old 28 
Rose, Billy & Back in your own back yard[@ Golden gate] IB old 28 
Evans, Tolchard Barcelona[@ There's a boatman on ... ] LF old 26 
Berlin, Irving Because I love you[@ I'm on my ... ] IB old 26 
Kahn, Gus & Beloved [@ Hello Montreal!] IB old 28 
Sanders, Joe & Beloved [@Hello Montreal!] IB old 28 
Cooper, Bud & Beside a lazy stream[@ Hiding in ... ] sec old 28 
Lucas, Nick & Beside a lazy stream [@ Hiding in ... ] sec old 28 
Strept, Sam H. & Beside a lazy stream [@ Hiding in ... ] sec old 28 
Gillespie, Haven & Blinky moon bay [@ Thanks for ... ] VM old 25 
Little, George A. & Blinky moon bay [@ Thanks for ... ] VM old 25 
Bryan, Alfred & Blue bonnet - you make me feel blue [@Put] IB old 26 
Richman, Harry & Blue bonnet - you make me feel blue [@Put] IB old 26 
Wendling, Pete & Blue bonnet - you make me feel blue [@Put] IB old 26 
Alter, Louis Blue shadows [@ Once in a lifetime] Rob old 28 
Berlin, Irving Blue skies [@Put your arms ... ] IB old 27 
Bryan, Al & Broadway baby dolls[@ Wishing and ... ] MW old 29 
Meyer, Geo. W. & Broadway baby dolls[@ Wishing and ... ] MW old 29 
Conrad, Con & Broadway [@Sing a little love song] DBH old 29 
Gottler, Archie & Broadway [@ Sing a little love song] DBH old 29 
Mitchell, Sid D. & Broadway [@Sing a little love song] DBH old 29 
Greer & Building a nest for Mary [@I used ... ] RMC old 28 
Rose& Building a nest for Mary [@ I used ... ] RMC old 28 
Dempsey, Fred & Bungalow, a radio and you[@ My old ... ] LF old 28 
Liebert, Dick & Bungalow, a radio and you[@ My old ... ] LF old 28 
Donaldson, Walter & But I do - you know I do [@ Say it again] IB old 26 
Kahn, Gus & But I do - you know I do[@ Say it again] IB old 26 
Brown, Lew & Button up your overcoat[@ My lucky .. ] DBH old 29 
DeSylva, B.G. & Button up your overcoat[@ My lucky .. ] DBH old 29 
Henderson, Ray & Button up your overcoat[@ My lucky .. ] DBH old 29 
Dixon, Mort & Bye bye blackbird[@ That's why] JHR old 26 
Henderson, Ray & Bye bye blackbird[@ That's why] JHR old 26 
Violinsky Carmen [@ Sonny boy] DBH old 28 
Sherwin, Sterling Carnations [@then I'll know why] sec old 29 
De Rose, Peter & 'Cause I feel low - down[@ 'Taint so ... ] IB old 28 
Trent, Jo & 'Cause I feel low - down[@ 'Taint so ... ] IB old 28 
Pollack, Lew & Charmaine [@ Do you love me?] sec old 27 
Rapee, Emo & Charmaine[@ Do you love me?] sec old 27 
Wayne, Mabel Cheerie-beerie-be [@Sing me a baby .. ] LF old 27 
Baer, Abel Collette[@ Sam, the old accordion man] LF old 27 
Bories, Merton H. Consolation [@ There ain't no maybe in m.] VM old 26 
Ager, Milton Could I? I certainly could! [@I'd rath .. ] AYB old 26 
Allen, Jack & Cuddle closer[@ Proud] VM old 26 
Howard, Mortimer & Cuddle closer[@ Proud] VM old 26 
Schwartz, Bernie & Cuddle closer[@ Proud] VM old 26 
Schuster, Joe & Dance of the paper dolls [@ Why did .. ] MW old 28 
Siras, John & Dance of the paper dolls [@ Why did .. ] MW old 28 
Tucker, Johnny & Dance of the paper dolls [@ Why did .. ] MW old 28 
Kountz, Richard & Dawn brought me love and you[@ Ashes ... ] MW old 28 
Merrick, Lynn & Dawn brought me love and you[@ Ashes ... ] MW old 28 
Pinckard, Maceo & Dawning[@ Mister aeroplane man take me.] IB old 27 
Silver, Abner & Dawning[@ Mister aeroplane man take me.] IB old 27 
Davis, Lou & Day that I met you [@ Feelin' kind .. ] IB old 25 
Richmond, Harry & Day that I met you[@ Feelin' kind .. ] IB old 25 
Santley, Henry & Day that I met you [@ Feelin' kind .. ] IB old 25 
Rapee, Erno Destiny[@ Marion] DBH old 28 
Pollack, Lew & Diane [@ Somebody lied about me] sec old 27 
Rapee, Erno & Diane[@ Somebody lied about me] sec old 27 
Merrick, Billy & Do you love me?[@ Charmaine] sec old 27 
Wolf, Rube & Do you love me?[@ Charmaine] sec old 27 
Berlin, Irving Don't wait too long[@ Remember] m old 25 
Bestor, Don Don't wake me up[@ Teach me to smile] LF old 25 
De Rose, Peter Down among the sugar-cane[@ I'm "ka .. ] IB old 29 
Buck, Verne & Down where the sun goes down[@ You're] LF old 28 
Jones, Isham & Down where the sun goes down[@ You're] LF old 28 
Shields, Ernest Dream girl of Pi K. A. [@ Garden in .. ] GA old 29 
Cowan, Lynn Dream house [@ Hiding in the corner ... ] sec old 26 
Rupp, Carl Early in the morning [@ Ah! ... ] MW old 28 
Friend, Cliff & Elsie Shultz-en-heim [@Susie's ... ] IB old 26 
Silver, Abner & Elsie Shultz-en-heim [@Susie's ... ] IB old 26 
Davis, Henry & Ev'ry time my heart beats [@ Stop ... ] DBH old 32 
Marks, Gerald & Ev'ry time my heart beats [@ Stop ... ] DBH old 32 
Jolson, Al Evangeline [@ Good-morning, ... ] m old 29 
Cooper, Bud & Feelin' kind o' blue[@ Day that ... ] IB old 25 
Ruby, Herman & Feelin' kind o' blue [@ Day that ... ] IB old 25 
Wohlman, Al & Feelin' kind o' blue [@Day that ... ] IB old 25 
Bories, Merton H. & "Finders keepers" : losers weepers [@Get] VM old 27 
Corbell, Paul & "Finders keepers" : losers weepers [@Get] VM old 27 
Gay, Byron & Fire! (turn the hose on me) [@ Sunday] LF old 26 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Fire! (turn the hose on me) [@Sunday] LF old 26 
Layton, Phil & Flutter by, butterfly[@ I'd walk ... ] For old 27 
Stanley, Jack & Flutter by, butterfly[@ I'd walk ... ] For old 27 
Snyder, Ted For my baby[@ There's a cradle ... ] WBS old 27 
Dreyer, Dave & Four walls [@ Mary Ann] IB old 27 
Jolson, Al & Four walls [@ Mary Ann] IB old 27 
Rose, Billy & Four walls [@ Mary Ann] IB old 27 
McLaughlin, Benny & From sunrise to sunset[@ She's my girl] m old 29 
Miller, Jack & From sunrise to sunset[@ She's my girl] IB old 29 
Anderson, & Funny [@ Just a little drink] VM old 25 
Yoell, {Larry} Funny [@ Just a little drink] VM old 25 
Dyrenforth, James & Garden in the rain[@ Dream girl ... ] GA old 28 
Gibbons, Carroll & Garden in the rain[@ Dream girl ... ] GA old 28 
Davidson, Morey & Get 'em in a rumble seat[@ "Finders ... "] VM old 27 
Lampl, Carl & Get 'em in a rumble seat [@ "Finders ... "] VM old 27 
Marshall, Jack & Get 'em in a rumble seat[@ "Finders ... "] VM old 27 
Jerome, William & Get out and get under the moon [@ I'm ... ] IB old 28 
Shay, Larry & Get out and get under the moon [@ I'm ... ] IB old 28 
Tobias, Chas. & Get out and get under the moon [@ I'm ... ] IB old 28 
Clare, Sidney & Glorianna [@My inspiration is you] DBH old 28 
Pollack, Lew & Glorianna [@ My inspiration is you] DBH old 28 
Dreyer, Dave & Golden gate[@ Back in your own ... ] IB old 28 
Jolson, Al & Golden gate[@ Back in your own ... ] IB old 28 
Meyer, Joseph & Golden gate[@ Back in your own ... ] IB old 28 
Rose, Billy & Golden gate[@ Back in your own ... ] m old 28 
Ash, Paul & Gonna get - a girl [@ Nay! Nay! ... ] VM old 27 
Simon, Howard & Gonna get - a girl [@ Nay! Nay! ... ] VM old 27 
Kahn& Good mornin' [@ What could be ... ] JHR old 25 
Van Alstyne Good mornin' [@ What could be ... ] JHR old 25 
Lewis, Al & Good-morning, good-eve ... -night [@ Evang.] IB old 29 
Sherman, Al & Good-morning, good-eve ... -night [@ Evang.] IB old 29 
Silver, Abner & Good-morning, good-eve ... -night [@ Evang.] IB old 29 
Keidel, Hal Good-night sweetheart[@ Yes sir, ... ] IB old 25 
Tobias, Henry H. Gotta big date with a little girl [@I'm.] LF old 28 
Akst, Harry Gypsy charmer [@My song of the Nile] MW old 29 
Greer, Jesse Hang on to me [@ Just you, just me] MGM old 29 
Fiorito, Ted Hangin' on the garden gate [@ Once upon . ] MW old 29 
Donaldson, Walter He's the last word[@ If I didn't ... ] LF old 27 
Friend, Cliff Hello bluebird[@ If I'd only ... ] JHR old 26 
Friend, Cliff Hello cutie [@Just like a butterfly] JHR old 27 
Dixon, Mort & Hello Montreal! [@Beloved] IB old 28 
Rose, Billy & Hello Montreal! [@Beloved] IB old 28 
Warren, Harry & Hello Montreal! [@ Beloved] IB old 28 
O'Flynn, Charles & Here comes Ernaline[@ When you find ... ] VM old 26 
Phillips, Fred & Here comes Ernaline[@ When you find ... ] VM old 26 
Sherman, Al & Here comes Ernaline[@ When you find ... ] VM old 26 
Brown& Hi - ho the merrio [@Sweet south ... ] JHR old 26 
Conrad & Hi - ho the merrio [@Sweet south ... ] JHR old 26 
Davis & Hi - ho the merrio [@Sweet south ... ] JHR old 26 
Pollack, Lew & Hiding in the ... of your smile [@ Dream.] sec old 28 
Whiting, George & Hiding in the ... of your smile [@ Dream.] sec old 28 
Pollack, Lew & Hiding in the corner ... smile[@ Beside.] sec old 28 
Whiting, George & Hiding in the corner . . . smile [@ Beside.] sec old 28 
Jolson, Al & Hollywood rose[@ Song is ended] IB old 27 
Kahn, Gus & Hollywood rose[@ Song is ended] IB old 27 
Berlin, Irving How about me?[@ Whatcha gonna ... ] IB old 28 
King, Jack How am I to know[@ I've waited ... ] MGM old 29 
Ahlert, Fred E. How can you say you love me? [@ When ... ] DBH old 31 
Brown, Lew & How I love you (I'm tellin' ... )[@Oh how.] IB old 26 
Friend, Cliff & How I love you (I'm tellin' ... )[@Oh how.] IB old 26 
Burke, Joe How wonderful you were[@ Too many ... ] LF old 26 
Litt, Mary I actually am in love[@ Love] IB old 29 
Conrad, Con & I came to you [@ If I can't have you] RMC old 29 
Gottler, Archie & I came to you [@ If I can't have you] RMC old 29 
Mitchell, Sid D. & I came to you [@ If I can't have you] RMC old 29 
Berlin, Irving I can't do without you [@ My heart ... ] m old 28 
de Costa, Harry & I found a round-a-bout ... heaven [@ To-ni.] IB old 26 
Richman, Harry & I found a round-a-bout ... heaven [@ To-ni.] IB old 26 
Silver, Abner & I found a round-a-bout ... heaven [@ To-ni.] IB old 26 
Handman& I gotta get ... somebody to love[@ Moon ... ] JHR old 26 
Lewis & I gotta get ... somebody to love[@ Moon ... ] JHR old 26 
Young & I gotta get ... somebody to love[@ Moon ... ] JHR old 26 
Dubin, Al & I must be dreaming [@ If I lost you] TBM old 28 
Flaherty, Pat & I must be dreaming [@ If I lost you] TBM old 28 
Sherman, Al & I must be dreaming [@If I lost you] TBM old 28 
Creamer & I need lovin' [@ I'm gonna meet ... ] JHR old 26 
Johnson & I need lovin' [@ I'm gonna meet ... ] JHR old 26 
Fiorito, Ted & I never knew [@Venetian isles] IB old 25 
Fiorito, Ted & I never knew[@ Take this rose] IB old 25 
Kahn, Gus & I never knew [@ Venetian isles] IB old 25 
Kahn, Gus & I never knew[@ Take this rose] IB old 25 
Fiorito & I used to love her ... moonlight [@Building] RMC old 29 
Lewis & I used to love her. .. moonlight [@Building] RMC old 29 
Young & I used to love her ... moonlight [@Building] RMC old 29 
Tandler, H.T. I want your love[@ Meadow lark] For old 24 
Dixon, Mort & I wish't I was in Peoria[@ Then I'll ... ] IB old 25 
Rose, Billy & I wish't I was in Peoria[@ Then I'll ... ] IB old 25 
Woods, Harry & I wish't I was in Peoria[@ Then I'll ... ] IB old 25 
Brown, Lew & I wonder how I look .. .I'm asleep [@ South] DBH old 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & I wonder how I look .. .I'm asleep [@ South] DBH old 27 
Henderson, Ray & I wonder how I look .. .l'm asleep[@ South] DBH old 27 
Donaldson, Walter & I wonder where my baby is tonight[@ That] IB old 25 
Kahn, Gus & I wonder where my baby is tonight[@ That] IB old 25 
Ager, Milton I'd rather be alone[@ Could I? ... ] AYB old 26 
Lewis, Al & I'd walk a million miles [@Flutter ... ] For old 27 
Marks, Gerald & I'd walk a million miles [@ Flutter ... ] For old 27 
Ahlert, Fred E. & I'll get by [@Whole world knows ... ] IB old 27 
Turk, Roy & I'll get by [@Whole world knows ... ] m old 27 
Ahlert, Fred E. & I'll never ask for more[@ Song I love] DBH old 28 
Turk, Roy & I'll never ask for more [@Song I love] DBH old 28 
Black, Ben& I'll never miss you again[@ What hap.] VM old 26 
Harris, Mort & I'll never miss you again[@ What hap.] VM old 26 
Partington, J. & I'll never miss you again[@ What hap.] VM old 26 
Dreyer, Dave & I'm "ka-razy" for you [@ Down among .. ] IB old 29 
Jolson, Al & I'm "ka-razy" for you [@ Down among .. ] IB old 29 
Rose, Billy & I'm "ka-razy" for you [@ Down among .. ] IB old 29 
Baxter, Phil I'm a ding dong daddy[@ Gotta big ... ] LF old 28 
Daly, Lew I'm afraid of you[@ Get out and ... ] IB old 27 
Pollack, Lew I'm away from the world when ... [There's.] MW old 28 
Davis & I'm gonna meet my sweetie now[@ I need.] JHR old 27 
Greer & I'm gonna meet my sweetie now[@ I need.] JHR old 27 
Porter, Cole I'm in love again[@ Positively - ... ] DBH old 25 
Green, Bud & I'm lonely without you[@ Sleepy head] SB old 26 
Warren, Harry & I'm lonely without you[@ Sleepy head] SB old 26 
Dixon, Mort & I'm looking over ... leaf clover[@ All] JHR old 27 
Woods, Harry & I'm looking over ... leaf clover[@ All] JHR old 27 
Berlin, Irving I'm on my way home [@ Because I ... ] IB old 26 
Brown, Lew & I'm on the crest of a wave [@ Pickin'] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & I'm on the crest of a wave [@ Pickin'] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & I'm on the crest of a wave [@ Pickin'] DBH old 28 
Phillips, Fred I'm walking around in circles [@That's .] LF old 26 
Friend, Cliff I'm walking in the sunshine[@ Recol..] DBH old 29 
Donaldson, Walter I've got the girl [@ It made you ... ] LF old 26 
Frazier, Eddie & I've never seen a smile ... yours [@ Sing.] MW old 29 
Johnson, Justin & I've never seen a smile ... yours [@ Sing.] MW old 29 
Edwards, Gus I've waited a lifetime for you [@ How ... ] MGM old 29 
Meyer, George W. & If I can't have you [@ I came to you] RMC old 29 
Baer, Abel If I didn't know your husband[@ He's ... ] LF old 26 
Wilhite, Monte If I lost you [@ I must be dreaming] TBM old 28 
Wilhite, Monte If I lost you[@ Old fashioned locket] TBM old 28 
Akst& If I'd only believed in you[@ Hello ... ] JHR old 26 
Davis & If I'd only believed in you[@ Hello ... ] JHR old 26 
Baer, Abel If you believed in me [@Sing a ... ] DBH old 29 
Iula, Felice S. & In a little garden[@ Ya gotta ... ] SB old 26 
Whittemore, E. & In a little garden [@ Ya gotta ... ] SB old 26 
Wayne, Mabel In a little Spanish town [@ While ... ] LF old 26 
Donaldson, Walter & In the middle of the night[@ Take ... ] IB old 25 
Donaldson, Walter & In the middle of the night[@ No ... ] IB old 25 
Rose, Billy & In the middle of the night [@ No ... ] IB old 25 
Rose, Billy & In the middle of the night[@ Take ... ] m old 25 
Brown, Lew & It all depends on you [@ So blue] DBH old 26 
DeSylva, B.G. & It all depends on you[@ So blue] DBH old 26 
Henderson, Ray & It all depends on you[@ So blue] DBH old 26 
Friend, Cliff It goes like this ... funny melody [@Mamma.] LF old 28 
Donaldson, Walter It made you happy ... made me cry[@ I've] LF old 26 
Akst, Harry & It's a million to one you're in love[@And] IB old 27 
Davis, Benny & It's a million to one you're in love[@And] IB old 27 
Silvers, Louis It's up to you! [@Weary river] IB old 29 
Meskyll, J. M. & "Je vous aime" [I love you] [@Sunshine] IB old 28 
Silver, Abner & "Je vous aime" [I love you] [@Sunshine] IB old 28 
Gay, Byron Just a little drink [@ Funny] VM old 25 
Berlin, Irving Just a little longer [@ "Rags"] IB old 26 
Rupp, Carl Just an ivy covered shack[@ Two little .] MW old 27 
Pollack, Lew Just be a builder of dreams [@ Some .. ] RMC old 29 
Lawrence, W.R. Just before the sunrise [@ You'll find .. ] VM old 25 
Dixon, Mort & Just like a butterfly [@Hello cutie] JHR old 27 
Woods, Harry & Just like a butterfly [@Hello cutie] JHR old 27 
Sherman, Al & Just you and me[@ Little orphan Annie] IB old 28 
Tobias, Charles & Just you and me[@ Little orphan Annie] IB old 28 
Tobias, Harry & Just you and me[@ Little orphan Annie] IB old 28 
Greer, Jesse Just you just me [@ Hang onto me] MGM old 29 
Donaldson, Walter Kansas City Kitty [@ Wake up! ... ] DDG old 29 
Levant, Oscar & Keep sweeping the cobwebs ... moon [@You.] JHR old 27 
Lewis, Sam M. & Keep sweeping the cobwebs ... moon [@You.] JHR old 27 
Young, Joe & Keep sweeping the cobwebs ... moon [@You.] JHR old 27 
Natoli, Nat & Kids again[@ Mean to me] DBH old 29 
Stokes Harold & Kids again[@ Mean to me] DBH old 29 
Fiorito, Ted King for a day[@ Revenge] RMC old 28 
Donaldson, Walter Let it rain, let it pour [@ When I ... ] LF old 25 
Donaldson, Walter Let's talk about my sweetie [@ Sympathy . ] LF old 26 
Dolan, Bobby & Little by little [@ So dear to me] DBH old 29 
O'Keefe, Walter & Little by little [@ So dear to me] DBH old 29 
Kahn, Gus & Little orphan Annie[@ Just you ... ] IB old 28 
Sanders, Joe & Little orphan Annie[@ Just you ... ] IB old 28 
Brown, Lew & Little pal [@ Used to you] DBH old 29 
DeSylva, B.G. & Little pal[@ Used to you] DBH old 29 
Henderson, Ray & Little pal [@ Used to you] DBH old 29 
Jolson, Al & Little pal [@ Used to you] DBH old 29 
Magine, Frank Lonesome melody o'mine [@While we ... ] LF old 26 
Baker, Phil & Love and kisses [@Russian lullaby] IB old 27 
Silver, Sid & Love and kisses [@Russian lullaby] IB old 27 
Goulding, Edmund Lover (your spell is everywhere)[@ I act.] m old 29 
Dixon, Mort & Lucky little devil [@ Song of the ... ] m old 29 
Woods, Harry & Lucky little devil[@ Song of the ... ] IB old 29 
Weston, Harris Mamma's grown young papa's ... old[@ It] LF old 28 
Berlin, Irving Marie [@Spell of the blues] IB old 27 
Rapee, Erno Marion [@ Destiny] DBH old 28 
Davis, Benny & Mary Ann [@ Four walls] IB old 27 
Silver, Abner & Mary Ann [@ Four walls] IB old 27 
Brown, Lew & Maybe this is love[@ Pompanola] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Maybe this is love [@ Pompanola] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Maybe this is love[@ Pompanola] DBH old 28 
Etting, Ruth & Maybe - who knows? [@You and I ... ] MW old 29 
Schuster, Joe & Maybe - who knows?[@ You and I ... ] MW old 29 
Tucker, Johnny & Maybe - who knows?[@ You and I ... ] MW old 29 
Dreyer, Dave & Me and my shadow [@ Sweet Yvette] IB old 27 
Jolson, Al & Me and my shadow [@ Sweet Yvette] m old 27 
Rose, Billy & Me and my shadow [@ Sweet Yvette] IB old 27 
Fiorito & Meadow lark[@ I want your love] For old 26 
Keidel, Hal & Meadow lark[@ I want your love] For old 26 
Ahlert, Fred E. & Mean to me[@ My inspirations ... ] DBH old 29 
Ahlert, Fred E. & Mean to me[@ Kids again] DBH old 29 
Turk, Roy & Mean to me[@ That's music to ... ] DBH old 29 
Turk, Roy & Mean to me[@ My inspirations ... ] DBH old 29 
Turk, Roy & Mean to me[@ Kids again] DBH old 29 
Ahlert, Fred & Mean to me [@ That's music to ... ] DBH old 29 
Sherwin, Sterling Melancholy mama [@ You just you] sec old 29 
Moret, Neil Mello cello [fox-trot ed.] [@ Yoo-hoo] MR old 21 
Conrad, Con & Mister aeroplane man ... to heaven [Dawning] m old 27 
Meskill, Jack & Mister aeroplane man ... to heaven [Dawning] m old 27 
Sherman, Al & Mister aeroplane man ... to heaven [Dawning] IB old 27 
Dixon, Mort & Moonbeam! Kiss her for me[@ I gotta ... ] JHR old 27 
Woods, Harry & Moonbeam! Kiss her for me[@ I gotta ... ] JHR old 27 
Coots, J. Fred & Moonlight madness [@ Sally of my ... ] DBH old 28 
Davis, Lou & Moonlight madness [@ Sally of my ... ] DBH old 28 
Coots, J. Fred & Moonlight madness[@ Some day some where] DBH old 28 
Davis, Lou & Moonlight madness[@ Some day some where] DBH old 28 
Pollack, Lew & My angel[@ Sorry for me] DBH old 28 
Rapee, Erno & My angel[@ Sorry for me] DBH old 28 
Friend, Cliff My blackbirds are bluebirds now! [@ Quer.] LP old 28 
Cooper, Joe & My heart keeps speaking of love [@I can.] m old 28 
Kahn, Gus & My heart keeps speaking of love [@I can.] IB old 28 
Nicholls, Horatio My inspiration is you[@ Mean to me] DBH old 28 
Nicholls, Horatio My inspiration is you[@ Glorianna] DBH old 28 
Brown, Lew & My lucky star[@ Button up your ... ] DBH old 29 
DeSylva, B.G. & My lucky star[@ Button up your ... ] DBH old 29 
Henderson, Ray & My lucky star[@ Button up your ... ] DBH old 29 
Friend, Cliff My old girl's my new girl now[@ Bunga ... ] LP old 28 
Meyer, Geo. W. My song of the Nile [@ Gypsy charmer] MW old 29 
Cooper, Bud & My Sunday girl[@ That's my hap - ... ] IB old 27 
Ruby, Herman & My Sunday girl[@ That's my hap - ... ] m old 27 
Strept, Sam H. & My Sunday girl[@ That's my hap - ... ] IB old 27 
Dixon, Mort & Nagasaki[@ Twelve o'clock waltz] RMC old 28 
Warren, Harry & Nagasaki[@ Twelve o'clock waltz] RMC old 28 
Coslow, Sam & Nay! Nay! Neighbor [@ Gonna get - a girl] VM old 27 
Tobias, Charles & Nay! Nay! Neighbor [@ Gonna get - a girl] VM old 27 
Tobias, Harry & Nay! Nay! Neighbor [@ Gonna get - a girl] VM old 27 
Donaldson, Walter & No more worryin' [@ In the middle ... ] IB old 26 
Kahn, Gus & No more worryin' [@In the middle ... ] IB old 26 
Mills, Jay & No more worryin' [@In the middle ... ] IB old 26 
Akst, Harry & Oh how she could play a ukulele[@ How I.] IB old 26 
Davis, Benny & Oh how she could play a ukulele[@ How I.] IB old 26 
Coots, J. Fred & Oh sweetheart, where are you ... [@When.] IB old 29 
Davis, Benny & Oh sweetheart, where are you ... [@When.] IB old 29 
Burke, Joe Oh what a pal was "whoozis" [@ Wist ... ] LP old 27 
name not given Oh! Look at that baby[@ Why do you .. ] TBM old 27 
Ford, Tom& Old fashioned locket[@ Whole world ... ] TBM old 27 
Ford, Tom& Old fashioned locket[@ If I lost you] TBM old 27 
Marvin, Johnny & Old fashioned locket[@ Whole world ... ] TBM old 27 
Marvin, Johnny & Old fashioned locket[@ If I lost you] TBM old 27 
Sale, Pete & Old fashioned locket[@ If I lost you] TBM old 27 
Sale, Pete & Old fashioned locket[@ Whole world .. ] TBM old 27 
Black, Ben & Old guitar and an old refrain[@ Rose ... ] VM old 27 
Kahn, Gus & Old guitar and an old refrain[@ Rose ... ] VM old 27 
Moret, Neil & Old guitar and an old refrain[@ Rose ... ] VM old 27 
Warren, Harry Old man sunshiine [@Two lips] RMC old 28 
Greer, Jesse Once in a lifetime [@ Blue shadows] Rob old 28 
Romberg, Sigmund Once upon a time [@ Hangin' on the ... ] MW· old 30 
Eckersley, Roger One in the world[@ Pagan love song] Rob old 28 
Ahlert, Fred E. & One that I love loves me[@ Things ... ] IB old 29 
Turk, Roy & One that I love loves me [@Things ... ] IB old 29 
Malie, Tommie & Our bungalow of dreams [@ Waltz of love] TBM old 27 
Newman, Charles & Our bungalow of dreams[@ Waltz of love] TBM old 27 
Verges, Joe & Our bungalow of dreams[@ Waltz of love] TBM old 27 
Brown, Herb Pagan love song[@ One in the world] Rob old 29 
Weddell, Johnny Painting pretty pictures [@ Rose room] sec old 27 
Lyman, Abe Pal of my lonesome hours [@ At sundown] LF old 26 
Brown, Lew & Pickin' cotton [@ I'm on the crest ... ] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Pickin' cotton[@ I'm on the crest ... ] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Pickin' cotton [@ I'm on the crest ... ] DBH old 28 
Brown, Lew & Plenty of sunshine [@Tin pan parade] DBH old 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Plenty of sunshine[@ Tin pan parade] DBH old 27 
Henderson, Ray & Plenty of sunshine[@ Tin pan parade] DBH old 27 
Brown, Lew & Pompanola [@Maybe this is love] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Pompanola [@Maybe this is love] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Pompanola [@Maybe this is love] DBH old 28 
Pollack, Lew Poor Punchinello [@Sun is at my ... ] RMC old 29 
Coslow, Sam & Positively - absolutely! [@I'm in ... ] DBH old 27 
Herbert, Jean & Positively - absolutely! [@I'm in ... ] DBH old 27 
Pasternacki, S. & Precious [@ Where'd you get ... ] LF old 26 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Precious [@ Where'd you get ... ] LF old 26 
Harris, Will J. Pretty Cinderella [@ That's a good ... ] IB old 26 
Baker, Phil & Pretty little baby [@After I say ... ] LF old 25 
Bernie, Ben & Pretty little baby [@After I say ... ] LF old 25 
Helmick, Paul R. & Proud[@ Cuddle closer] VM old 26 
Schoenberg, C. & Proud[@ Cuddle closer] VM old 26 
Steven, Leonard & Proud[@ Cuddle closer] VM old 26 
Ackman, Herman & Put your arms where they belong [@Blue b.] IB old 26 
Akst, Harry & Put your arms where they belong [@Blue s.] IB old 26 
Davis, Lou & Put your arms where they belong [@Blue s.] IB old 26 
Davis, Lou & Put your arms where they belong [@Blue b.] m old 26 
Santly, Henry & Put your arms where they belong [@Blue b.] IB old 26 
Simon, Edward G. Querida (Sweetheart) [@ My black ... ] LF old 28 
Fain, Kahal & "Rags" [@Just a little longer] IB old 26 
Richman, Harry & "Rags" [@ Just a little longer] IB old 26 
Silver, Abner & "Rags" [@ Just a little longer] m old 26 
Rapee, Emo Recollections[@ I'm walking in ... ] DBH old 29 
Berlin, Irving Remember[@ Don't wait too long] m old 25 
Akst, Harry Revenge[@ King for a day] RMC old 28 
Gay, Byron& Rose of Monterey [@ Old guitar and ... ] VM old 27 
Moret, Neil & Rose of Monterey[@ Old guitar and ... ] VM old 27 
Hickman, Art Rose room[@ Painting pretty pictures] sec old 27 
Berlin, Irving Roses of yesterday[@ There's a rain ... ] IB old 28 
Burke, Joe & Roses remind me of you [@When the red ... ] IB old 26 
Davis, Benny & Roses remind me of you [@When the red ... ] m old 26 
Sherman, Al & Roses remind me of you[@ When the red ... ] IB old 26 
Berlin, Irving Russian lullaby [@Love and kisses] IB old 27 
Kernell, William Sally of my dreams [@Sonny boy] DBH old 28 
Kernell, William Sally of my dreams [@ Moonlight ... ] DBH old 28 
Donaldson, Walter Sam, the old accordion man[@ Collette] LF old 27 
Baskette, Billy & Sandman lullabye [@Some day you'll .. ] VM old 26 
Goetz, Coleman & Sandman lullabye [@Some day you'll .. ] VM old 26 
Moret, Neil & Sandman lullabye [@Some day you'll .. ] VM old 26 
Richman, Harry & Say it again[@ But I do ... ] IB old 26 
Silver, Abner & Say it again[@ But I do ... ] IB old 26 
Akst, Harry & She's got "it"! [@You don't like ... ] LF old 27 
Davis, Benny & She's got "it"! [@You don't like ... ] LF old 27 
Gilbert, L. Wolfe & She's got "it"! [@You don't like ... ] LF old 27 
Kortlander, Max She's my girl[@ From sunrise to sunset] IB old 29 
Brockman, James & Silver head [@ That certain party] IB old 25 
Lopez, Vincent & Silver head [@ That certain party] IB old 25 
Nussbaum, Joseph & Silver head [@ That certain party] IB old 25 
Conrad, Con & Sing a little love song[@ If you ... ] DBH old 29 
Conrad, Con & Sing a little love song [@ Broadway] DBH old 29 
Gottler, Archie & Sing a little love song [@ Broadway] DBH old 29 
Gottlieb, Archie & Sing a little love song[@ If you ... ] DBH old 29 
Mitchell, Sid D. & Sing a little love song [@Broadway] DBH old 29 
Mitchell, Sidney & Sing a little love song[@ If you ... ] DBH old 29 
Donaldson, Walter Sing me a baby song[@ Cheerie-... ] LF old 27 
Koppen & Singapore Sal[@ I've never ... ] MW old 28 
Stone & Singapore Sal[@ I've never ... ] MW old 28 
Weinberg, & Singapore Sal[@ I've never ... ] MW old 28 
Davis, Benny & Sleepy head[@ I'm lonely without you] SB old 26 
Greer, Jesse & Sleepy head[@ I'm lonely without you] SB old 26 
Heywood, Donald Smile [@ Sorry] Rob old 28 
Brown, Lew & So blue[@ It all depends on you] DBH old 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & So blue [@It all depends on you] DBH old 27 
Henderson, Ray & So blue [@ It all depends on you] DBH old 27 
Conrad, Con & So dear to me [@ Little by little] DBH old 27 
Gottler, Archie & So dear to me [@ Little by little] DBH old 27 
Mitchell, Sid D. & So dear to me [@Little by little] DBH old 27 
Brown, Lew & So will I[@ When I'm in your arms] IB old 26 
Friend, Cliff & So will I [@ When I'm in your arms] IB old 26 
Rapee, Emo Some day some where [@ Moonlight madness] DBH old 28 
Whiting, Richard Some day you'll be sorry [@ Sandman .. ] VM old 26 
Coslow, Sam & Some day you'll know[@ Was it ... ] SCI old 27 
Hunter, Pinkie & Some day you'll know[@ Was it ... ] SCI old 27 
Spitalny, Maurice & Some day you'll know[@ Was it ... ] SCI old 27 
Pollack, Lew & Some sweet day[@ Just be a ... ] RMC old 29 
Shilkret, Nat & Some sweet day[@ Just be a ... ] RMC old 29 
Emler, Carl & Somebody lied about me[@ Diane] sec old 27 
Emler, Frank & Somebody lied about me[@ Diane] sec old 27 
Rapee, Erno Someday, Somewhere [@ Angela mia] DBH old 28 
Brown, Lew & Song I love[@ I'll never ask for more] DBH old 28 
Conrad, Con & Song I love[@ I'll never ask for more] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Song I love[@ I'll never ask for more] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Song I love[@ I'll never ask for more] DBH old 28 
Berlin, Irving Song is ended[@ Hollywood rose] IB old 27 
Bories, Merton H. & Song of Hawaii[@ Twilight rose] VM old 27 
Corbell, Paul & Song of Hawaii[@ Twilight rose] VM old 27 
Meskill, Jack & Song of the condemned [@ Lucky little ... ] IB old 29 
Wendling, Pete & Song of the condemned [@ Lucky little ... ] IB old 29 
Moret,•Neil Song of the wanderer [@ That haunting ... ] VM old 26 
Moret, Neil Song of the wanderer [@ When you ... ] VM old 26 
Brown, Lew & Sonny boy[@ Carmen] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Sonny boy[@ Carmen] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Sonny boy[@ Carmen] DBH old 28 
Jolson, Al & Sonny boy[@ Carmen] DBH old 28 
Brown, Lew & Sonny boy [@ Sally of my dreams] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Sonny boy [@ Sally of my dreams] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Sonny boy[@ Sally of my dreams] DBH old 28 
Jolson, Al & Sonny boy [@ Sally of my dreams] DBH old 28 
Brown, Lew & Sorry for me[@ My angel] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Sorry for me[@ My angel] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Sorry for me [@ My angel] DBH old 28 
Quicksell, Howard Sorry [@ Smile] Rob old 28 
Brown, Lew & South wind[@ I wonder how I look when ... ] DBH old 26 
DeSylva, B.G. & South wind[@ I wonder how I look when ... ] DBH old 26 
Henderson, Ray & South wind[@ I wonder how I look ... ] DBH old 26 
Dreyer, Dave & Spell of the blues [@Marie] IB old 28 
Johnston, Arthur & Spell of the blues [@Marie] IB old 28 
Ruby, Herman & Spell of the blues [@Marie] IB old 28 
Cook, Harty & Stop the sun, stop the moon [@ Ev'ry ... ] DBH old 32 
Cook, Mercer & Stop the sun, stop the moon [@ Ev'ry ... ] DBH old 32 
Robinson, J. Rus. & Stop the sun, stop the moon[@ Ev'ry ... ] DBH old 32 
Meyer, George W. Sun is at my window[@ Poor Punchinello] RMC old 28 
Cohn, Chester & Sunday (one day I'm with you) [@ Fire!] LP old 26 
Miller, Ned & Sunday (one day I'm with you) [@ Fire!] LP old 26 
Stein, Jules & Sunday (one day I'm with you) [@ Fire!] LP old 26 
Berlin, Irving Sunshine[@ Je vous aime] IB old 28 
Brown, Lew & Susie's "feller" [@ Elsie Shultz ... ] IB old 26 
Dreyer, Dave & Susie's "feller" [@Elsie Shultz ... ] IB old 26 
Fiorito & Sweet southern breeze [@ Hi - ho ... ] JHR old 26 
Kahn& Sweet southern breeze [@ Hi - ho ... ] JHR old 26 
Snyder, Ted Sweet stranger [@ That's how I ... ] WBS old 27 
Axt, Harry & Sweet Yvette[@ Me and my shadow] IB old 27 
Davis, Benny & Sweet Yvette [@ Me and my shadow] IB old 27 
Burke, Joe & Sweetheart memories[@ Among my souv.] DBH old 27 
Davis, Benny & Sweetheart memories[@ Among my souv.] DBH old 27 
Bibo, Irving Sympathy waltz[@ Let's talk about ... ] LP old 26 
Robison, Willard 'Taint so, honey, 'Taint so [@ 'Cause ... ] IB old 28 
Woods, Harry Take in ... sun - hang out ... moon [@ Think.] LP old 26 
deRance, Hero & Take this rose[@ In the middle ... ] IB old 24 
deRance, Hero & Take this rose [@ I never knew] IB old 24 
Kahn, Gus & Take this rose[@ In the middle ... ] IB old 24 
Kahn, Gus & Take this rose [@ I never knew] IB old 24 
Baer, Abel & Teach me to smile[@ Don't wake me up] LP old 25 
Wayne, Mabel & Teach me to smile[@ Don't wake me up] LF old 25 
Buffano, Jules Thanks for the buggy ride [@ Blinky .] VM old 25 
Donaldson, Walter & That certain party [@ Silver head] IB old 27 
Donaldson, Walter & That certain party [@I wonder ... ] IB old 25 
Kahn, Gus & That certain party [@ Silver head] IB old 27 
Kahn, Gus & That certain party [@I wonder ... ] IB old 25 
Goldstein, Nat That haunting waltz [@Song of ... ] VM old 26 
Berlin, Irving That's a good girl [@Pretty Cind ... ] IB old 26 
Snyder, Ted That's how I know I love you[@ Sweet ... ] WBS old 27 
Coots, J. Fred & That's music to my ears [@ Mean to ... ] DBH old 29 
Davis, Lou & That's music to my ears [@ Mean to ... ] DBH old 29 
Johnson, Arnold & That's music to my ears [@Mean to ... ] DBH old 29 
Johnson, Howard & That's my hap - hap happiness[@ My .. ] IB old 27 
Sherman, Al & That's my hap - hap happiness [@My .. ] IB old 27 
Tobias, Charles & That's my hap - hap happiness[@ My .. ] IB old 27 
Ash, Paul & That's why I love you[@ I'm walking .] LF old 26 
Donaldson, Walter & That's why I love you[@ I'm walking .] LF old 26 
Dixon, Mort & That's why [@Bye bye blackbird] JHR old 26 
Henderson, Ray That's why [@Bye bye blackbird] JHR old 26 
Brown, Lew & Then I'll be happy [@I wish't ... ] IB old 25 
Clare, Sidney & Then I'll be happy [@I wish't ... ] IB old 25 
Friend, Cliff & Then I'll be happy [@I wish't ... ] IB old 25 
Cowan, Lynn & Then I'll know why [@Carnations] sec old 29 
Titsworth, Paul & Then I'll know why [@Carnations] sec old 29 
Donaldson, Walter There ain't no maybe ... baby's eyes[@Cons.] VM old 26 
Pasternacki, S. & There's a boatman on the Volga[@ Bare ... ] LF old 26 
Whiting, Rich. A. & There's a boatman on the Volga[@ Bare ... ] LF old 26 
Ahlert, Fred E. There's a cradle in Carolina [@For my .. ] WBS old 27 
Dreyer, Dave & There's a rainbow 'round my sho. [@Roses] IB old 28 
Jolson, Al & There's a rainbow 'round my sho. [@Roses] IB old 28 
Rose, Billy & There's a rainbow 'round my sho. [@Roses] IB old 28 
Pollack, Lew There's always a way to remember[@ I'm.] MW old 28 
De Rose, Peter & Things that were made for love [@ One ... ] IB old 29 
Kahal, Irving & Things that were made for love [@ One ... ] IB old 29 
Tobias, Charles & Things that were made for love [@ One ... ] IB old 29 
Ash, Paul & Thinking of you [@Take in the sun ... ] LF old 26 
Donaldson, Walter & Thinking of you [@Take in the sun ... ] LF old 26 
Gillespie, Haven & Tin pan parade [@Plenty of sunshine] DBH old 27 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Tin pan parade [@Plenty of sunshine] DBH old 27 
Brown, Lew & To know you is to love you[@ You're .] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & To know you is to love you[@ You're .] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & To know you is to love you[@ You're.] DBH old 28 
Buttenuth, Bobby & To-night's my night with baby [@I found.] IB old 26 
Caesar, Irving & To-night's my night with baby [@I found.] IB old 26 
Meyer, Joseph & To-night's my night with baby [@I found.] IB old 26 
Brown, Lew & Together[@ Without you sweetheart] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Together[@ Without you sweetheart] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & Together[@ Without you sweetheart] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray Too many parties and too many pals[@ How] LF old 25 
Warren, Harry Twelve o'clock waltz[@ Nagasaki] RMC old 28 
Corbell, Paul Twilight rose[@ Song of Hawaii] VM old 27 
Warren, Harry Two lips[@ Old man sunshine] RMC old 28 
Schuster, Joe & Two little pretty birds [@Just an ... ] MW old 27 
Tucker, Johnny & Two little pretty birds [@Just an ... ] MW old 27 
Brown, Lew & Used to you[@ Little pal] DBH old 29 
DeSylva, B.G. & Used to you[@ Little pal] DBH old 29 
Henderson, Ray & Used to you[@ Little pal] DBH old 29 
Jolson, Al & Used to you [@ Little pal] DBH old 29 
Berlin, Irving Venetian isles [@ I never knew] IB old 25 
Robison, Willard Wake up! Chill'un, wake up! [@Kansas] DDG old 29 
Koehler, Ted & Waltz of love[@ Our bungalow of dreams] TBM old 27 
Verges, Joe & Waltz of love[@ Our bungalow of dreams] TBM old 27 
Britt, Addy & Was it a dream[@ Some day you'll ... ] SCI old 28 
Coslow, Sam & Was it a dream[@ Some day you'll ... ] SCI old 28 
Spier, Larry & Was it a dream[@ Some day you'll ... ] SCI old 28 
Silvers, Louis Weary river [@ It' up to you!] IB old 29 
Brown, Lew & What could be sweeter than you[@ Good .. ] JHR old 25 
Friend, Cliff & What could be sweeter than you[@ Good .. ] JHR old 25 
Brown, Lew & What d'ya say?[@ American tume] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & What d'ya say?[@ American tume] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & What d'ya say?[@ American tume] DBH old 28 
Russell, Sidney K. What happened to Rose [@ I'll never .. ] VM old 26 
Friend, Cliff & Whatcha gonna do, do now[@ How ... ] IB old 28 
Tobias, Charles & Whatcha gonna do, do now[@ How ... ] IB old 28 
Rose, Vincent When I think of you[@ Let it rain ... ] LF old 25 
Ash, Paul & When I'm in your arms[@ So will I] IB old 26 
Burke, Joe & When I'm in your arms [@ So will I] m old 26 
Davis, Benny & When I'm in your arms [@ So will I] IB old 26 
Berlin, Irving When my dreams come true[@ Oh sweet ... ] IB old 29 
Burke, Johnny & When nobody else is around[@ How can ... ] DBH old 31 
Monaco, Jimmie & When nobody else is around[@ How can ... ] DBH old 31 
Woods, Harry When the red, red, robin ... [@Roses r.] IB old 26 
Westphal, Frank When you come to the end ... day[@ Baby.] IB old 29 
Ferris, Wm. T. When you find a girl who loves you [@Here] VM old 26 
Sherman, Al When you waltz ... one you love[@ Song.] VM old 26 
Donaldson, Walter Where'd you get those eyes? [@Precious] LF old 26 
Burke, Joe While the years go drifting by [@In a .. ] LF old 26 
Santly, Henry & While we danced till dawn[@ Lonesome .. ] LF old 25 
Schuster, Ira & While we danced till dawn[@ Lonesome .. ] LF old 25 
Harrison, C. & Whole world is ... for dreams ... [@ Old.] TBM old 27 
Moore, Deanne & Whole world is ... for dreams ... [@ Old.] TBM old 27 
Clare, Sidney & Whole world knows I love you[@ I'll get] IB old 28 
Gottler, Archie & Whole world knows I love you[@ I'll get] IB old 28 
Pinkard, Maceo & Whole world knows I love you[@ I'll get] IB old 28 
Kippel, Mickey & Why did you?[@ Dance of the paper ... ] MW old 29 
Lombardo, Carmen & Why did you?[@ Dance of the paper ... ] MW old 29 
Austin, Gene & Why do you tell me you love me[@ Oh! ... ] TBM old 27 
Shook, Clover & Why do you tell me you love me[@ Oh! ... ] TBM old 27 
Akst, Harry & Wishing and waiting for love [@ Broadway.] MW old 29 
Clarke, Grant & Wishing and waiting for love [@Broadway.] MW old 29 
Davidson, Julian Wistful and blue [@ Oh what a pal ... ] LF old 26 
Brown, Lew & Without you sweetheart[@ Together] DBH old 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Without you sweetheart[@ Together] DBH old 27 
Henderson, Ray & Without you sweetheart [@ Together] DBH old 27 
Green, Bud & Ya gotta know how to love [@In a ... ] SB old 26 
Warren, Harry & Ya gotta know how to love [@ In a ... ] SB old 26 
Donaldson, Walter Yes sir, that's my baby [@Good-night] IB old 25 
Jolson, Al Yoo-hoo [@Mello cello] MR old 21 
Jerome, M.K. & You and I in the moonlight[@ Maybe .. ] MW old 29 
Washington, Ned & You and I in the moonlight[@ Maybe .. ] MW old 29 
Conn, Chester & You don't like it - not much[@ She's ... ] LF old 27 
Kahn, Art & You don't like it - not much[@ She's ... ] LF old 27 
Miller, Ned & You don't like it - not much[@ She's ... ] LF old 27 
Lewis, {Sam M.} & You gotta be good to me[@ Keep ... ] JHR old 27 
Rose, {Billy} & You gotta be good to me[@ Keep ... ] JHR old 27 
Young, {Joe} & You gotta be good to me[@ Keep ... ] JHR old 27 
Jacobs, Al & You just you[@ Melacholy mama] sec old 29 
Scharlin, Herb & You just you [@ Melacholy mama] sec old 29 
Yoell, Larry & You just you[@ Melacholy mama] sec old 29 
Goetz, Coleman & You'll find me waiting for you [@Just .. ] VM old 25 
Leslie, Vincent & You'll find me waiting for you[@ Just .. ] VM old 25 
Friend, Cliff You're a real sweetheart[@ Down ... ] LF old 28 
Brown, Lew & You're the cream in my coffee[@ To know.] DBH old 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & You're the cream in my coffee[@ To know.] DBH old 28 
Henderson, Ray & You're the cream in my coffee[@ To know.] DBH old 28 
Ash, Paul & You're wonderful[@ All thru the night] sec old 28 
Fields, Buddy & You're wonderful[@ All thru the night] sec old 28 
Gardner, Jack & You're wonderful [@All thru the night] sec old 28 
One-steps 
Composer /lyricist TITLE 
.enh S!T Fol Yr 
Cobb, George L. Bohunkus WJ one 20 
Brockenshire, J.O. Cavalry wiggle (Book IV, 5) CF cpc one 16 
Weidt, A.J. Ger-Ma-Nee WJ one 15 
Levy, Sol P. Hunkatin Bel one 18 
Cobb, George L. Irish confetti WJ one 18 
Roberts, Charles J. Johnny on the spot (Book IV, 3) CF cpc one 18 
Kaufman, Mel Ouch! (D7) Rob ? one 24 
Bien, Harold Plenty o'pepper (Book IV, 4) CF cpc one 14 
Cobb, George L. Some shape WJ one 17 
Roberts, Chas. J. Step lively (Book IV, 2) CF cpc one 15 
Kaufman, Mel B. Strawberries (D16) Rob pss one 26 
Finck, Herman Ticklish tale (No. 4 of "Six humorisms") Haw hps one 27 
Opera 
Composer/lyricist TITLE 
Verdi, G. Miserere ("II Trovatore") CF fav opr 06 
Organ 
Composer /lyricist TITLE ~ s.er Fol Yr 
Gounod Funeral march of a marionette (236) t COB HWG SC org 23 
Mendelssohn, Felix March of the priests ("Athalie") arr. HNB GS org 13 
Ecuador Salve, oh Patria CF bk org 
Frysinger, J .Frank Sunset (Op. 186) HF org 20 
Oriental 
Composer/lyricist TITLE ~ ~ Fol Yr 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Arabian nights (Bk. 1, No.3) Bos bfp ori 24 
Stoughton, R.S. Ashtoreth (Vol. 21,2) [@Meditation] WJ jmm ori 28 
Luigini, A. Ballet Egyptien, Nos. I-IV (753) CF to ori 02 
Friml, Rudolf Desert caravan EFK ori 27 
Kay, Arthur Desert caravan (No. 2) For fmi ori 25 
Zamecnik, J. S. Egyptia (diamond 6) SF ? ori 17 
Crist, Bainbridge Egyptian impressions, 1-4 (symp. suite) CF ori 15 
Herbert, Victor Entr'Acte "Mlle Modiste" (208A) [@ 208B] CF ? ori 06 
Woodforde-Finden Four Indian love lyrics [1-4] (No. 151) Boo bnj ori 12 
Stoughton, R. S. Haidee [ valse] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm ori 28 
Smith, Ernest Hindoo amber [novelette] WJ ori 17 
Zamecnik, J .S. Hindu [oriental., dramat.] (Vol. 1, 5) SF sfc ori 24 
Ketelbey, Albert W. In a Persian market [intermez.-scene] Bos ori 20 
Ketelbey, Albert W. In a Persian market [American edition] Bos ori 45 
Leigh, Norman In the bazaar WJ ori 17 
Leigh, Norman In the bazaar WJ ori 17 
Savino, Domenico In the desert [stranded in desert] (PD 35) Rob dds Ori 28 
Frazee, Gerald Meditation [ valse poetique] [@ Ashtoreth] WJ ori 22 
Myers, Sherman Moonlight on the Ganges [CL or Har] CL ori 26 
Geehl, Henry 'Neath the desert stars (Vol. I, 2, kps) SF sfm ori 21 
Ring-Hager Olga [oriental one step, galop] (7) SF ? ori 26 
Smith, Walter W. On the Nile [Egyptian serenade] (V. 13, 3) WJ jmm ori 27 
Herbert, Victor Oriental dance "Wonderland" (208B)[@ 208A] CF ? ori 06 
Berge, Irenee Oriental love dance (P 38) Rob cps ori 25 
Castillo, L.G. del Passing caravan (Vol. 15, ?) WJ jmm ori 27 
Loraine, William Salome [intermezzo] (Vol. 3, 3) EA km ori 23 
Rimsky-Korsakow, N. Scheherazade [extracts from ballet-suite] GS ori 17 
Rimsky Korsakoff Song of India HD ori 
Ascher, Emil Songe d' amour [ valse] (Vol. 1, 9) EA km on 11 
Derwin, J.J. Stroll through Cairo [Egyptian patrol] WJ ori 25 
Joyce, Archibald Vision of Salome [valse] (Vol. 2, 1) EA km ori 
Loraine, William Zallah [Egyptian intermezzo] (2015) LF ? ori 03 
Levan, J. Carroll Zora [an oriental sketch] (Vol. ?, ?) WJ jmm ori 29 
Stoughton, R. S. Zumurrud [Egyptian dance] WJ ori 23 
Overtures 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :e.uh ~ Fol Yr 
Boieldieu, A. Calif of Bagdad (317) CF to ovr 13 
Weber, C.M. von Freischiitz (1831) arr Chas. J. Roberts CF to ovr 17 
Weidt, A.J. Gloriana [long, neu.] (V. 10, 3) WJ jmm ovr 27 
Schlepegrell, R. Golden sceptre (321) CF to ovr 13 
Gomez, A. Carlos Guarany, 11 (T 908) CF ? ovr 24 
Adam, A. If I were king (1664, cfe) CF to ovr 13 
Rossini, G. Italians in Algeria (1672) a C. J. Roberts CF to ovr 13 
Suppe, Franz von Jolly Robbers (1386) (Book ? , 7 /59-67) CF to ovr 13 
Frazee, Gerald F. Land of romance [fantasy] (Vol. 20, 3) WJ jmm ovr 28 
Suppe, F. von Light cavalry (?Superior Ed. 805) CF ovr 04 
Bennet, C.W. Manrico overture (53) OD ? ovr 02 
Keler-Bela Overture comique (Op. 74)(No. 21) arr. RJ RJ aor ovr 11 
King, K.L. Princess of India (160) CLB ? ovr 
Grey, Frank H. Sunny Sicily [pastor. ,rustic] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm ovr 27 
Schubert, F. Unfinished symphony (No.3) [pp.2-20] CF cs ovr 96 
Metra, 0. White Queen (No. 68) CF cpo ovr 21 
Gibb, Robert W. Youth triumphant (Vol. 17, 2) WJ jmm ovr 28 
Pathetique 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :e.uh Ser Fol Yr 
Tschaikowsky, P. Adagio lamentoso (Sym. VI,Op.74,N.6)(1848) CF to pat 17 
Godard, Benj. Adagio pathetique (Op. 128, N. 3 )(3 3) c' 10 GS om pat 92 
Drigo, R. Amour virginal ( 6) CF pat 26 
Borch, Gaston Andante patetico e doloroso [death] (21,P) GS ? pat 18 
Schertzinger, V. L. Broken heart, A [lament] PPM pat 24 
Goltermann, G Cantilena GS gal pat 23 
Suk, Josef Chanson d' Amour GS gal pat 21 
Collinge, Patricia Chanson melancholique (26) Bel bee pat 20 
Leoncavallo, R. Chanson serenade (No. 130) SF lib pat 26 
Grieg-Roberts Child in distress - intense suffering (33) CF ft pat 24 
Zamecnik, J.S. Confession, The [sorrowful emot.] (V. 2,9) SF sfp pat 22 
Axt, William & Cortege [sad processional scenes] (P7) Rob cps pat 23 
Rapee, Emo & Cortege [sad processional scenes] (P7) Rob cps pat 23 
Zamecnik, J. S. Despised [grief-despair-suffer'g] (V. 3,9) SF sfp pat 25 
Kay, Arthur Dolores [elegy] For fmi pat 25 
Axt, William Dramatic andante No. 3 [pathos] (P67) Rob cps pat 26 
Zamecnik, J.S. Dramatic tension [grief, sorrow] (V. 1, 7) SF sfp pat 19 
Zamecnik, J. S. Dramatic tension [sorrow, emot.] (V. 1,6) SF sfp pat 19 
Savino, Domenico Elegie and appassionato [sad thoughts](19) Rob dds pat 26 
Axt, William Emotional andante [emotion or pathos] Rob cps pat 25 
Holmes, Augusta En Mer [By the sea]("Au Pays Bleu")(N.59) RJ aor pat 16 
Herbert, Victor Heart throbs [pathetic] (2) CF phs pat 25 
Edwards, Leo Inspiration (77G) [@Romance, G.K.] GS gal pat 15 
Drigo, R. Lamentoso (7) CF pat 26 
Cramer, H. Last idea of von Weber [sic] McK pat 
Baron, Maurice Little girl of long ago (79) Bel bee pat 21 
Williams, F.A. Lullaby (Twilight sketches, 2) SF ts pat 16 
Rapee, Emo Melancholic appassionato (4) Bel pat 27 
Clements, B. G Melodie d' Amour WJ pat 26 
Hahn, George Mignon's lament [poeme intime] WJ pat 26 
Stults, R.M. Night song [reverie] (349) CF ?to pat 13 
Fosse, Vincent Obsession [caprice pour orchestre] JYK pat 
Langey, Otto Pathetic andante No. 1 [sadness, sorrow] GS pat 16 
Vely, Paul Pathetic andante No. 1 [general] (2) Cin cis pat 17 
Becce, G. Patience under pain [resignation](20) c'25 Sle kin pat 20 
Kempinski, Leo A. Plaintive (10) PPM is pat 22 
Zamecnik, J.S. Remorse [sorrow, pity, dejection] (V. 4,3) SF sfp pat 27 
Lowitz, W.W. Remorse [sorrow, repent., regret] (No. 51) GS sps pat 27 
Karganoff, G. Romance (Op. 29, N. 9)(77G)[@ Inspiration] GS gal pat 15 
Zamecnik, J.S. Sacrifice, The [sorrow, deep emot.](V.2,1) SF sfp pat 22 
Haines, Herbert E. Sad thoughts [sorrow and grief] (No. 17) Haw hps pat 22 
Engleman, Joseph Sadness (Book II, No. 12) Bos bci pat 26 
Tschaikowsky, P. Second movement ("Fifth Sym." Op.64)(1607) CF to pat 12 
Hersom, Frank E. Soliloquy, A WJ pat 27 
Roberts, Edouard Sorrow theme [general] (8) Cin cis pat 18 
Vely, Paul Tragic theme [fatal or mournful] (9) Cin cis pat 18 
Sibelius, Jean Valse triste ("Kuolema") (T2092) CF ?to pat 26 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Wanderer's return, The [reverie] (B. 2, 8) Bos bfp pat 24 
Huerter, Charles Yesterdays (No. 43) BMC pcl pat 19 
Popular 
Composer/lyricist TITLE :euh &!: Fol Yr 
West, Eugene Adoree [I adore you] Har pop 28 
Akst, Harry & After a while HW pop 26 
Davis, Benney & After a while HW pop 26 
Malie, T. & After I see the sandman MWM pop 27 
Newman, C. & After I see the sandman MWM pop 27 
Sizemore, A. & After I see the sandman MWM pop 27 
Little, Little Jack After I've called you sweetheart MWM pop 27 
Turk, Roy After my laughter came tears SB pop 28 
Nelson, Jack After the storm, Life & love seem sweeter JNM pop 24 
Britt, Addy & After we kiss WBS pop 27 
Fiorito, Ted & After we kiss WBS pop 27 
Duke, Russell & After you're gone, What'll I say, ... do WR pop 26 
Waldron, Will & After you're gone, What'll I say, .. , do WR pop 26 
Monaco, James V. Ah-ha! SB pop 25 
Ager, Milton Ain't she sweet AYB pop 27 
Henderson, Ray Alabamy bound SB pop 25 
Tierney, Harry Alice blue gown ("Irene") LF pop 19 
Berlin, Irving All alone IB pop 24 
Berlin, Irving All by myself IB pop 21 
Wallis, Jay All by yourself in the moonlight Cam pop 28 
Rule, James S. All over nothing at all MW pop 22 
Lewis, Al All-American girl LF pop 32 
Fiorito, Ted Alone at last IB pop 25 
Akst, Harry Am I blue? MW pop 29 
Rapee, Emo Angela mia [theme from "Street angel"] DBH pop 28 
Coslow, Sam & Animal crackers [I'm just wild about] HW pop 26 
Link, Harry & Animal crackers [I'm just wild about] HW pop 26 
Rich, Fred & Animal crackers [I'm just wild about] HW pop 26 
Rich, Max Any comer is a cozy comer DBH pop 31 
Ager, Milton Are you happy? AYB pop 27 
Ager, Milton Are you Sorry? AYB pop 25 
Colonna, Jerry & At dusk MW pop 32 
Napoleon, Phil & At dusk MW pop 32 
Little, L.J. & At the baby parade San pop 32 
Oppenheim, D. & At the baby parade San pop 32 
Schuster, I. & At the baby parade San pop 32 
McLaughlin, John At the end of the day with you MW pop 30 
Barris, Harry At your command MGM pop 31 
Warren, Harry Away down south in heaven SB pop 27 
Wenrich, Percy Baby ("Castles in the air") LF pop 26 
Akst, Harry & Baby face JHR pop 26 
Davis, Benny & Baby face JHR pop 26 
Kahn, Gus Baby feet go pitter patter DBH pop 27 
Burke, Joe Baby your mother (like she babied you) LF pop 27 
Eibel, Bob & Back where the daisies grow HR pop 27 
Eibel, Don & Back where the daisies grow HR pop 27 
Dixon& Barn Barn Barny shore JHR pop 25 
Henderson & Barn Barn Barny shore JHR pop 25 
Shay, Larry Beautiful MWM pop 27 
King, W. & Beautiful love SF pop 31 
Van Alstyne, E. & Beautiful love SF pop 31 
Young, V. & Beautiful love SF pop 31 
Brown, Burton Because I know you 're mine JWJ pop 28 
Donaldson, Walter Because my baby don't mean maybe now DDG pop 28 
Hammerstein, A. & Because of you BMI pop 40 
Wilkinson, Dudley & Because of you BMI pop 40 
Grossman, B. & Because you said "I love you" GLM pop 29 
Sanders, J. & Because you said "I love you 11 GLM pop 29 
Sizemore, A. & Because you said "I love you 11 GLM pop 29 
Sizemore, Arthur Before the rain, (We'll find our shelter) GLM pop 28 
Cherney, Joseph Bells of A val on, The JM pop 27 
Donaldson, Walter Beside a babbling brook JHR pop 23 
Conrad, C. & Big city blues DBH pop 29 
Gottler, A. & Big city blues DBH pop 29 
Mitchell, S.D. & Big city blues DBH pop 29 
Phillips, Phil Big hearted baby JSF pop 28 
Henderson, Ray & Birth of the blues, The Har pop 26 
Henderson, Ray Black bottom Har pop 26 
Solman, Alfred Blame it on the waltz JHR pop 26 
Handman, Lou Blue S&C pop 22 
De Voll, Cal & Blue days McK pop 28 
Rose, Fred & Blue days McK pop 28 
Evans, T. & Blue moon Mel pop 28 
Haming, S. & Blue moon Mel pop 28 
Naylor, E. & Blue moon Mel pop 28 
Smith, C. & Blue moon Mel pop 28 
Rollins, Will Blue night Har pop 28 
Meyer, Joseph Blue river JHR pop 27 
Curtis, Loyal Bo-peep LBC pop 28 
Green, John W. Body and soul Cha pop 30 
David, Lee Boomerang, The SB pop 29 
Conrad, C. & Breakaway DBH pop 29 
Gottler, A. & Breakaway DBH pop 29 
Mitchell, S. & Breakaway DBH pop 29 
Gillespie, H. & Breezin' along with the breeze JHR pop 26 
Simons, S. & Breezin' along with the breeze JHR pop 26 
Whiting, R.A. & Breezin' along with the breeze JHR pop 26 
Brown, Lew & Broken hearted DBH pop 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & Broken hearted DBH pop 27 
Henderson, Ray & Broken hearted DBH pop 27 
Meyer, Geo. W. Brown eyes -- why are you blue HW pop 25 
Petkere, Bernice By a rippling stream MW pop 32 
Campbell, J. & By the fireside cc pop 31 
Connelly, R. & By the fireside cc pop 31 
Noble, Ray & By the fireside cc pop 31 
Little, G.A. & By the light of the stars JHR pop 25 
Shay, Larry & By the light of the stars JHR pop 25 
Sizemore, A. & By the light of the stars JHR pop 25 
Warren, Harry By the river Sainte Marie MGM pop 31 
Wendling, Pete By the sycamore tree IB pop 31 
Dixon& Bye bye blackbird JHR pop 26 
Henderson & Bye bye blackbird JHR pop 26 
Winge, Carl Can it be true? VM pop 28 
Goodheart, Al & Can't we ever be alone? San pop 32 
Hoffman, Al & Can't we ever be alone? San pop 32 
Young, Victor Can't we talk it over RMC pop 31 
Burke, Joe & Carolina moon IMM pop 28 
Davis, Benny & Carolina moon IMM pop 28 
Donaldson, Walter Changes LF pop 27 
Brown, Nacio Herb Chant of the jungle ("Untamed") MGM pop 29 
Johnson, J. & Charleston (Runnin' wild) Har pop 23 
Mack, Cecil & Charleston (Runnin' wild) Har pop 23 
Pollack, Lew Cheatin' on me AYB pop 25 
Bibo, Irving Cherie LF pop 20 
Halstead, Henry China Girl sec pop 24 
Singer, Louis China Girl sec pop 24 
Warner, Don China Girl sec pop 24 
Hall, Wendell Chinese jazz : a phantom dream WWH pop 27 
Moret, Neil Chloe (Song of the swamp) VM pop 27 
Meyer, Joseph Clap hands! Here comes Charley! AYB pop 25 
Clare, Sidney & Cobble-stones JHR pop 27 
Pollack, Lew & Cobble-stones JHR pop 27 
Bonx., Nat & Collegiate SB pop 25 
Jaffe, Moe & Collegiate SB pop 25 
Hamblen, Bernard Come back in dreams Har pop 21 
Carmichael, Hoagy Come easy go easy love Sou pop 31 
Suesse, Dana Come take me Fam pop 31 
Brown, Lew & Come to me DBH pop 31 
DeSylva, B.G. & Come to me DBH pop 31 
Henderson, Ray Come to me DBH pop 31 
Waller, Thomas Concentratin' (On you) San pop 31 
Kahn, Gus & Congo (Song of the derelict) RMC pop 31 
Lemare, J. & Congo (Song of the derelict) RMC pop 31 
Waggner, G. & Congo (Song of the derelict) RMC pop 31 
Bestor, Don Contented LF pop 32 
Green John & Coquette LF pop 28 
Lombardo, Carmen & Coquette LF pop 28 
Brown, Herb Coral sea sec pop 20 
Ager, Milton Could I? I certainly could! AYB pop 26 
Little, Geo. A. & Cozy nest, A HR pop 28 
Rose, Fred & Cozy nest, A HR pop 28 
Hess, Cliff Crazy Rhythm [a Cliff Hess slide novelty] Har pop 
Ager, Milton Crazy words - crazy tune AYB pop 27 
Banker, Les & Cubalero, The MW pop 31 
Siras, John & Cubalero, The MW pop 31 
Young, Joe & Cubalero, The MW pop 31 
Fields, D. & Cuban love song MGM pop 31 
McHugh, J. & Cuban love song MGM pop 31 
Stothart, H. & Cuban love song MGM pop 31 
Hanley, James F. Cute little things you do, The SF pop 31 
Schoebel, Elmer Dance of the tinker toys MBM pop 27 
Bernard, Felix & Dardanella MF pop 19 
Black, Johnny S. & Dardanella MF pop 19 
Levinson, Jerry Darkness on the delta, (When it's) San pop 32 
Green, Joe Dawn of to-morrow HW pop 27 
Rice, Gitz Dear old pal of mine GR pop 18 
Conrad, Con Dear, on a night like this Har pop 27 
Hirsch, W. & 'Deed I do TBM pop 26 
Rose, Fred & 'Deed I do TBM pop 26 
Rose, Fred Deep Henderson TBM pop 26 
Romberg, Sigmund Deep in my heart, dear ("Student prince") Har pop 24 
Henderson, Charlie Deep night AYB pop 29 
Harding, Jay T. Desert moon JTH pop 24 
Johnson, H. & Dew-dew-dewey day IB pop 27 
Sherman, C. & Dew-dew-dewey day IB pop 27 
Tobias, C. & Dew-dew-dewey day IB pop 27 
Baker, Phil & Did you mean it? SB pop 27 
Lyman, Abe & Did you mean it? SB pop 27 
Silvers, S. & Did you mean it? SB pop 27 
Akst, Harry Dinah HW pop 25 
White, James Dixie days (in those dear old days) RG pop 20 
Tremaine, Bobbie Dixie stomp WR pop 27 
Wayne, Mabel Do ya' love me? Gust a tiny bit, do ya'?) LF pop 29 
Britt, Addy & Do you believe in dreams? HW pop 26 
Little, Jack & Do you believe in dreams? HW pop 26 
Robinson, R. & Do you believe in dreams? HW pop 26 
Oliver, Joseph Doctor jazz MBM pop 27 
Coots, J. Fred Do in' the raccoon RMC pop 28 
Conrad, Con & Doing the boom boom DBH pop 29 
Gottler, A. & Doing the boom boom DBH pop 29 
Mitchell, S.D. & Doing the boom boom DBH pop 29 
Ager, Milton Don't be afraid to come home AYB pop 25 
Gottler, A. & Don't be like that SB pop 28 
Pinkard, M. & Don't be like that SB pop 28 
Torias, C. & Don't be like that SB pop 28 
Cohn, Chester & Don't mind the rain LF pop 24 
Miller, Ned & Don't mind the rain LF pop 24 
Baer, Abel & Don't wake me up (let me dream) LF pop 25 
Wayne, Mabel & Don't wake me up (let me dream) LF pop 25 
Bloom, M. & Down by the old front gate ABK pop 28 
Kassel, Art & Down by the old front gate ABK pop 28 
Rose, Fred & Down by the old front gate ABK pop 28 
Bestor, D. & Down by the winegar woiks SB pop 25 
Donovan, W. & Down by the winegar woiks SB pop 25 
Lewis, R. & Down by the winegar woiks SB pop 25 
McKenna, Wm. J. Down in the old neighborhood FSC pop 27 
Buck, Verne & Down where the sun goes down LF pop 28 
Jones, Isham & Down where the sun goes dowm LF pop 28 
Bartlett, J.C. Dream, A OD pop 95 
Jerome, M.K. Dream kisses AYB pop 27 
Burke, Joe Dream mother JMM pop 29 
Baskette, Billy Dream pal [slide version] HW pop 25 
Baskette, Billy Dream train MWM pop 28 
Fiorito, Ted Dreamer of dreams JHR pop 24 
Johnson, J.C. Dusky stevedore Tri pop 28 
Davis, Benny & Ev' ry time my heart beats DBH pop 32 
Marks, Gerald & Ev'ry time my heart beats DBH pop 32 
Johnson, H. & Ev'rything's made for love SB pop 26 
Sherman, Al & Ev'rything's made for love SB pop 26 
Tobias, C. & Ev'rything's made for love SB pop 26 
Akst, Harry & Everthing' s gonna be all right HW pop 26 
Davis, Benny & Everthing' s gonna be all right HW pop 26 
McHugh, Jimmy & Everything is hotsy totsy now JM pop 25 
Mills, Irving & Everything is hotsy totsy now JM pop 25 
Fisher, Mark & Everywhere you go MWM pop 28 
Goodwin, Joe & Everywhere you go MWM pop 28 
Shay, Larry & Everywhere you go MWM pop 28 
Fisher, Fred Eyes that say "I love you" MF pop 19 
Logan, Frederic K. Fallen leaf For pop 22 
Gordon, Westell Far-away bells, The Har pop 26 
Cooke, C. & Feelin' the way that I do VM pop 29 
Gillespie, H. & Feelin' the way that I do VM pop 29 
Moret, N. & Feelin' the way that I do VM pop 29 
Fisher, Fred Fifty million Frenchmen can't be wrong SB pop 27 
Warren, Harry Finding the long way home RMC pop 29 
Henderson, Ray Five foot two, eyes of blue LF pop 25 
Coslow, Sam & Flippity flop, The SCI pop 29 
Robin, Leo & Flippity flop, The SCI pop 29 
Whiting, R.A. & Flippity flop, The SCI pop 29 
Donaldson, Walter For my sweetheart JHR pop 26 
Burke, Joe For you MW pop 30 
Deppen, Jessie L. For you and me Ha pop 26 
Brown, Lew & Forgetting you DBH pop 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Forgetting you DBH pop 28 
Henderson, Ray & Forgetting you DBH pop 28 
Ager, Milton Forgive me AYB pop 27 
Denni, Lucien Forgotten perfumes (My lady's perfumes) JWJ pop 27 
Bennett, Joe & Funny, dear, what love can do LF pop 29 
Little, G.A. & Funny, dear, what love can do LF pop 29 
Straight, C. & Funny, dear, what love can do LF pop 29 
Monaco, Jimmie Gee! I'm glad I'm home DBH pop 27 
Gusman, Meyer Get yourself a sweetie (and kiss your ... ) KGS pop 29 
Rodgers, Richard Girl friend, The ("The girl friend") Har pop 26 
Kahn& Good mornin' (Kentucky's way of sayin') JHR pop 25 
Van Alstyne & Good mornin' (Kentucky's way of sayin') JHR pop 25 
Hohengarten, Carl & Good night SB pop 25 
Roettger, Wm. & Good night SB pop 25 
Small, Paul & Good night SB pop 25 
Arnheim, Gus & Goodnight, my love MGM pop 32 
Lemare, J. & Goodnight, my love MGM pop 32 
Tobias, H. & Goodnight, my love MGM pop 32 
Alcst, Harry & Gorgeous JHR pop 27 
Davis, Benny & Gorgeous JHR pop 27 
Sanders, Joe Got a great big date (with a little ... ) VM pop 29 
Dougherty, Dan Grass grows greener, The AYB pop 28 
Johnson, J.C. Guess who's in town? Tri pop 28 
Alcst, Harry & Guilty LF pop 31 
Kahn, Gus & Guilty LF pop 31 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Guilty LF pop 31 
Cleary Michael H. & H'lo baby MW pop 29 
Magidson, Herb & H'lo baby MW pop 29 
Washington, Ned & H'lo baby MW pop 29 
Youmans, Vincent Hallelujah! Har pop 27 
Fisher, Fred Happy days and lonely nights AYB pop 28 
Ager, Milton Hard to get Gertie AYB pop 26 
De Rose, Peter Have you ever been lonely? ( ... been blue) SB pop 33 
Lombardo, Carmen He, she, and me MWM pop 29 
Hall, Wendell Headin' home (Bound for Birmingham) WWH pop 27 
Friend, Cliff Hello cutie JHR pop 27 
Donaldson, Walter Hello! Beautiful! DDG pop 31 
Conley, Larry & "Hello Lindy" LC pop 27 
Silverman, D. & "Hello Lindy" LC pop 27 
Britt, Andy & Hello! Swanee - hello! HW pop 26 
Coslow, Sam & Hello! Swanee - hello! HW pop 26 
Coots, J. Fred & Here comes my ball and chain SCI pop 29 
Davis, Lou & Here comes my ball and chain SCI pop 29 
Pinkard, Maceo Here comes the show boat SB pop 27 
Henderson, Ray Here I am JHR pop 26 
Klickman, F. Henri Hesitation waltz : the last waltz together FKR pop 13 
Mc Hugh, Jimmy Hey! Young fella (Close your old umbrel.) MGM pop 33 
Coon, Carleton A. & Hi-diddle-diddle LF pop 26 
Keidel, Hal & Hi-diddle-diddle LF pop 26 
Kresa, Helmy & Hiding in the shadows of the moon IB pop 31 
Rich, Max & Hiding in the shadows of the moon IB pop 31 
Sanders, Joe High fever TBM pop 26 
Abrahams, M. & High-high-high up in the hills SB pop 26 
Lewis, Sam & High-high-high up in the hills SB pop 26 
Young, Joe & High-high-high up in the hills SB pop 26 
Shay, Larry Highways are happy ways (When ... to home) WR pop 27 
Meek, Sandy & Honest I'm wild about you WR pop 27 
Sosnik, Harry & Honest I'm wild about you WR pop 27 
Gillespie, Haven & Honey LF pop 28 
Simons, Seymour & Honey LF pop 28 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Honey LF pop 28 
Ash, P. & Hoosier sweetheart (Say who) MWM pop 27 
Baskette, B. & Hoosier sweetheart (Say who) MWM pop 27 
Goodwin, Joe & Hoosier sweetheart (Say who) MWM pop 27 
Gay, Byron& Horses LF pop 26 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Horses LF pop 26 
Hall, Wendell Hot feet WWH pop 27 
Westphal, Frank How can I go on without you? Fam pop 32 
Ahlert, Fred E. How can you say you love me? DBH pop 31 
Gillespie, H. & How could anything so good be bad MWM pop 28 
Simons, S. & How could anything so good be bad MWM pop 28 
Whiting, Rich. A. & How could anything so good be bad MWM pop 28 
Randolph, A.P. How could red riding hood? JM pop 25 
Meyer, Joseph How long will it last? ("Possessed") MGM pop 31 
Donaldson, Walter How the time can fly! DDG pop 31 
NcHugh, Jimmy How's your uncle? MGM pop 31 
Goering, Al & Huggin' and kissin' you For pop 33 
Lincoff, G. & Huggin' and kissin' you For pop 33 
Lenzberg, Julius Hungarian rag JHR pop 13 
Goodhart, A. & I apologize DBH pop 31 
Hoffman, Al & I apologize DBH pop 31 
Nelson, Ed & I apologize DBH pop 31 
Akst, Harry I can't get Mississippi off my mind MW pop 31 
Broones, Martin I can't get over a girl like you SB pop 26 
McHugh, Jimmy I can't give you anything but love (Baby) JM pop 28 
Fields, Buddy & I can't write the words RMC pop 31 
Marks, Gerald & I can't write the words RMC pop 31 
Rodgers, Richard I could write a book ("Pal Joey") Cha pop 40 
Green, John W. & I don't want love, (If this is love) Fam pop 31 
Heyman, Edward & I don't want love, (If this is love) Fam pop 31 
Ford& I get the blues when it rains FG pop 28 
Glenn& I get the blues when it rains FG pop 28 
Weaver, Maidie & I get the blues when it rains FG pop 28 
Traveline, Don I had you - I lost you - I found you JMM pop 25 
Warren, Harry I love my baby (My baby loves me) SB pop 25 
Wood, Haydn I love to hear you singing Cha pop 28 
Archer, Harry I love you ("Little Jessie James") LF pop 22 
Creamer, Henry & I need lovin' JHR pop 26 
Creamer, Henry & I need lovin' JHR pop 26 
Johnson, Jimmy & I need lovin' JHR pop 26 
Johnson, Jimmy & I need lovin' JHR pop 26 
Alpert, M. & I wish I had listened to you San pop 31 
Soloman, J. & I wish I had listened to you San pop 31 
Soloman, M. & I wish I had listened to you San pop 31 
Ager, Milton I wonder what's become of Sally AYB pop 24 
Braham, Edmund I wonder why (I love you) FCM pop 20 
Ash, Paul & I'd love to call you my sweetheart MWM pop 26 
Goodwin, Joe & I'd love to call you my sweetheart MWM pop 26 
Shay, Larry & I'd love to call you my sweetheart MWM pop 26 
McHugh, Jimmy I'll make a happy landing ("Flying high") MGM pop 31 
Ahlert, Fred E. & I'll never ask for more DBH pop 29 
Turk, Roy & I'll never ask for more DBH pop 29 
Jones, Isham I'll see you in my dreams LF pop 24 
Heywood, Donald I'm coming Virginia ("Miss Calico") Rob pop 27 
Ruby, Harry I'm happy when you're jealous RMC pop 31 
Dixon& I'm in love with you : that's why [org.] JHR pop 26 
Henderson& I'm in love with you : that's why [org.] JHR pop 26 
Vallee, Rudy & I'm just a vagabond lover LF pop 29 
Zimmerman, Leon & I'm just a vagabond lover LF pop 29 
Ash, Paul & I'm knee deep in daisies ( .. .in love) MWM pop 25 
Shay, Larry & I'm knee deep in daisies ( ... in love) MWM pop 25 
Ager, Milton & I'm nobody's baby LF pop 21 
Davis, Benny & I'm nobody's baby LF pop 21 
Santley, L. & I'm nobody's baby LF pop 21 
Berlin, Irving I'm playing with fire IB pop 32 
Henderson, Ray I'm sitting on top of the world LF pop 25 
Rodgers, Richard I've got five dollars ("America's Swe ... ") Har pop 31 
Waite, Ted I've never seen a straight banana m pop 26 
Campbell, J. & If I had you cc pop 28 
Connelly, Reg. & If I had you cc pop 28 
Shapiro, Ted & If I had you cc pop 28 
Dubin, Al & If I have to go on without you MW pop 31 
Woods, Harry & If I have to go on without you MW pop 31 
Wilhite, Monte If I lost you TBM pop 28 
Chase, Newell & If I were king ( c Fam) SCI pop 30 
Coslow, Sam & If I were king ( c Fam) SCI pop 30 
Fain, Sammy If you don't want to be sweethearts RMC pop 33 
Brown, Lew & If you haven't got love DBH pop 31 
DeSylva, B.G. & If you haven't got love DBH pop 31 
Henderson, Ray & If you haven't got love DBH pop 31 
Levant, Oscar If you want the rainbow ( ... have the rain) RMC pop 28 
Ayer, Nat D. If you were the only girl (c B. Feldman) Cha pop 29 
Short, Albert E. In bluebird land [piano & piano-conductor] WR pop 21 
Fischer, F. & Ireland must be heaven, for my mother ... LF pop 16 
Johnson, H. & Ireland must be heaven, for my mother ... LF pop 16 
McCarthy, J. & Ireland must be heaven, for my mother ... LF pop 16 
Tierney, Harry Irene ("Irene") LF pop 19 
Bryan, V. & Is it a sin (my loving you?) JM pop 25 
Carns, E. & Is it a sin (my loving you?) JM pop 25 
Leopold, J.W. & Is it a sin (my loving you?) JM pop 25 
Schwartz, Arthur Is it all a dream? Har pop 32 
Ager, Milton Is she my girl friend? (How-de-ow-dow!) AYB pop 27 
Noble, Ray Isola bella (That little Swiss isle) San pop 40 
Klenner, John Japansy Har pop 27 
Oakland, Ben Java jive AMC pop 40 
Overstreet, W. B. Jazz holiday, A MBM pop 28 
Little, Jack Jealous HW pop 24 
Shilkret, Nathanial Jeannine I dream of lilac time LF pop 28 
Fiorito, Ted Just a blue-eyed blond MW pop 31 
Herbert, Victor Just a kiss in the dark = A Kiss in ... WBP pop 22 
Henderson, Ray Just a memory Har pop 27 
Abraham, Paul Just because I lost my heart to you Har pop 32 
Ash, Paul & Just once again LP pop 27 
Donaldson, Walter & Just once again LP pop 27 
Coslow, Sam & Just one more chance Fam pop 31 
Johnston, Arthur & Just one more chance Fam pop 31 
Russell, Benee Keep kissable DBH pop 31 
Fiorito & King for a day RMC pop 28 
Lewis & King for a day RMC pop 28 
Young & King for a day RMC pop 28 
Herbert, Victor Kiss in the dark, A [refrain only] WBP pop 22 
Herbert, Victor Kiss me again ("Mlle. Modiste") MW pop 15 
Hanley, James F. Kiss me goodnight, not goodbye SF pop 31 
Ash & Shay? arr?} Knee deep in Daisies, spec. slide med. on MWM pop 
Evans, Tolchard Lady of Spain SF pop 31 
Lewis, Al & Lane in Spain, A Har pop 26 
Lombardo, Carmen & Lane in Spain, A Har pop 26 
Wenrich, Percy Lantern of love ("Castles in the air") LP pop 35 
Fiorito, Ted Laugh clown! Laugh! JHR pop 28 
LeBoy-Kahn, Grace Lazy day Rob pop 32 
Arodin, Sidney & Lazy river Sou pop 31 
Carmichael, Hoagy & Lazy river Sou pop 31 
Fain, Sammy Let a smile be your umbrella WBS pop 27 
Ball, Ernest R. Little bit of heaven : shure they ... , A MW pop 15 
Dolan, Bobby & Little by little DBH pop 29 
O'Keefe, Walter & Little by little DBH pop 29 
Henry, Francis & Little girl OMC pop 31 
Hyde, Madeline & Little girl OMC pop 31 
Donaldson, Walter Little hunka love DDG pop 31 
Kahn, Gus & Little street where old friends meet, A JMM pop 32 
Woods, Harry & Little street where old friends meet, A JMM pop 32 
Fain, Sammy & Lo-di de-o JM pop 26 
McHugh, Jimmy & Lo-di de-o JM pop 26 
Mills, Irving & Lo-di de-o JM pop 26 
Conrad, Con & Lonesome and sorry HW pop 26 
Davis, Benny & Lonesome and sorry HW pop 26 
Shilkret, Nathanial Lonesome road, The ("Show boat") SCI pop 28 
Donaldson, Walter Lou'siana JHR pop 23 
Whiting, Richard A. Louise ("Innocents of Paris") (c Fam) RMC pop 29 
Coots, J. Fred Love letters in the sand IB pop 31 
Donaldson, Walter Love me or leave me DDG pop 29 
Ahlert, Fred E. Love, you funny thing LP pop 32 
Ager, Milton Lucky me - lovable you ("Road show") AYB pop 29 
Morse, Theo. M-0-T-H-E-R LP pop 15 
Conrad, Con Ma FF pop 21 
Tucker, Johnny "Maggie" (Yes Ma'am!)(Come right upstairs) CLS pop 23 
Skilkret, Jack Make believe WBS pop 21 
Grenet, Eliseo Mama Inez (Oh! Mom-e-nez) EBM pop 31 
Trinkaus, Geo. J. Mammy's little kinky headed boy MW pop 26 
Gershwin, George Man I love, the Har pop 24 
Burke, Joe Many happy returns of the day MW pop 31 
Schertzinger, V. Marcheta (A love song of old Mexico) JFM pop 23 
Lyman, Abe & Mary Lou HW pop 26 
Robinson, J.Russ. & Mary Lou HW pop 26 
Waggner, George & Mary Lou HW pop 26 
Sherman, Al & Me too SB pop 26 
Tobias, Charles & Me too SB pop 26 
Woods, Harry & Me too SB pop 26 
Friedman, Leo Meet me to-night in dreamland WR pop 09 
Flotow, F. von Melodies from "Martha" WJ pop 30 
Alstyne, Egbert van Memories JHR pop 15 
Lehar, Franz Merry widow waltz-song, The CSE pop 
Conrad, Con & Mid-summer's night, A MW pop 28 
Kempner, Nick & Mid-summer's night, A MW pop 28 
Donaldson, Walter Midnight waltz, The LF pop 25 
Mares, Paul & Milenberg joys MBM pop 25 
Morton, Jel. Roll & Milenberg joys MBM pop 25 
Roppolo, Leon & Milenberg joys MBM pop 25 
Thomas, Henry M. Miss you San pop 29 
Sizemore, Arthur Mississippi (Here I am) GLM pop 28 
Gallagher, Ed & Mister Gallagher and Mister Shean JM pop 22 
Shean, Al & Mister Gallagher and Mister Shean JM pop 22 
Johnston, Arthur Moon song: that wasn't meant for me Fam pop 32 
Black, Ben& Moonlight and roses VM pop 25 
Lemare, Ed H. & Moonlight and roses VM pop 25 
Moret, Neil & Moonlight and roses VM pop 25 
Meyers, Sherman Moonlight on the Ganges CL pop 26 
Brown, Nacio Herb Moonlit waters VM pop 27 
Caryll, Ivan My beautiful lady ("The Pink lady") Cha pop 11 
Friend, Cliff My blackbirds are bluebirds now LF pop 28 
Donaldson, Walter My blue heaven LF pop 27 
Donaldson, Walter My buddy JHR pop 22 
Price & My bundle of love JHR pop 26 
Silver & My bundle of love JHR pop 26 
Silver, Abner My bundle of love JHR pop 26 
McHugh, Jimmy My dream of the big parade JM pop 26 
Blaufuss, Walter E. My heart will tell me so JHR pop 26 
Chase, Newell & My ideal Fam pop 30 
Whiting, Rich. A. & My ideal Fam pop 30 
Alter, Louis My kinda love : one way to paradise Rob pop 29 
Donaldson, Walter My mom! DDG pop 32 
Ager, Milton My pet AYB pop 28 
Dance, Leo My time is your time (c 1924 AHC) Cha pop 24 
Olcott, Chauncey My wild Irish rose MW pop 99 
Dixon, Mort & Nagasaki JHR pop 28 
Warren, Harry & Nagasaki JHR pop 28 
Kalmar, Bert & Nevertheless : I'm in love with you DBH pop 31 
Ruby, Harry & Nevertheless : I'm in love with you DBH pop 31 
Friend, Cliff Night in June, A (Give me) JHR pop 27 
Maschwitz, E. & Nightingale sang in Berk'ley Square, A non pop 40 
Sherwin, M. & Nightingale sang in Berk'ley Square, A non pop 40 
Youmans, Vincent No, no Nanette! Har pop 24 
Erdman, Ernie & No, no, Nora! LF pop 23 
Fiorito, Ted & No, no, Nora! LF pop 23 
Ingraham, Roy No regrets sec pop 36 
Akst, Harry & No wonder I'm happy JHR pop 22 
Davis, Benny & No wonder I'm happy JHR pop 22 
Ike, Ukelele & No wonder she's a blushing bride JM pop 26 
Mills, Irving & No wonder she's a blushing bride JM pop 26 
Fiorito, Ted Now that you're gone RMC pop 31 
Lewis, Al & Now' s the time to fall in love DBH pop 31 
Sherman, Al & Now's the time to fall in love DBH pop 31 
Kahn, Art Off and gone LF pop 24 
Bessinger & Oh! Boy, what a girl SB pop 25 
Green, Bud & Oh! Boy, what a girl SB pop 25 
Wright & Oh! Boy, what a girl SB pop 25 
Roberts, Lee S. Oh! Harold For pop 23 
Hirsch, W. & Oh! Look at that baby TBM pop 27 
Kreuger & Oh! Look at that baby TBM pop 27 
Verges & Oh! Look at that baby TBM pop 27 
Deppen, Jessie L. Oh! Lucindy Har pop 27 
Greer, Jesse Oh! My operation JHR pop 27 
Harrison, C. & Old Italian love song, An TBM pop 29 
Hirsch, W. & Old Italian love song, An TBM pop 29 
Keithley, E.C. & Old Italian love song, An TBM pop 29 
Sosnik, H. & Old Italian love song, An TBM pop 29 
Alstyne, Egbert van Old pal JHR pop 24 
Jones, Isham One little word led to another RMC pop 32 
Burke, Joe One more night DBH pop 27 
Goering, Al One of us was wrong DBH pop 31 
Coslow, Sam & One summer night (from Dvorak) SCI pop 27 
Spier, Larry & One summer night (from Dvorak) SCI pop 27 
Friml, Rudolf Only a rose ("The Vagabond King") HW pop 25 
Monaco, Jimmie & Only only one, The SB pop 24 
Warren, Harry & Only only one, The SB pop 24 
Stept, Sam H. Organ grinder, The MW pop 32 
Verges, Joe Our bungalow of dreams TBM pop 27 
Blaufuss, Walter Out of the shadows JHR pop 21 
Burke, Joe Painting the clouds with sunshine [@Tip .. ] MW pop 29 
Breil, Joseph Carl Perfect song, The Cha pop 15 
Kahn, Gus & Persian rug VM pop 27 
Moret, Neil & Persian rug VM pop 27 
Fisher, Fred & Petrushka HW pop 26 
Rose, Billy & Petrushka HW pop 26 
Rose, Fred Phantom of the blues LC pop 27 
Baxter, Phil Piccolo Pete non pop 
Johnston, Arthur Pickaninnies' heaven Fam pop 32 
Altman, Arthur & Play fiddle play EBM pop 32 
Deutsch, Emery & Play fiddle play EBM pop 32 
De Rose, Peter & Ploddin' along VM pop 28 
Robinson, Willard & Ploddin' along VM pop 28 
Fiorito, Ted Poor marionette RMC pop 31 
Tobias, Henry H. Pretty little thing JM pop 27 
Massey, Guy Prisoner's song, The SB pop 25 
Fields, B. & Pump song, The SB pop 26 
Lerner, S. & Pump song, The SB pop 26 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Pump song, The SB pop 26 
Dallin, Jacques Quaker hill polka SF pop 40 
Alter, Louis Rainbow on the river (title song) LF pop 36 
Donaldson, Walter Reaching for someone : not finding ... DDG pop 29 
Moret, Neil Ready for the river (Mood indigo) VM pop 28 
Rose, Fred Red hot Henry Brown LF pop 25 
Bryan, Al & Red lips kiss my blues away HW pop 27 
Monaco, J.V. & Red lips kiss my blues away HW pop 27 
Wendling, P. & Red lips kiss my blues away HW pop 27 
Duncan Sisters Rememb'ring ("Topsy and Eva") IB pop 23 
Ahlert; Fred E. & Right across the way OMC pop 31 
Turk, Roy & Right across the way OMC pop 31 
Woods, Harry River, stay 'way from my door SB pop 31 
Fletcher, Archie & Roll 'em girls JMM pop 25 
Heath, Bobby & Roll 'em girls JMM pop 25 
Marr, Mickey & Roll 'em girls JMM pop 25 
Mccaffrey, J. & Roll on, Mississippi, roll on SB pop 31 
Ringle, Dave & Roll on, Mississippi, roll on SB pop 31 
West, Eugene & Roll on, Mississippi, roll on SB pop 31 
Goodhart, Al & Roll up the carpet : push back the chairs RMC pop 33 
Hoffman, Al & Roll up the carpet : push back the chairs RMC pop 33 
Donaldson, Walter Romance DDG pop 29 
Nevin, Ethelbert Rosary, The BMC pop 12 
Malie, Tommy & Rose colored glasses, Looking at the ... MWM pop 26 
Steiger, Jimmy & Rose colored glasses, Looking at the ... MWM pop 26 
Forster, Dorothy Rose in the bud Cha pop 07 
Coots, J. Fred & 'Round evening RMC pop 28 
Steiner, Herbert & 'Round evening RMC pop 28 
Baskette, Billy & Rubenville blues MWM pop 26 
Jerome, M.K. & Rubenville blues MWM pop 26 
Borgel, Nathanson & Sailin' on VM pop 27 
Dvorak, Anton & Sailin' on VM pop 27 
Kahn, Gus & Sailin' on VM pop 27 
Friend, Cliff Satisfied! LF ·pop 29 
DeSylva, B.G. & Save your sorrow SB pop 25 
Sherman, Al & Save your sorrow SB pop 25 
Hanley, James F. Second hand Rose SB pop 21 
Warren, Harry September in the rain RMC pop 37 
Donaldson, Walter Shady tree, A LF pop 27 
Moret, Neil She's funny that way, I got ... crazy for me VM pop 28 
Woods, Harry Side by side SB pop 27 
Morton, Jelly Roll Sidewalk blues MBM pop 26 
Clare, Sidney & Since I found you SB pop 26 
Woods, Harry & Since I found you SB pop 26 
Burke, Joe Sincerely I do VM pop 28 
Davis, Benny & Sleepy head SB pop 26 
Greer, Jesse & Sleepy head SB pop 26 
Rose, Vincent Sleepy hollow home OMC pop 31 
Lorenzo, Ange & Sleepy time gal LF pop 25 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Sleepy time gal LF pop 25 
Hanley, James F. Sleepy valley Har pop 28 
Nussbaum, Joseph Smile - a kiss, A AHC pop 28 
Morton, Bob & Smile a little bit HW pop 25 
Shevlin, Peggy & Smile a little bit HW pop 25 
Penn, Arthur A. Smilin' through MW pop 19 
Brown, Lew & So blue (th. Mrs. J. Crawford)[piano/lead] DBH pop 27 
DeSylva, B.G. & So blue (th. Mrs. J. Crawford)[piano/lead] DBH pop 27 
Henderson, R & So blue (th. Mrs. J. Crawford)[piano/lead] DBH pop 27 
Burke, Joe So is your old lady JM pop 26 
Davis, Benny & Somebody's lonely LF pop 26 
Gold, Joe & Somebody's lonely LF pop 26 
Fischer, Edna Someday soon sec pop 29 
Meyer, Geo. W Someone is losin' Susan HW pop 26 
Brown, Lew & Song I love, The DBH pop 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Song I love, The DBH pop 28 
Henderson, Ray & Song I love, The DBH pop 28 
Brown, Lew & Sorry for me DBH pop 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Sorry for me DBH pop 28 
Henderson, Ray & Sorry for me DBH pop 28 
Malie, Tommy & Stars ( ... windows of heaven) MWM pop 26 
Steiger, Jimmy & Stars ( ... windows of heaven) MWM pop 26 
Kernell, William Steppin' along ("Words and music") DBH pop 29 
Cook, Harty & Stop the sun stop the moon DBH pop 32 
Cook, Mercer & Stop the sun stop the moon DBH pop 32 
Robinson, J.R. & Stop the sun stop the moon DBH pop 32 
Young, Victor Street of dreams LF pop 32 
CohnC. & Sunday LF pop 26 
Krueger, B. & Sunday LF pop 26 
Miller, Ned & Sunday LF pop 26 
Stein, J. & Sunday LF pop 26 
Ray, Lilian Sunshine of your smile, The Har pop 15 
Edmonds & Surrender JHR pop 27 
Gillespie & Surrender JHR pop 27 
Van Alstyne & Surrender JHR pop 27 
Clarke, H. Pittman Swanee river moon LF pop 21 
Arnheim, Gus & Sweet and lovely MGM pop 31 
Lemare, J. & Sweet and lovely MGM pop 31 
Tobias, H. & Sweet and lovely MGM pop 31 
Ager, Milton & Sweet muchacha AYB pop 32 
Cameron, Al & Sweet muchacha AYB pop 32 
Hoffman, Al & Sweet muchacha AYB pop 32 
Young, Victor Sweet Sue -- just you SB pop 28 
Vernor, F. Dudleigh Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, The REV pop 27 
Caesar, Irving & Sweethearts forever MW pop 32 
Friend, Cliff & Sweethearts forever MW pop 32 
Lombardo, Carmen Sweethearts on parade MWM pop 28 
Cohn, Chester & Sweetness LF pop 29 
Lombardo, Carmen & Sweetness LF pop 29 
Friml, Rudolf Sympathy, ("The Firefly") GS pop 12 
Donaldson, Walter 'Tain't no sin (to dance ... your bones) DDG pop 29 
Johnson, J.C. & Take your tomorrow Tri pop 28 
Razal, Andy & Take your tomorrow Tri pop 28 
Cohn, Chester Talk of the town, The LF pop 29 
Hill, May Tears [reverie, on th. by James G. Ellis] RG pop 27 
Biese, Paul & Teasin' Bro pop 22 
Carleton, Bob & Teasin' Bro pop 22 
Walsh, J. Brandon & Teasin' Bro pop 22 
Levy, Sol P. That naughty waltz For pop 20 
Snyder, Ted That night in Araby HW pop 26 
Stept, Sam H. That's all that matters to me RMC pop 32 
Snyder, Ted That's how I know I love you WBS pop 27 
Green, Bud & That's my weakness now SB pop 28 
Stept, Sam H. & That's my weakness now SB pop 28 
Gordon, M. & That's what puts the "sweet" in home sweet MWM pop 28 
Lowey, Ed & That's what puts the "sweet" in home sweet MWM pop 28 
Newman, C. & That's what puts the "sweet" in home sweet MWM pop 28 
Ash, Paul & That's why I love you LF pop 26 
Donaldson, Walt. & That's why I love you LF pop 26 
Gleason, B. & There are two sides to every story HW pop 26 
Jerome, M.K. & There are two sides to every story HW pop 26 
Lee, Lester & There are two sides to every story HW pop 26 
Donaldson, Walter There must be a silver lining LF pop 27 
Akst, Harry & There's a little white house MWM pop 26 
Rose, Billy & There's a little white house MWM pop 26 
Dreyer, Dave & There's a rainbow 'round my shoulder IB pop 28 
Jolson, Al & There's a rainbow 'round my shoulder IB pop 28 
Rose, Billy & There's a rainbow 'round my shoulder IB pop 28 
Brown, G. & They cut down the old pine tree Mil pop 29 
Eliscu, E. & They cut down the old pine tree Mil pop 29 
Raskin, W. & They cut down the old pine tree Mil pop 29 
Akst, Harry This is heaven (title song) AYB pop 29 
Burke, Joe This is my love song MW pop 31 
Shay, Larry Tie me to your apron strings again MWM pop 25 
Campbell, J. & Till to-morrow cc pop 32 
Connelly, R. & Till to-morrow cc pop 32 
Malneck, M. & Till to-morrow cc pop 32 
Rose, Fred & Till we meet in dreamland LC pop 27 
Tillman, E. & Till we meet in dreamland LC pop 27 
Gillespie, Haven & Tin pan parade DBH pop 27 
Whiting, Rich. A. & Tin pan parade DBH pop 27 
Little, Jack Ting-a-ling : the waltz of the bells HW pop 26 
Burke, Joe Tip-toe thru' the tulips with me [@Paint.] MW pop 29 
Daniderff, Leo Titina Har pop 22 
Ahlert, Fred E. To be in love (Espech'lly with you) San pop 29 
Coots, J. Fred To be worthy of you Har pop 31 
Burke, Joe To have and hold you in my arms RMC pop 31 
Britt, Andy & To-morrow mornin' HW pop 25 
Little, Jack & To-morrow mornin' HW pop 25 
Robinson, R. & To-morrow mornin' HW pop 25 
Brown, Lew & Together DBH pop 28 
DeSylva, B.G. & Together DBH pop 28 
Henderson, Ray & Together DBH pop 28 
David, Lee Tonight you belong to me HW pop 26 
Cohn, Chester Too busy LF pop 28 
Campbell, J. & Try a little tenderness Rob pop 32 
Connelly, R. & Try a little tenderness Rob pop 32 
Woods, H. & Try a little tenderness Rob pop 32 
Fain, Sammy & Turkish towel JM pop 26 
Mills, Irving & Turkish towel JM pop 26 
Russell, Benee & Turkish towel JM pop 26 
Johnston, Arthur Twenty million people Fam pop 32 
Meyer, Joseph Two heads in the moonlight FP pop 31 
Scotto, Vincent Two loves Mil pop 31 
Bibo, Irving Ty-tee (Tahiti) LF pop 21 
Whiting, R.A. Ukulele lady IB pop 25 
Meyer, G.W. & Under my umbrella MW pop 33 
O'Flynn, C. & Under my umbrella MW pop 33 
Wendling, P. & Under my umbrella MW pop 33 
Lyn, Ev. E. & Under the moon WBS pop 27 
Snyder, Ted & Under the moon WBS pop 27 
Wheeler, F. & Under the moon WBS pop 27 
Mencher, Murray Under your window tonight Fam pop 31 
Friml, Rudolf Vagabond king waltz, The (title song) HW pop 26 
Monaco, James V. Vas villst du haben? DDG pop 32 
Meinken, Fred Wabash blues LF pop 21 
Koehler, Ted & Waltz of love, The TBM pop 27 
Verges, Joe & Waltz of love, The TBM pop 27 
Hess, Cliff Was it love (a slide novelty) Har pop 
Fain, Sammy Was that the human thing to do MW pop 31 
Kem, Jerome Way you look to-night, The Cha pop 36 
Fain, Sammy Wedding bells (are breaking up that ... ) WBS pop 29 
Brown, N acio Herb Wedding of the painted doll, The sec pop 29 
Sanders, Joe L. What a girl! What a night! LF pop 28 
Donaldson, W. & What can I say after I say I'm sorry LF pop 26 
Lyman, Abe & What can I say after I say I'm sorry LF pop 26 
Kalmar, Bert & What did you do with it? RMC pop 31 
Ruby, Harry & What did you do with it? RMC pop 31 
Berlin, Irving What does it matter? IB pop 27 
Berlin, Irving What'll I do IB pop 24 
Little, Geo. & When I first met Mary MWM pop 26 
Shay, Larry & When I first met Mary MWM pop 26 
Verges, Joe & When I first met Mary MWM pop 26 
Rose, Fred When Jennie does that low down dance TBM pop 27 
Munro, Bill When my baby smiles at me HVT pop 20 
Burke, Johnny & When nobody else is around DBH pop 31 
Monaco, Jimmmie & When nobody else is around DBH pop 31 
Wilhite, Monte When summer is gone Har pop 28 
Wilhite, Monte When summer is gone TBM pop 28 
Johnson, H. & When the moon comes over the mountain MGM pop 31 
Smith, Kate & When the moon comes over the mountain MGM pop 31 
Woods, Harry & When the moon comes over the mountain MGM pop 31 
Fisher, Fred When the morning glories wake up in the ... MWM pop 27 
Campbell, Jimmy & When the morning rolls around cc pop 32 
Connelly, Reg. & When the morning rolls around cc pop 32 
Woods, Harry & When the morning rolls around cc pop 32 
Burke, Joe When the rest of the crowd goes home, I. .. MW pop 31 
Fain, Sammy When times get better MW pop 32 
Burton, Val & When we're alone ("Penthouse serenade") Fam pop 31 
Jason, Will & When we're alone ("Penthouse serenade") Fam pop 31 
Fisher, M. & When you're smiling HR pop 28 
Goodwin, J. & When you' re smiling HR pop 28 
Shay, L. & When you're smiling HR pop 28 
Baer, Abel & When you' re with somebody else LF pop 27 
Etting, Ruth & When you're with somebody else LF pop 27 
Hupfeld, Herman When Yuba plays the rhumba on the tuba Har pop 31 
Sherman, Al & Where are you? FC pop 26 
Tobias, Chas. & Where are you? FC pop 26 
Marks, C. & Where do you work-a John? SB pop 26 
Weinberg, M. & Where do you work-a John? SB pop 26 
Warren, Harry Where the sweet forget-me-nots remember RMC pop 29 
Goodwin, J. & Wherever you go -- Whatever you do MWM pop 26 
Grossman, B. & Wherever you go -- Whatever you do MWM pop 26 
Shay, Larry & Wherever you go -- Whatever you do MWM pop 26 
Straus, Oscar While hearts are singing (in Smiling Lt.) Fam pop 31 
Fain, Sammy While the others are dancing WBS pop 27 
Barris, Harry & Who does my sweetie love? JM pop 26 
Mills, Irving & Who does my sweetie love? JM pop 26 
Little, Little Jack Who is your who? MWM pop 27 
Woods, Harry Who knows? JHR pop 27 
Endor, Chick Who takes care of the caretaker's daughter SB pop 25 
Fromme!, G. & Who wouldn't be jealous of you? HR pop 28 
Gillespie, H. & Who wouldn't be jealous of you? HR pop 28 
Shay, Larry & Who wouldn't be jealous of you? HR pop 28 
Barris, Harry Who'd believe (You' re in love with me) DBH pop 32 
Shay, Larry Why can't we? DBH pop 28 
Green, Bud & Why did it have to be me? RMC pop 31 
Lombardo C. & Why did it have to be me? RMC pop 31 
Stept, S.H. & Why did it have to be me? RMC pop 31 
DeSylva, B.G. & Why don't you marry the girl? HW pop 26 
Piantadosi, A. & Why don't you marry the girl? HW pop 26 
Williams, S. & Why don't you marry the girl? HW pop 26 
Ronell, Ann Willow weep for me IB pop 32 
Davidson, Julian Wistful and blue LF pop 27 
Grofe, Ferde & Wonderful one LF pop 22 
Whiteman, Paul & Wonderful one LF pop 22 
Jones, Isham Wooden soldier, and the China doll, The LF pop 32 
Seitz, Ernest World is waiting for the sunrise, The Cha pop 19 
Barris, Harry Wrap your troubles in dreams SB pop 31 
Warren, Harry Ya gotta know how to love SB pop 26 
Lawrence, Jack Yes, my darling daughter LF pop 40 
Rich, Max Yes or no DBH pop 31 
Bennett, Joe & You LF pop 29 
Linden, Harry & You LF pop 29 
Marks, Gerald You are the whole parade LF pop 32 
Lombardo, Carmen You belong to me, I belong to you MWM pop 29 
Monaco, James V. You made me love you (I didn't want to ... ) Bro pop 13 
Warren, Harry You must have been a beautiful baby RMC pop 38 
Gorney, Jay & You said good-night but you meant good-bye EBM pop 27 
Solman, Al & You said good-night but you meant good-bye EBM pop 27 
Verges, Joe You sing that song to somebody else TBM pop 27 
Carney, Al & You stole into my heart WR pop 26 
Meek, Sandy & You stole into my heart WR pop 26 
Sosnik, H. & You stole into my heart WR pop 26 
Brown, Lew & You try somebody else DBH pop 31 
DeSylva, B.G. & You try somebody else DBH pop 31 
Henderson, Ray & You try somebody else DBH pop 31 
Brown, N acio Herb You were meant for me ("Broadway melody") Rob pop 29 
Gilbert, Geo. You were my salvation DBH pop 31 
David, Lee You' re more like a pal than a sweetheart MWM pop 27 
Kalmar, Bert & You' re not the same Har pop 31 
Ruby, Harry & You' re not the same Har pop 31 
Laidlaw, Betty You're part of me Fam pop 31 
Ash, Paul & You' re the one for me For pop 27 
Donaldson, Walter & You' re the one for me For pop 27 
Conrad, Con & You've got to see mamma ev'ry night LF pop 23 
Rose, Billy & You've got to see mamma ev'ry night LF pop 23 
Warren, H. & Where do you work-a John? SB pop. 26 
Woods, Harry Heigh-Ho! Ev'rybody, Heigh-Ho! SB por 29 
Religious 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub ~ Fol Yr 
Berge, Irenee Affection [sentimental; prayer] (P 72) Rob cps rel 26 
Geehl, Henry At the cloister gate (V.1,6,kps) c1921/KPC SF sfm rel 21 
Adams, A. Emmett Bells of St. Mary's [S.A.T.B.] c1919/AHC Cha cvl rel 19 
Worrell, B.O. Easter flower [voluntary] (425) JCC ? rel 96 
Nuernberger, H. Evening song (114) LH ? rel 03 
de Ville, Paul Gates of heaven [fantasia] (1003, cfe) CF to rel 07 
Granier, J. Hosanna! [Easter song] (1021, cfe) CF to rel 07 
Gottschalk, L.M. Last hope (series one, 636) CMP me rel 
Gottschalk, L.M. Last hope [meditation] (#?, cfe) CF cfe rel 02 
Sullivan, Sir Arthur Lost chord OD rel 01 
Wendling, Pete Monastery bells LSR rel 20 
Mozart, W .A. Quoniam (Mass in G) (260) CF to rel 92 
Zamecnik, J.S. Redemption [climax/love/rel.] (Vol. 3, 3) SF sfp rel 05 
Rubinstein, A. Reve angelique "Kamennoi-Ostrow" (1552) CF to rel 10 
Nevin, Ethelbert Rosary GS rel 00 
Nevin, Ethelbert Rosary [harmonium] (628) BMC rel 00 
Batiste, E. St. Cecilia [sacred overture] (957, cfe) CF to rel 06 
Johnson, Charles H. Star of Bethlehem [reverie] CAG rel 20 
Sanford, Geo. L. Star of hope [voluntary] (118) LH ? rel 03 
Romances 
Composer /lyricist TITLE :enh &I Fol Yr 
Axt, William Appassionato No. 4 [love/quarrels] (P65) Rob cps rom 26 
McElwain, Wm. R. Arcadian romance, An (er 48 No. 9) [?Son] Fea ? rom 25 
Delje, Edwarde At dawn [reverie] (46) Fea ? rom 24 
Wellesley, Grant Autumn twilight (12) SF ? rom 26 
Schertzinger, V. L. Baby (love tales) PPM rom 
Axt, William & Bygones [autumn romance] (C 8) Rob res rom 23 
Rapee, Erno & Bygones [autumn romance] (C 8) Rob res rom 23 
Lemont, Wilmot Caress, The ("Dream pictures" Op. 6, N. 8) OD rom 14 
Siewert, Herman F. Desire under the elms [appassion.] (No. 1) GHS uor rom 25 
Axt, William Dramatic love scene (P56) Rob cps rom 26 
Pement, Pauline Dramatic narrative No. 1 [reminisc.] (7) Cin cis rom 17 
Noyes, Frederic Dramatic tension [suppr. emotion] (No. 52) Haw hps rom 25 
Lynn, Litta Dream (Op. 21) BFW rom 16 
Spitalny, Maurice Dream shadows (10) SF ? rom 26 
Wood, Hayden Dreaming ( 6193) Haw ? rom 24 
Zamecnik, J.S. Entreaty [dram. love theme] (v.1, 6) SF sfc rom 24 
Norman, Fred van Evening glow (11) SF ? rom 26 
Hersom, Frank E. Fireside fancies WJ rom 26 
Schad, Walter C. From the soul (No. 13) SW mm1 rom 28 
Pratt, W.A. Garden of roses (v .1, 5) EA km rom 
Zamecnik, J.S. Love fancies (Love sonnets) (6) SF ? rom 11 
Engleman, Joseph Love scene (Book II, No. 10) Bos bci rom 26 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Love's awakening (No. 10) Bos bfp rom 24 
Bowers, Robert H. Love's little hour (GS) Rob gsl rom 23 
Vermeire, 0. Love's lullaby Haw rom 26 
Leigh, Norman Love's yearning (v.6, 2) WJ jcs rom 28 
Bradford-Boutelje Maison isolee (C 26) Rob res rom 25 
Borch, Gaston May-dreams (120) Bel ? rom 18 
Williams, Fred A. Meditation (III) SF ts rom 16 
Barth, John F. Moon glow (7) SF ? rom 18 
Granfield, A. T. Moonlight glow For f sc rom 21 
Edwards, Leo Moonlight memories (C 35) Rob res rom 26 
Leigh, Norman Pensee romantique WJ rom 25 
Ascher, Emil Pilgrims love song (v.1, 2) EA km rom 19 
Wood, Haydn Pleading Haw rom 14 
Axt, William & Recitativo No. 1 [forgiv., reconc.] (P15) Rob cps rom 24 
Rapee, Erno & Recitativo No. 1 [forgiv., reconc.] (P15) Rob cps rom 24 
Cobb, George L. Remembrance {"boy theme"} WJ rom 26 
Zamecnik, J. S. Reve d' amour (diamond 9) SF ? rom 17 
Geehl, Henry Romance (Vol. 1, 5, kps) SF sfm rom 21 
Bath, Gomer Serenade romantique (v.?, ?) WJ jmm rom 27 
Hersom, Frank E. Silver wings [airplane romance] WJ rom 29 
Kenney, Cady C. Sleepy afternoon WJ rom 25 
Larson, Earl R. Solitude (v.3?, ?) WJ jmm rom 28 
Conte, Eugene Souvenir d' amour (No. 250) GS gal rom 24 
Caryll, Dena Sunset romance WR rom 16 
Roth, Edmund Sympathy (?) For fsc rom 25 
Ketelbey, Alber W. True love [sent. & sad] (Bk 1, No. 5) Bos bfp rom 24 
Conte, Paolo Twilight dream (Op. 57) BFW rom 21 
Spencer, Herbert Underneath the stars JHR rom 15 
Axt, William & Violets [valse lento] (C 6) Rob res rom 23 
Rapee, Erno & Violets [valse lento] (C 6) Rob res rom 23 
Friml, Rudolf Vision d'amour (No. 226) GS gal rom 23 
Betts, Maximilian What the pond lilies whispered (v.1, 7) EA km rom 23 
Royal 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub S« Fol Yr 
Meyerbeer, G. Coronation march "The Prophet" (1635) CF to roy 18 
Meyerbeer, Giacomo Coronation march "The Prophet" CCB roy 13 
Lowitz, W.W. Cortege [process., regal splen.] (No. 54) GS sps roy 27 
name not given Entrance of the heroes roy 
Bazzini, A. Gavotte-Intermezzo (Op. 75) GS roy 09 
Kempinski, Leo A. Incidental symphonies [regal plot] (31) PPM ? roy 25 
Borch, Gaston Joyous allegro [triumph of vie.] (No. 25) SMB bis roy 16 
Elgar, Edward Pomp and circumstance (Op. 39,No.1) (N.85) Boo boj roy 02 
Savino, Domenico Processional (No. 50, P) GS pps roy 23 
Mendelssohn Processional-Festival-March-Jubil. [a CR] CF ft roy 24 
Rube 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Rolfe, Walter Bashful bumpkin WJ rub 25 
Richmond, Benjamin Dance of the song birds (Vol. 3, 2) EA km rub 
Baron, Maurice Prelude to " 'rube' stories" (11) MB bar rub 25 
Edwards, Leo Wee bit o'Scotch (C 47) Rob rsc rub 28 
Russian 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Luigini, A. Ballet Russe~ (Op. 23; I - Ill) (1687) CF to rus 18 
Luigini, A. Ballet Russe (Op. 23; IV - V) (1687) CF to rus 18 
Morse, Arthur C. Berceuse Russe [after folksong, R-K coll.] OD rus 20 
Krein, L. Cossacks' wedding fete Haw rus 26 
Gretchaninoff, A. Hymn of free Russia [March, 1917] (No. 19) GS SS rus 17 
Tschaikowsky, P. Marche slave (Op. 31) (1548) CF to rus 11 
Cobb, George L. New Russian rag [after prel. C#m by S.R.] WR rus 23 
Scharwenka, X. Polish national dance (Op. 3, No. 1) CMP rus 
Rachmaninoff, S. Prelude (Op. 23, No. 5) [Gm] BFW rus 
Rachmaninoff, S. Prelude (Op. 3, No. 2) [C#m] OD rus 98 
Moses-Tobani, Theo. Russian fantasia (Op. 434) (791, cfe) CF to rus 03 
anon. Song of the Volga boatmen (1699) CF to rus 13 
Sea 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Lake, M.L. Deep sea romance (1859) CF to sea 17 
McGill, Josephine Duna [male voices] Boo f s sea 22 
Zamecnik, J. S. Legend of the sea (Vol. I, 4) SF sfc sea 24 
Zamecnik, J.S. Secret of the sea ("Love sonnets") SF sea 11 
Molloy, James L. Song of the triton [mixed voices] OD psm sea 
Savino, Domenico Tragic andante [shipwreck&] (No. 43, P) GS pps sea 23 
Selections from Musicals 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Sgr Fol Yr 
Romberg, Sigmund "Blossom Time," Kar sem 21 
Straus, Oscar "Chocolate Soldier, The" JHR sem 09 
Norton, Frederic "Chu Chin Chow" (52) EBM sem 18 
Herbert, Victor "Debutante, The" (No. 76) GS sm sem 14 
Romberg, Sigmund "Desert Song, The" Har sem 26 
Peters, Wm. F. "Enemies of Women," (52) Rob sem 23 
Friinl, Rudolf "Firefly, The" (No. 71,M) GS mis sem 12 
Gershwin, George "Funny Face" NWM sem 27 
Brown, Lew & "Good News!" [orchestra] DBH sem 
DeSylva, B.G. & "Good News!" [orchestra] DBH sem 
Henderson, Ray & "Good News!" [orchestra] DBH sem 
Friml, Rudolf "High Jinks" (N. 75) GS om sem 13 
Gershwin, George "Lady, Be Good!" Har sem 25 
Hoschna, Karl "Madame Sherry" (292) MW ? sem 10 
DeKoven, R. "Maid Marian," ES sem 01 
Herbert, Victor "Mlle Modiste," (207) MW sem 06 
Herbert, Victor "Natoma," (No. 51,M) GS ? sem 11 
Herbert, Victor "Naughty Marietta," MW sem 10 
Gershwin, George "Oh, Kay!" Har sem 26 
Leoncavallo, R. "Pagliacci" [Selection II] arr. Wolff AF sem 92 
Leoncavallo, R. "Pagliacci" [Selection I] arr. Wolff AF sem 92 
Luders, Gustav "Prince of Pilsen," (108) MW? ? sem 
Herbert, Victor "Red Mill, The" (228) MW ? sem 06 
Gershwin, George "Rhapsody In Blue" Har sem 25 
DeKoven, R. "Robin Hood," (No. 69) GS om sem 91 
Gershwin, G. & "Song of the Flame" Har sem 26 
Stothart, H. & "Song of the Flame" Har sem 26 
Romberg, Sigmund "Student Prince, The" (in Heidelberg) Har sem 24 
Howard, Jos. E. "Sweetest girl in Paris, The" CKH sem 10 
Herbert, Victor "Sweethearts," (No. 73) GS om sem 13 
Friml, Rudolf "Vagabond King, The" HW sem 25 
Baum& "Wizard of Oz, The" MW sem 02 
Tietjen & "Wizard of Oz, The" MW sem 02 
Cesar, Irving & "Yes, Yes Yvette" Har sem 27 
Chorig, P. & "Yes, Yes Yvette" Har sem 27 
Sam Fox books 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub ~ Fol Yr 
Jackson, Ralph C. Admiration [light] (Bk. No. 2, 3) SF sfl stb 16 
Brewer, R.B. At sunset [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 7) SF sfl stb 13 
Zamecnik, J.S. Atonement [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 1) SF sfo stb 17 
Zamecnik, J.S. Ballet sentimental [waltz] (Bk. No. 1, 12) SF sfo stb 17 
Albers, Fred G. Basket of roses [light] (Bk. No. 1, 2) SF sfl stb 13 
Zamecnik, J.S. Bee and the floweret [It.] (Bk. No. 7, 10) SF sfl stb 11 
Zamecnik, J.S. Billet-doux [It.waltz] (Bk. No. 6, 4) SF sfl stb 22 
Zamecnik, J. S. Blue bells [light] (Bk. No. 4, 7) SF sfl stb 19 
Zamecnik, J.S. Bon Vivant [light] (Bk. No. 1, 4) SF sfo stb 17 
Miles, Walter E. Butterfly dance [light] (Bk. No. 3, 1) SF sfl stb 18 
Grunn, Homer By firelight [romances] (Bk. No. 8, 8) SF sfl stb 26 
Albers, Fred G. Carnations [light] (Bk. No. 3, 2) SF sfl sfb 18 
Vargas, G. Celestine [neutral] (Bk. No. 5, 5) SF sfl sfb 21 
Neller, Herman Chanson sans Paroles [neu.] (Bk. No. 5, 7) SF sfl sfb 20 
Leoncavallo, R. Chanson serenade [pathetic] (Bk. No. 8, 5) SF sfl sfb 26 
Zamecnik, J.S. Chant des Boulevards [It.] (Bk. No. 2, 9) SF sfo sfb 22 
Deppen, Jessie L. Coquette [light] (Bk. No. 5, 2) SF sfl sfb 21 
Miles, Walter E. Dainty daffodils [scenics] (Bk. No. 2, 2) SF sfl sfb 15 
Zamecnik, J.S. Dance of navarre [It.waltz] (Bk. No. 1, 2) SF sfo sfb 17 
Miles, Walter E. Dancing leaves [It. waltz] (Bk. No. 1, 8) SF sfl sfb 13 
Braine, Robert Dancing nymphs [light] (Bk. No. 4, 1) SF sfl sfb 19 
Zamecnik, J.S. Danse passion [It. waltzes] (Bk. No. 2, 4) SF sfo sfb 23 
Zamecnik, J.S. Desert caravan [oriental] (Bk. No. 6, 9) SF sfl sfb 21 
Deppen, Jessie L. Devotion [songs] (Bk. No. 4, 8) SF sfl sfb 19 
Cohen, Chas. Dream of the flowers [It.] (Bk. No. 1, 12) SF sfl sfb 11 
Zamecnik, J.S. Ecstacy [light] (Bk. No. 1, 3) SF sfo sfb 17 
Deppen, Jessie L. Eleanor [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 3) SF sfl stb 
Spitalny, Philip Enchanted forest [neutral] (Bk. No. 5, 10) SF sfl stb 21 
Hawthorne, Kathryn Endearment [neutral] (Bk. No. 7, 11) SF sfl stb 25 
Vargas, G. Esprit de Nil [oriental] (Bk. No. 3, 10) SF sfl stb 18 
Hulten, George P. Evening hour [songs] (Bk. No. 4, 10) SF sfl stb 19 
St. Clair, Floyd J. Evening melody [path.,rom.] (Bk. No. 8, 7) SF sfl stb 26 
Cross, B.L. , Flirtation [light] (Bk. No. 3, 3) SF sfl stb 18 
Miles, Walter E. Fountain [light] (Bk. No. 7, 6) SF sfl stb 24 
Maurice, Louis Haya [oriental] (Bk. No. 5, 3) SF sfl stb 21 
Zamecnik, J.S. Heart o' dreams [neutral] (Bk. No. 2, 12) SF sfo stb 21 
Zamecnik, J.S. In a canoe [light] (Bk. No. 4, 9) SF sfl stb 19 
Zamecnik, J.S. In birdland [light] (Bk. No. 5, 6) SF sfl stb 21 
Albers, Fred G. In poppyland [light] (Bk. No. 1, 11) SF sfl stb 14 
Zamecnik, J.S. Joy [light] (Bk. No. 2, 11) SF sfo stb 21 
Miles, Walter E. June breezes [It. waltzes] (Bk. No. 5, 4) SF sfl sfb 21 
Reynard, Jules Legend of a rose [It. seen.] (B. No. 2, 1) SF sfl sfb 15 
Granfield, A.T. Little soubrette [light] (Bk. No. 5, 8) SF sfl stb 21 
Jackson, Ralph C. Love letters [It. waltz] (Bk. No. 4, 3) SF sfl stb 19 
Donatelli,Nicola Madrigal [It. waltzes] (Bk. No. 6, 12) SF sfl sfb 20 
St. Clair, Floyd J. Memories [light scenics] (Bk. No. 7, 9) SF sfl stb 25 
Zamecnik, J.S. Men of Sparta [marches] (Bk. No. 1, 11) SF sfo stb 17 
Shure, R. Deanne Menuet aristocratique [1 w] (Bk. No. 7, 4) SF sfl stb 24 
Jackson, Ralph C. Mignonette [neutral] (Bk. No. 4, 5) SF sfl stb 19 
Roberts, Lee S. Mon plasir [It. waltzes] (Bk. No. 1, 10) SF sfl stb 14 
Applefield, Eva Mood pensive [pathetic] (Bk. No. 3, 4) SF sfl stb 18 
Zamecnik, J. S. Neapolitan nights [light] (Bk. No. 1, 10) SF sfo sfb 17 
Zamecnik, J.S. Nydia [neutral] (Bk. No. 2, 10) SF sfo stb 22 
Zamecnik, J.S. Ode to spring [neutral] (Bk. No. 2, 5) SF sfo stb 23 
Easton, J.C. Polina (Polish dance) [Rus.] (B. No. 8, 6) SF sfl stb 25 
Zamecnik, J.S. Regret [pathetic] (Bk. No. 2, 1) SF sfo stb 23 
Deppen, Jessie L. Remembrance [pathetic] (Bk. No. 3, 8) SF sfl stb 18 
Reynard, Jules Rosemary [light] (Bk. No. 8, 2) SF sfl stb 26 
Dupont, Paul Rosita [Spanish] (Bk. No. 6, 3) SF sfl stb 22 
Zamecnik, J. S. Rustic festival [m. char.] (Bk. No. 2, 6) SF sfo stb 23 
Reynard, Jules Scented violets [neutral] (Bk. No. 4, 2) SF sfl sfb 19 
Zamecnik, J. S. Secret of the sea [sea] (Bk. No. 6, 11) SF sfl sfb 11 
Zamecnik, J.S. Serenade petite [light] (Bk. No. 2, 3) SF sfo sfb 23 
Lee, Dorothy Simplicity [light] (Bk. No. 3, 9) SF sfl sfb 16 
Zamecnik, J.S. Soiree [light] (Bk. No. 2, 2) SF sfo sfb 23 
Jackson, Ralph C. Soudanese [oriental] (Bk. No. 5, 9) SF sfl . sfb 20 
Dahlquist, E.V. Spirit of youth [light] (Bk. No. 4, 6) SF sfl sfb 19 
Zamecnik, J. S. Star of the orient [orien.] (Bk. No. 4, 4) SF sfl sfb 19 
Ewing, Montague Summer morning [It. seen.] (Bk. No. 7, 12) SF sfl sfb 22 
Kawelo, loane Sunset land [Hawaiian] (Bk. No. 5, 11) SF sfl sfb 16 
Zamecnik, J.S. Tears [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 5) SF sfo sfb 17 
Zamecnik, J.S. To a violet [neutral] (Bk. No. 5, 1) SF sfl sfb 21 
Edwards, Leo To you dear [songs, love] (Bk. No. 7, 3) SF sfl sfb 24 
Miles, Walter E. Valse charme [It. waltz] (Bk. No. 8, 9) SF sfl sfb 26 
St. Clair, Floyd J. Visions [pathetic] (Bk. No. 7, 5) SF sfl sfb 25 
Miles, Walter E. Water bug [light] (Bk. No. 8, 3) SF sfl sfb 26 
St. Clair, Floyd J. Water lilies [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 9) SF sfl sfb 14 
Norman, F. van Water sprites [light] (Bk. No. 6, 8) SF sfl sfb 23 
Songs 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Sgr Fol Yr 
Herbert, Victor Ah! Sweet mystery of life [4/4] MW son 10 
Berlin, Irving Always [3/4] [@Roses brought me] IB son 25? 
Schertzinger, V.L. An old adobe [4/4] OD son 28 
Axt, William Andante amoroso [love themes, 4/4] (P76) Rob cps son 26 
Kreisler, Fritz Caprice Viennois (Op. 2) (1884, cfe) CF to son 10 
Goodman, L.R. Cherie, I love you [waltz] Har son 26 
Gershwin, George & Cossack love song [2/4] Har son 26 
Stothart, Herbert & Cossack love song [2/ 4] Har son 26 
Romberg, Sigmund Desert song [3/4] Har son 26 
Axt, William Don Juan [2/ 4] WBP son 
Liszt, Franz Dreams of love (Liebestraume) (802) CF se son 03 
Koehler & Dreamy melody [2/4] (22) JHR ? son 23 
Magine & Dreamy melody [2/4] (22) JHR ? son 23 
Naset & Dreamy melody [2/4] (22) JHR ? son 23 
Meyer, Joseph Falling in love with you [3/4] Har son 26 
Burke, Joe & Forever (and ever with you) [2/4] HW son 25 
Davis, Benny & Forever (and ever with you) [2/4] HW son 25 
Huerter, Charles Homeland [4/4, neutral] (No. 298) GS gla son 26 
Fields, Buddy & I can't write the words [2/2] RMC son 31 
Marks, Gerald & I can't write the words [2/2] RMC son 31 
Traveline, Don I had you - I lost you - I found you [3/4] JMM son 25 
Luz, Ernst I have a rendezvous with you [4/4] PPC son 20 
Jacobs-Bond, Carrie I love you truly [2/4] ADC son 27 
Coney, Al B. I miss you most at twilight [3/4] WR son 11 
Charlesworth & I'm drifting back to dreamland [3/4] TBM son 22 
Harrison & I'm drifting back to dreamland [3/4] TBM son 22 
Sadler, Jack & I'm drifting back to dreamland [3/4] TBM son 22 
Axt, William If love were all [3/4] (Gl) Rob gsl son 22 
Williams, W.R. In the land where they don't say good-bye WR son 22 
Friml, Rudolf Indian love call Har son 24 
Baskette, Billy Journey's end, The [3/4] MWM son 26 
Baer, Abel June night [2/ 4] LF son 24 
Spencer, Eugene Just a bundle of sunshine [2/ 4] IMM son 25 
Hanley, James F. Just a cottage small [4/4] Har son 25 
Klickmann, F.H. Just a dream of you, dear [3/4] IMM son 25 
Woodforde-Finden Kashmiri song (Pale hands I loved) [4/4] Boo son 03 
Herbert, Victor Kiss me again [3/4] MW son 25 
Klickmann, F.H. Lady moon [3/4] Alf son 27 
Wenrich, Percy .Lantern of love [2/4] (1338) LF fe son 25 
Ash& Let's wander away [2/4] (565) JHR son 25 
Burtnett & Let's wander away [2/4] (565) JHR son 25 
Owens & Let's wander away [2/4] (565) JHR son 25 
Bell, Harrison & Listening [2/ 4] For son 21 
Solman, Joe & Listening [2/ 4] For son 21 
Hanson, Ethwell Little brown hut in the hills [4/4] WR son 26 
Silesu, Lao Little love, a little kiss, A [2/4] Cha son 12 
Schertzinger, V. L. Love tales [4/4] PPM son 24 
Banky Love theme : the night of love [3/4] Rem son 27 
Lee, Abbott Love theme [4/4] (10) Cin cis son 18 
Perry, Sam A. & Love's first kiss [3/4] LMP son 28 
Porter, Lew & Love's first kiss [3/4] LMP son 28 
Repper, Charles Love's melody [3/4] CB son 25 
Engelmann, H. Melody of love [4/4] (No. 7607) TP ? son 09 
Moret, Neil Mickey [4/4] {Irish} DW son 28 
Lemare, Edwin H. Moonlight and roses (bring mem'ries of ... ) VM son 25 
Conrad, Con Moonlight [2/4, fox trot] WBS son 21 
[Saint-Saens, C.] My heart at thy sweet voice [4/4] (211-6) HNE son 
Rodgers, Richard My heart stood still [4/4] Har son 27 
Spier, Larry Night of love [waltz, 1st violin] Cha son 26 
Bergere, Roy & Nothing else to do [2/4] MWM son 26 
Goodwin, Joe & Nothing else to do [2/ 4] MWM son 26 
Shay, Larry & Nothing else to do [2/4] MWM son 26 
Van Alstyne, E. Old Pal [4/4] JHR son 24 
Romberg, Sigmund One alone [4/4] [simplified ed.] Nar son 26 
Edwards, Leo Passion: a symphonic ballad [4/4 &] (7) SF ? son 24 
Jacobs-Bond, Carrie Perfect Day, A [mod. espressivo, 4/4] CJB son 10 
Bradford, James C. Pleading love theme [3/4] (48) Bel cis son 24 
Wayne, Mabel Ramona [3/4] LF son 20 
Axt, William & Reverie of love [3/4] (C 23) Rob rsc son 24 
Rapee, Emo & Reverie of love [3/4] (C 23) Rob rsc son 24 
Sibelius, Jean Romance in D-flat (Op. 24,No. 9) [3/4] OD son 05 
Forster ,Dorothy Rose in the bud [4/4] Cha son 17 
Friml, Rudolf Rose-Marie [4/4] Har son 24 
Murphy, Owen & Roses brought me [@Always] IB son 25 
Sherman, Al & Roses brought me [@Always] IB son 25 
Wood, Haydn Roses of Picardy [4/4; brightly, -+ 2/4] Cha son 17 
Tobias, Henry Roses [2/4] FC son 26 
Romberg, Sigmund Serenade [4/4] Har son 25 
Fiorito, Ted Sometime [3/4] JHR son 25 
Moya Song of songs [4/4] [c 1914] Cha son 24 
Eibel, Bob & Sorry and blue [3/4] MWM son 25 
Eibel, Don & Sorry and blue [3/4] MWM son 25 
Herscher, Louis Stepping stones [3/4] AJS son 20 
Saint-Saens, C. Swan (Le Cynge) [3/4] (970; cfe, 19) CF to son 06 
Rose, Fred There's always something to remember [3/4] JTH son 25 
Ancliffe, Charles Waiting [2/4] [romance interlude] Bos son 22 
Ash, Paul & What do we care if it's one o'clock MWM son 25 
Goodwin, Joe & What do we care if it's one o'clock MWM son 25 
Shay, Larry & What do we care if it's one o'clock MWM son 25 
Katscher, Robert When day is done [2/4] Har son 24 
Fiorito, Ted When I dream ' last waltz with you (1326) LF feb son 25 
Baer, Abel & When the one you love loves you [3/4] LF son 25 
Whiteman, Paul & When the one you love loves you [3/4] LF son 25 
Hall, Wendell W. Whispering trees (memories and you) [3/4] WWH son 22 
Norman, F. van Wings of joy [2/4] SF son 25 
Keithley, E.C. Wishes would ever come true [3/4] For son 25 
Grofe, Ferde & Wonderful one [3/4] (1103) LF son 23 
Whiteman, Paul & Wonderful one [3/4] (1103) LF son 23 
Lockhart & World is waiting for the sunshine [2/4] Cha son 22 
Zamecnik, J.S. Yester-eve [4/4] [romance] SF son 22 
Denni, Lucien You're just a flower from an old bouquet JWJ son 24 
Southern 
Composer /lyricist TITLE M &r Fol Yr 
Turner, John M. Darkies jubilee [pastimes, levee] (1382) CF to sou 
Myddleton, W.H. Down south (Op. lO)[Amer. sketch](700) cOl Haw ? sou 12 
Gardner, Samuel From the canebrake (Op. 5, No.l) (No. 205) GS gal sou 22 
Johnson, Lee Mammy's Carolina twins [@My ... ] (1263) CF cfe sou 05 
Johnson, Lee My cocoanut Lou[@ Mammy's ... 1236] (1156) CF cfe sou 03 
Zamecnik, J.S. Ole south [plantation patrol] (diam. 12) SF ? sou 19 
Lewis, Sam M. & 'Tucky home, Tuck me to sleep in my old IB sou 21 
Meyer, Geo. W. & 'Tucky home, Tuck me to sleep in my old IB sou 21 
Young, Joe & 'Tucky home, Tuck me to sleep in my old IB sou 21 
Spanish 
Composer /lyricist TITLE 
Salvans, A. A los toros [to the bullfight] (2336) CF ? spa 21 
Herbert, Victor Al fresco [intermezzo] (169) MW ? spa 04 
Hersom, Frank E. Alluring tambourine [dance] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm spa 28 
Bizet, Georges Aria [Second suite: II, "Carmen"] (1795) CF to spa 16 
Lampe, J. Bodewalt Belles of Seville [ valse char.] c '00 JBL WJ spa 04 
Bizet, Georges Carmen [Second suite : I-IV] (1795) CF to spa 16 
Wilson, H. Lane Carmena [S.A.T.B. arr. N. Clifford Page] OD spa 07 
Stoughton, R. S. Conchita [Spanish dance] WJ spa 24 
Bizet, Georges Dance Boheme [Second suite: IV, "Carmen"] CF to spa 16 
Waldteufel, E. Espana waltz (308) [rev. S.K. Wright] CF ne? spa 12 
Waldteufel, E. Estudiantina [waltz] (215) [rev. Wright] CF ne? spa 12 
Lacome, P. Feria, La [suite Espagnole] (I-III) (986) CF to spa 16 
Zamecnik, J.S. Fiesta [Span. scene, action] (Vol. 1, 7) SF sfc spa 24 
Moskowski, M. From foreign lands: III-Spanish (566, cfe) CF to spa 99 
Bizet, Georges Garde Moutante, La ["Carmen" Ill] (1795) CF to spa 16 
Hildreth, R.E. Glorietta [Spanish serenade] (Vol. ? , ?) WJ jmm spa 28 
Bizet, Georges Habenera [Second suite: I, "Carmen"](l 795) CF to spa 16 
Kenney, Cady C. In a Mexican cafe WJ spa 27 
Stoughton, R. S. Jacinta [dance] [arr. R.E. Hildreth] WJ spa 26 
Stoughton, R.S. Lolita [Argentine tango] WJ spa 26 
Larson, Earl Roland Mantilla, La [tango, habanera] (V. 15, ?) WJ Jmm spa 27 
Frey, Hugo Mexicana [intermezzo] (C49) Rob rsc spa 27 
Leigh, Norman Paquita [cancion Argentina] WJ spa 26 
Dupont, Paul Rosita (Vol. 1, 5) [arr. J.S. Zamecnik] SF sfs spa 23 
Bizet, Georges Second suite ["Carmen"] (I-IV) (1795) CF to spa 16 
Kenney, Cady C. Serape [Mexican dance] (Vol. 17, 4) WJ jmm spa 28 
Sanders, Geo. H. Si! Senorita [Spanish serenade] (No. 14) SW mm1 spa 28 
Wenrich, Percy Sonora [Spanish nov.] [arr. Harry Alford] McK spa 06 
Rolfe, Walter Sorcerer [tango Argentine] (Vol. 11, 3) WJ jmm spa 27 
Mueller, Joseph Yo te amo [serenata Espanola] For f sc spa 25 
Storm 
Composer /lyricist TITLE Pub Ser Fol Yr 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Agitato furioso [riot, tumult] (B. 2, 12) Bos bfp sto 24 
Axt, William Fire agitato [storms, quakes, etc.] (P19) Rob cps sto 24 
Herkan, Nern In the depths [storm furioso] (2 or 41) Fea ? sto 24 
Kempinski, Leo A. Incidental symphonies [storm hurry] (5) PPM ? sto 22 
Herkan, Nern S-0-S [at sea, shipwrecks, mobs] (6 or 45) Fea ? sto 25 
Beethoven, L. van Storm (4th move. "Pastorate Sym. No. 6") PPM sto 22 
Ketelbey, Albert W. Storm music (Book 2, No.9) Bos bfp sto 24 
Zamecnik, J .S. Storm music [at sea] (Vol. 10) SF sfp sto 19 
Savino, Domenico Storm music [land or sea] (No. 47, P) GS pps sto 23 
Langey, Otto Storm music [quakes, etc.] (No. 40, P) GS ? sto 18 
Ancliffe, Charles Storm, strife or tempest (Book 1, No. 4) Bos bci sto 26 
Zamecnik, J. S. Tempest [sea, shipwrecked] (Vol. 2, 10) SF sfp sto 22 
Suites 
Composer/lyricist TITLE :euh ~ Fol Yr 
Ness, Edgar van Ace of the air (l)[mar./parades, @ Cheops] WJ sui 27 
Gounod, Ch. Adagio "Ballet ... Faust: 11" (386) CF to sui 23 
Hersom, Frank E. Afahe (Vol. ?) [Japanese lullaby] WJ jmm sui 28 
Norton, Harry Agitato (No. 2) [sudden danger, @Sur ... ] BFW sui 
Norton, Harry Agitato (No. 2) [sudden danger][@ Navy. &] WJ r .JlIIl sui 
Norton, Harry Agitato (No. 6) [@ Caberet capers & WJ jim SUI 
Norton, Harry Agitato mysterioso (No. 14)[@ Drifting ... ] WJ jim SUI 
Gounod, Ch. Allegretto "Ballet ... Faust: III" (386) CF to sui 23 
Coleridge-Taylor Allegretto "Scenes ... : 11" (Ml5) GS ? sui 12 
Leigh, Norman Amantjoyeux, L' [@Onward forever&] WJ sui 23 
Axt, William & Amateur musician "Screening ... 2: B" Rob cps SUI 24 
Rapee, Emo & Amateur musician "Screening ... 2: B" Rob cps sui 24 
Cobb, George L. American broadcast, The [@ Furioso, &] WJ sui 24 
Coleridge-Taylor Andantino "Scenes ... : IV" (M15) GS ? sui 12 
Massenet, J Angeles "Scenes pittoresques: III" CF to sui 07 
Allen, Thos. S. Anita (Spanish serenade) [@ Cortege ... ] WJ sui 05 
Grieg, Edvard Anitras Tanz "Peer ... " (Op. 46, IIl)(531) CF to sui 98 
Grieg, Edvard Ases Tod "Peer Gynt" (Op. 46, II) (531) CF to sui 98 
Grieg, Edvard At the feet "Series D excerpts: 2" WJ jim sui 20 
Hadley, Henry Atonement of Pan, The (I & II) (89M) GS sui 16 
Larson, Earl R. Autumn color (Vol. 1) [@Chase, The] WJ jcs sui 27 
Tschaikowsky, P. Autumn song "Series E excerpts: 2" WJ jim SUI 20 
Hadley, Henry Bachelor Buttons (Op. 92, Part III: X) CF to sui 20 
Gounod, Ch. Ballet - music from Faust : 1 - 4 (386) CF to sui 23 
Hadley, Henry Ballet of the flowers (Op. 92, 3 pt; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Kendall, Edwin F. Bedouin, The [oriental patrol, @Charm] WJ sui 02 
Godard, B. Berceuse "Jocelyn" [@Credo] (469) CF to sui 97 
Cobb, George L. Blue Egypt (Vol. 3?) [It. Arabian, Indian] WJ jmm sui 28 
Mallandaine, J.E. Bohemians, The (No. 38, J5) [@ On tip toe] CM vcp sui 95 
Hersom, Frank E. Braziliana [@Myrna] WJ sui 
Cobb, George L. Broken China [oriental nov., @ Syncorient] WJ sui 22 
Grieg, Edvard Butterfly "Three lyric pieces: III" (85G) GS gal sui 16 
Allen, Thos. S. Cabaret capers (Parisian march)[@ Love ... ] WJ sui 24 
Leigh, Norman Charm (Vol. ? , 1) [@ Bedoin, The] WJ jmm sui 27 
Leigh, Norman Chase, The (Vol. 2) [@Autumn color] WJ jcs sui 27 
Bath, Gomer Chatter (Vol. 1) [@Moon flower] WJ jcs sui 26 
Cobb, George L. Cheops (V. 2)[Egypt. intermez.,@ Ace ... ] WJ jmm sui 12 
Moore, Luella L. Chiffon ("My lady's boudoir" A) CF to? sui 11 
Axt, William & Children at play "Screening ... 2: A" Rob cps sui 24 
Rapee, Emo & Children at play "Screening ... 2: A" Rob cps sui 24 
Axt, William & Chinese "Screening preludes No. 1: B" Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Emo & Chinese "Screening preludes No. 1: B" Rob cps sui 23 
Rebikov, Vladimir Christmas-tree, The (four pieces)(No. 102) GS gal sui 17 
Johnstone, A.E. Coquette, The [@Esperanza] (1623) CF to sui 12 
Cobb, George L. Cortege of the cyclops [@Falling spray] WJ sui 24 
Arensky, A. Coucou, Le [@ Prelude Op. 49] (1890) CF to sui 19 
Hache, Th. La Credo "St. Theresa Mass" [@ Berceuse] CF to sui 97 
Axt, William & Creeping shadows "Gruesome tales: 1" (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Erno & Creeping shadows "Gruesome tales: 1 " (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Cheney, H. Howard Cross-country [@Slumber .. ., Old ... ] WJ sui 23 
Luscomb, Fred Cuban dance[@ Westerner, The] (1233) CF cfe sui 05 
Cobb, George L. Cubistic rag (Vol. 4, 1) [It. grotesque] WJ jpr sui 27 
Hadley, Henry Daffodils (Op. 92, Part II: VII; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Tschaikowsky, P. Dance Arabe "Nutcracker: char. II" (1840) CF to sui 17 
Larson, Earl R. Dance mystique (Vol. 2) [@Lament] WJ jcs sui 27 
Rebikov, Vladimir Dance of the Chinese dolls "III" (No. 102) GS gal sui 17 
Rebikov, Vladimir Dance of the clowns "Christmas-tree: IV" GS gal · sui 17 
Allen, Thos. S. Dance of the lunatics (V.2) [@ Ramleyah] WJ jmm sui 12 
Hadley, Henry Dance of the Nymphs "Atonement ... :I" (89M) GS sui 16 
Cobb, George L. Dance of the Satyrs [@ Love Theme &] WJ sui 24 
Rolfe, Walter Dance primitive (Vol. ?) [@Minuet triste] WJ jcs sui 28 
Tschaikowsky, P. Danse Chinoise "Nutcracker" (Op. ?la) CF to sui 22 
Delibes, L. Danse circassiene "La Source: IV" (1342) CF to sui 08 
Tschaikowsky, P. Danse de la Fee-Dragee "Nutcracker" (1599) CF to sui 12 
Tschaikowsky, P. Danse des Mirlitons "Nutcracker" (Op. ?la) CF to sui 22 
Rolfe, Walter Danse grotesque (V. 10, 2) [quiet scenes] WJ jmm sui 27 
Tschaikowsky, P. Danse russe Trepak "Nutcracker" (1599) CF to sui 12 
Gruenwald, R. Dark eyes (Op. 209) (No. 43, JS)[@ St .... ] CM vcp sui 
Davis, Uriel Davis fox trot, The [@ Doctor Brown] JHR sui 14 
Manney, Charles F. Dialogue d'amour (Op. 25, 2) [@Plaintive] OD sui 17 
Bath, Gomer Dispute (V. 1) [@ Enchanted grotto] WJ jcs sui 27 
Irvin, Fred Doctor Brown [@ Davis fox trot] JHR sui 14 
Hersom, Frank E. Drifting leaves (morceau sent.)[@ Love ... ] WJ sui 24 
Sibelius, Jean Elegie ("King ... ") (Op.27, T2046) CF to? sui 24 
Lubomirsky, G. Elegie [mother th.](N. 115, 2)[@ Song ... ] GS gal sui 18 
Larson, Earl R. Enchanted grotto, The [@Dispute] (V. 1) WJ jcs sui 27 
Axt, William & Entrance march "Screening ... No. 1: A" Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Erno & Entrance march "Screening ... No. 1: A" Rob cps sui 23 
Mahr, G. Es war einmal (801) [@ Idilio, Sous ... ] CF to sui 04 
Johnstone, A.E. Esperanza [@Coquette] (1623) CF to sui 12 
Nicode, Jean L. Fairy tale from La Provence (Op. 29, I) CF to sui 17 
Aletter, W. Falling spray (valse caprice) [@Anita] WJ sui 24 
Massenet, J Pete Boheme "Scenes pittoresques: IV" CF to sui 07 
Grieg, Edvard Folk-song "Three lyric pieces: II" (85G) GS gal sui 16 
0' Connor, L.B. Four little cocoanuts [@Plaintive&] WJ sui 05 
Grieg, Edvard French serenade ("Three lyric ... " I, 85G) GS gal sui 16 
Norton, Harry Furioso (N. 5) [storm, combat][@ Three ... ] WJ jim sui 
Coster, Chevalier Future Mrs. 'Awkins, The "Three C ... : 3" PPM sui 20 
Hadley, Henry Gardenia (Op. 92, Part II: VIII; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Mericanto, Oscar Gavotte [@ Romance] GS gal sui 17 
Grainger, Percy R. Gay but wistful "In a nutshell: I" GS sm sui 17 
Axt, William & Gruesome tales : 1 - 3 (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Erno & Gruesome tales : 1 - 3 (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Grainger, Percy R. Gum-suckers march, The "In a nut. .. : II" GS sm sui 17 
Tschaikowsky, P. Harvest song "Series E excerpts: 1 " WJ jim sui 20 
Hadley, Henry Heather (Op. 92, Part I: IV; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Axt, William & High and low jinks "Screening ... 2: C" Rob cps sui 24 
Rapee, Erno & High and low jinks "Screening ... 2: C" Rob cps sui 24 
Moore, Luella L. High heels and buckles ("My lady's ... " C) CF to? sui 11 
Hadley, Henry Hollyhocks (Op. 92, Part III: XI; 1930) CF to SUI 20 
Grieg, Edvard Huldigoug's march "Suite ... : 111" (1670) CF to sui 13 
Tschaikowsky, P. Hunter's song "Series E excerpts: 3" WJ jim sui 20 
Norton, Harry Hurry (No. 13) [@ Anita, Cortege ... &] WJ jim sui 18 
Rimsky-Korsakoff Hymn to the sun (132) [@ In the silence .. ] GS gal sui 19 
Leigh, Norman Iberian serenade[@ Jungle echoes&] WJ sui 23 
Lack, Th. ldilio (801) [@ Sous ... , Es war einmal] CF to sui 04 
Stoughton, R. S. Idle gossip (Vol. 5, 1) [@Roman ... ] WJ jcs sui 27 
Grainger, Percy R. In a nutshell [I & II] (No. 102) GS sm sui 17 
Grieg, Edvard In der Halle des BergkOnigs (Op. 46, IV) CF to sui 98 
Rachmaninoff, S. In the silence of night [@ Hymn ... Sun] GS gal sui 19 
Nicode, Jean L. In the tavern (Op. 29, III) (1846) CF to sui 17 
Hadley, Henry Intermezzo "Atonement of Pan: II" (89M) GS sui 16 
Grieg, Edvard Intermezzo "Suite for orch.: II" (1670) CF to sui 13 
Franke, Th. Intermezzo russe [@ Village ... ] (428) CF to sui 96 
Hadley, Henry Jasmine (Op. 92, Part I: III; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Hildreth, R.E. Jungle echoes : Cocoanut dance[@ Navy.&] WJ sui 03 
Sibelius, Jean King Christian II: Suite l.(Op.27, T2046) CF to? sui 24 
Leigh, Norman Lament (Vol. 2) [@Dance mystique] WJ jcs sui 27 
Hadley, Henry Lily of the Valley (Op. 92, Part II: VI) CF to sui 20 
anon. , arr. Roberts Londonderry air [@ Songs ... ] (T2014) CF to? sui 22 
Eilenberg, R. Long life to music (No. 36, J5)[@ St. ... ] CM vcp sui 95 
Grey, Frank H. Love in Venice (valse lento)[@ Drifting .. ] WJ sui 24 
Flegier, A. Love song [@ Songe D' Enfant] (1682) CF to sui 14 
Norton, Harry Love theme (No. 7) [@ Agitato, Cabaret&] WJ jim sui 
Tschaikowsky, P. March "Nutcracker: char. I" (1840) CF to sui 17 
Rebikov, Vladimir March of the Gnomes "Christmas-tree: I" GS gal sui 17 
Hadley, Henry Marguerites (Op. 92, Part I: II; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Brahms, J. May Night, The (172b) [@Souvenir, 172a] GS gal sui 
Frazee, Gerald F. Melodie mignonne (Vol. 16, 1) [serious] WJ jmm sui 28 
Friml, Rudolf Melodie (Op. 27)(8, N. 2)[@ Menuetto ... ] GS sso sui 20 
Beethoven, L. van Menuet (No. 2 in G) (1615) [@ Nocturnal..] CF to sui 12 
Sibelius, Jean Menuetto ("King ... ") (Op.27, T2046) CF to? sui 24 
Karganoff, G. Menuetto all'antico (8, No. 3)[@ Melodie] GS sso sui 20 
Hadley, Henry Mignonette (Op. 92, Part III: IX; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Leigh, Norman Minuet triste (Vol. ?) [@Dance primitive] WJ jcs sui 27 
Gounod, Ch. Moderato maestoso "Ballet ... Faust: IV" CF to sui 23 
Coleridge-Taylor Molto vivace "Scenes ... : I" (M15) GS ? sui 12 
Morse, Arthur C. Moon flower (Vol. 1) [@Chatter] WJ jcs sui 26 
Nicode, Jean L. Moorish dance song (Op. 29, II) (1846) CF to sui 17 
Grieg, Edvard Morgenstimmung "Peer ... " (Op. 46, 1)(531) CF to sui 98 
Sibelius, Jean Musette ("King ... ") (Op.27, T2046) CF to? sui 24 
Moore, Luella L. My lady's boudoir (three pieces) (316) CF to? sui 11 
Coster, Chevalier My old Dutch "Three C. Coster Songs: 1" PPM sui 20 
Stoughton, R. S. Myrna (Vol 16, ?) [@ Braziliana] WJ jmm sui 27 
Hahn, George Navy frolic march [@Iberian serenade&] WJ sui 23 
Schumann, Robert Nocturnal piece (1615) [@ Menuet] CF to sui 12 
anonymous Nursery rhymes (No. 42, J5) [@ On tip toe] CM vcp sui 
Tschaikowsky, P. Nut Cracker (Op. 71a) 2 "dances" (T1991) CF to sui 22 
Tschaikowsky, P. Nutcracker : 2 dances (Op. 71a) (1599) CF to sui 12 
Tschaikowsky, P. Nutcracker : two char. dances (1840) CF to SUI 17 
Grey, Frank H. Old cathedral chimes, The[@ Slumber ... &] WJ sui 08 
Gruenwald, R. On tip toe (Op. 210)(No. 41, JS)[@ St .... ] CM vcp sui 
Cooke, S. Gibson Onward forever[@ Four little cocoanuts &] WJ sui 23 
Fahrbach, Ph. Our little ones (No. 44, J5) [@ St .... ] CM vcp sui 
Axt, William & Pastorale "Screening preludes No. 1: C" Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Emo & Pastorale "Screening preludes No. 1 : C" Rob cps sui 23 
Grieg, Edvard Peer Gynt suite (Op. 46, I-IV) (531) CF to sui 98 
Moore, Luella L. Perfume ("My lady's boudoir" B) CF to? sui 11 
Delibes, Leo Pizzicato polka [@ Valse lente] (1721) CF to sui 
Norton, Harry Plaintive (No. 3) [@ Amant joyeux &] WJ jim sui 23 
Norton, Harry Plaintive (No. 3)[sadness, @ Dialogue ... ] OD sui 
Leigh, Norman Playful moments (Vol. 2) [@Romany] WJ jcs sui 27 
Hadley, Henry Poppies (Op. 92, Part III: XII; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Chopin, F. Prelude (Op. 28)(No. 20)[@ Prelude No.21] GS ? sui 15 
Chopin, F. Prelude (Op. 28)(No. 21)[@ Prelude No.20] GS ? sui 15 
Glazounow, A. Prelude (Op. 49, No. 1) [@ Coucou] (1890) CF to sui 
Cobb, George L. Puddle ducks [march grotesq.] [@Star ... ] WJ sui 24 
Herbert, Victor Punchinello [@ Yesterthoughts] (75) CF to? sui 
Stoughton, R. S. Ramleyah (V. 15, 2) [Egypt., @Dance ... ] WJ jmm sui 27 
Hadley, Henry Red Rose (Op. 92, Part I: I; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Grieg, Edvard Ride at night, A "Series D excerpts: 1 " WJ jim sui 20 
Lowthian, C. Ringo' bells (No. 40, JS) [@On tip toe] CM vcp sui 
Stoughton, R. S. Roman procession (Vol. 1, 2) [@Idle ... ] WJ jcs sui 27 
Mericanto, Oscar Romance (No. 101) [@ Gavotte] GS gal sui 17 
Larson, Earl R. Romany (Vol. 2) [@Playful moments] WJ jcs sui 27 
Arends, H. Salammbo [ballet, I-VI] (No. 107) GS gal sui 17 
Coleridge-Taylor Scenes from an imaginary ballet (l-V)(M15) GS ? sui 12 
Nicode, Jean L. Scenes from the south (Op. 29, 3 pt)(l846) CF to sui 17 
Massenet, J Scenes pittoresques (parts III-IV) (1011) CF to sui 07 
Axt, William & Screening preludes No. 1 (A-C) (P 8) Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Emo & Screening preludes No. 1 (A-C) (P 8) Rob cps sui 23 
Axt, William & Screening preludes No. 2 : A-C (P 11) Rob cps sui 24 
Rapee, Emo & Screening preludes No. 2 : A-C (P 11) Rob cps sui 24 
Leigh, Norman Serenade mignonne [@ Star ... , Puddle ... ] WJ sui 24 
Bath, Gomer Serenade romantique [@ Confidantes] WJ sui 27 
Grieg, Edvard Series D excerpts (3 pieces) [@ Furioso & ] WJ jim sui 20 
Tschaikowsky, P. Series E excerpts (3 pieces) [@ Star. .. &] WJ jim sui 20 
Rebikov, Vladimir Silent night "Christmas-tree: II" (No.102) GS gal sui 17 
Cobb, George L. Slumber song [@Old cathedral chimes&] WJ sui 23 
Rebikoff, W. Song without words (N. 115, 1) [@ Elegie] GS gal sui 18 
Gabriel-Marie Songe D'Enfant [@Love Song] (1682) CF to sui 14 
Dvorak, Anton Songs my mother taught me [@ London. . .. ] CF to? sui 22 
Rolfe, Walter Sorrow (Vol. 2, 4) [@Winter landscape] WJ jcs sui 27 
Delibes, L. Source, La (parts III, IV) (1342) CF to sui 08 
Thome, F. Sous la feuillee (801) [@ ldilio, Es ... ] CF to sui 04 
Fibich, Zdenko Souvenir (172a) [@May Night, 172b] GS gal sui 20 
Converse, Mrs. St. L. Y. Club (No. 39, J5) [@On tip toe] CM vcp sui 
Ramsay, Don Star of love is burning, The [@ Puddle ... ] WJ sui 10 
Grieg, Edvard Suite for orch. "Sigurd Jorsalfar" (Op.56) CF to sui 13 
Tellier, Norman Sur l'Eau (Op. 28) [barcarolle, @ Agitato] BFW sui 23 
McNeil, J. Chas. Syncorient (V.?, l)[blues/ori.,@ Broken.] WJ jmm sui 27 
Coleridge-Taylor Tempo di minuetto "Scenes ... : 111" (M15) GS ? sui 12 
Gounod, Ch. Tempo di valse "Ballet ... Faust: I" (386) CF to sui 23 
Cobb, George L. That Hindu rag [@Drifting leaves&] WJ sui 24 
Coster, Chevalier Three Chevalier Coster Songs PPM sui 20 
Grey, Frank H. Three little words : "I love you" [@Fur.] WJ sui 08 
Grieg, Edvard Three lyric pieces (I - III) (85G) GS gal sui 16 
Axt, William & Torture chamber, The "Grues .... : 2" (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Emo & Torture chamber, The "Grues .... : 2" (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Gruenwald, R. Tum Halle [polka] (No. 37, J5)[@ St .... ] CM vcp sui 95 
Stoughton, R.S. Valse apache [@ Love Theme &] WJ sui 24 
Delibes, Leo Valse lente "Ballet Sylvia" (l 72l)[@Pizz.] CF to sui 13 
Delibes, L. Variation "La Source: III" (1342) CF to sui 08 
Puemer, Chas. Village Blacksmith [@lntermez. russe](428) CF to sui 96 
Hadley, Henry Violets (Op. 92, Part II: V; 1930) CF to sui 20 
Coleridge-Taylor Vivacissimo "Scenes ... : V" (M15) GS ? sui 12 
Grieg, Edvard Vorspiel "Suite for orch.: I" (1670) CF to sui 13 
Grieg, Edvard Watchman's song "Series D excerpts: 3" WJ jim sui 20 
Losey, F.H. Westerner, The : March[@ Cuban ... ] (1233) CF cfe sui 05 
Larson, Earl R. Winter landscape (Vol. 4, 3) [@Sorrow] WJ jcs sui 27 
Axt, William & Witches "Gruesome tales 3:" (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Rapee, Emo & Witches "Gruesome tales: 3" (P 6) Rob cps sui 23 
Coster, Chevalier Wot'cher "Three C. Coster Songs: 2" PPM sui 20 
Herbert, Victor Yesterthoughts [@ Punchinello] (75) CF to? sui 
Stoughton, R. S. Zoraida [Danse Egyptienne] [@ Furioso, &] WJ sui 24 
Walter Jacobs Books 
Composer /lyricist TITLE fDh S« Em Yr 
Cobb, George L. After-glow [light] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ jpt wjb 14 
Leigh, Norman Amantjoyeux [light] (Bk. No. 7, 2) WJ jpn wjb 23 
Bagley, E.E. Ambassador [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 2) WJ Jpm wjb 16 
Hildreth, R.E. American ace [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jps wjb 19 
Hahn, George Army frolic [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 6) WJ jps wjb 22 
Peck, Harrie A. At nod [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Fulton, James M. Aviator [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jps wjb 08 
Cobb, George L. Baboon bounce [light] (Bk. No. 2, 5) WJ jpc wjb 13 
Strong, Elizabeth Beautiful visions [pathet.] (B. No. 1, 7) WJ jpt wjb 19 
Allen, Thos. S. Big Ben [novelty] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jpc wjb 16 
Boehnlein, V. G. Big white top [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Bronson, John H. Breakers [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 5) WJ jps wjb 23 
·Leigh, Norman Breakfast for two [light] (Bk. No. 3, 6) WJ Jpn wjb 22 
Castillo, L.G. del Briar and heather [neu.] (Bk. No. 2, 6) WJ jpn wjb 22 
Hellard, Robert A. Bucking broncho [light] (Bk. No. 3, 7) WJ jpc wjb 07 
Cobb, George L. Carnival Revels [light] (Bk. No. 5, 4) WJ jpn wjb 22 
Leigh, Norman Chansonette [light] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ jpf wjb 15 
Frank, Chas. Chirpers [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 6) , WJ jpn wjb 03 
'" 
Alden, John Carver Confetti [light] (Bk. No. 3, 4) WJ jpn wjb 01 
Joy, Alfred E. Cradle of Liberty [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 6) WJ jps wjb 15 
Morse, Arthur C. 'Cross the Rockies [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 1) WJ jps wjb 23 
Wegman, Frank Dance of the pussy willows (Bk. No. 1, 5) WJ jpn wjb 17 
Cobb, George L. Dance of the Satyrs [light] (B. N. 7, 1) WJ jpn wjb 24 
Allen, Thos. S. Dance of the skeletons [gro.] (B. N. 1, 4) WJ jpc wjb 18 
Allen, Thos. S. Dixie rube [rube] (Bk. No. 2, 7) WJ jpc wjb 06 
Cobb, George L. Doll days [light] (Bk. No. 4, 4) WJ jpn wjb 23 
Moret, Neil Dolores [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ jpm wjb 15 
Hersom, Frank E. Dream dance [light] (Bk. No. 6, 4) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Flath, P. Hans Dream of spring [neutral] (Bk. No. 2, 5) WJ jpn wjb 05 
Hildreth, R.E. Drift and dream [romances] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jpt wjb 20 
Cobb, George L. Drift-wood [light] (Bk. No. 3, 3) WJ jpn wjb 16 
Clements, B. G. Enchanted moments [neu.] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpt wjb 19 
Howe, Raymond Excursion party [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 7) WJ jps wjb 05 
Leigh, Norman Expectancy [light] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpn wjb 16 
Cobb, George L. Fancies [light] (Bk. No. 4, 1) WJ jpn wjb 19 
Luscomb, Fred Farmer Bungtown [rube] (Bk. No. 1, 5) WJ jpc wjb 10 
Cobb, George L. Faun [light] (Bk. No. 2, 1) WJ jpn wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Fighting strength [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 2) WJ jps wjb 16 
Frazee, Gerald Fireside thoughts [pathet.] (B. No. 1, 5) WJ jpt wjb 20 
Penn, Arthur A. Flickering firelight [light] (B. N. 1, 1) WJ jpn wjb 06 
Leigh, Norman Flittering moths [light] (Bk. No. 3, 2) WJ jpn wjb 23 
Hersom, Frank E. From flower to flower [It.] (B. No. 7, 4) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Boehnlein, V. G. Gartland, The [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jpm wjb 07 
Rolfe, Walter Gay gallant [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 2) WJ jps wjb 04 
Cobb, George L. Get-away [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 4) WJ jps wjb 20 
Alford, Mary L. Glad days [light] (Bk. No. 4, 2) WJ jpn wjb 20 
Cheney, H. Howard Glowing embers [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpt wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Got 'em [march] (Bk. No. 2, 2) WJ jpc wjb 14 
Castle, Louis G. Grandfather's clock [nov.] (Bk. No. 2, 4) WJ jpc wjb 16 
Kendall, Edwin F. Guest of honor [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 3) WJ jps wjb 02 
Rolfe, Walter Happy hayseed [rube] (Bk. No. 2, 6) WJ jpc wjb 03 
Cobb, George L. High brows, The [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 6) WJ jps wjb 22 
Boehnlein, V. G. High stepper [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 9) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Hoop-e-kack [novelty] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jpc wjb 09 
Corey, W.A. Idolizers [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jps wjb 02 
Hildreth, R.E. In a shady nook [light] (Bk. No. 2, 3) WJ jpn wjb 20 
Fulton, James M. Indomitable [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 3) WJ jps wjb 09 
Smith, Ernest Iron trail [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 4) WJ jps wjb 16 
Rolfe, Walter Irvina [light] (Bk. No. 7, 6) WJ jpn wjb 10 
Fenton, Bernard June moon [light] (Bk. No. 5, 1) WJ jpn wjb 19 
Williams, Ernest S. K. of P. [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 3) WJ jps wjb 08 
Lais, James G. K'r-choo ! ! ! [novelty] (Bk. No. 2, 3) WJ jpc wjb 21 
Turner, A.W. Kentucky wedding knot [sou.] (B. N. 3, 5) WJ jpc wjb 08 
Hersom, Frank E. Laughter [light] (Bk. No. 6, 2) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Cobb, George L. Law and order [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jpm wjb 16 
Wagner, JosephF. League of nations [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 5) WJ jpm wjb 19 
Flath, P. Hans Little coquette [light] (Bk. No. 4, 3) WJ jpn wjb 15 
Cobb, George L. Love and laughter [light] (Bk. No. 3, 1) WJ jpn wjb 22 
Hellard, Robert A. Lovey-dovey [light] (Bk. No. 6, 6) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Farrand, Van L. Magician [light] (Bk. No. 4, 5) WJ jpn wjb 03 
Crosby, H.J. Magnificent [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpm wjb 20 
Cobb, George L. March of the walking dolls (Bk. No. 3, 1) WJ jpc wjb 22 
Allen, Thos. S. Marconigram [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 4) WJ jps wjb 03 
Leigh, Norman Meditation [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jpf wjb 15 
Cobb, George L. Memoirs [rom., pathet.] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jpf wjb 19 
Frazee, Gerald Milady dainty [light] (Bk. No. 1, 7) WJ jpn wjb 19 
Clark, C. Fred'k Miss innocence [neutral] (Bk. No. 2, 7) WJ Jpn wjb 21 
Leigh, Norman Moment gai [light] (Bk. No. 5, 5) WJ jpn wjb 23 
Joy, Alfred E. Monstrat viam [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 7) WJ jps wjb 10 
Cobb, George L. Moonbeams [light] (Bk. No. 5, 7) WJ jpn wjb 20 
Flath, P. Hans Moose [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpm wjb 10 
Leigh, Norman Musidora [light] (Bk. No. 2, 2) WJ jpn wjb 15 
Bagley, E.E. National emblem [C-T] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jpm wjb 11 
Cobb, George L. Nautical toddle [novelty] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpc wjb 17 
Hahn, George Navy frolic [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 5) WJ jps wjb 23 
Bigelow, F.E. NC-4 [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 1) WJ jps wjb 19 
Castillo, L.G. del Near-beer [march] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jpc wjb 20 
Brazil, Anthony S. New arrival [6/8] (Bk. No. 3, 2) WJ jps wjb 05 
Winne, Jesse L. Old sewing circle [light] (Bk. No. 4, 7) WI jpn wjb 23 
Bigelow, F.E. Our director [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jps wjb 13 
Crosby, H.J. Over the Top [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 5) WJ jps wjb 20 
Baines, Wm. Pantomime dance [light] (Bk. No. 6, 3) WJ jpn wjb 23 
Hahn, George Pasha's blues [oriental] (Bk. No. 3, 2) WJ jpc wjb 22 
Hersom, Frank E. Pastorale ecossaise [l.w.] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpf wjb 19 
Frank, Chas. Pearl of the Pyrenees [It.] (B. N. 5, 3) WJ jpn wjb 06 
Allen, Thos. S. Periscope [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jps wjb 15 
Crosby, H.J. Pioneer [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 3) WJ Jpm wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Plunger [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 8) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Cobb, George L. Potato bug parade [gro.] (Bk. No. 2, 1) WJ JPC wjb 22 
Farrand, Van L. Prince of India [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 7) WJ Jpm wjb 01 
Clements, B.G. Purple twilight [light] (Bk. No. 2, 4) WJ jpn wjb 20 
Fenton, Bernard Rainbows [light] (Bk. No. 3, 5) WJ jpn wjb 18 
Whiting, W.K. Ringmaster [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpg wjb 19 
Allen, Thos. S. 'Round the ring [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 5) WJ Jpg wjb 21 
Rolfe, Walter Rustic twilight [pathetic] (B. No. 1, 5) WJ jpf wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Saddle back [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jpg wjb 14 
Friedman, Leo Sand Dance [light] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpc wjb 07 
Hildreth, R.E. Sawdust and spangles [gal.] (B. N. 1, 10) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Borch, Gaston Scandanavian dance [l.w.] (Bk. No. 1, 3) WJ jpf wjb 19 
Leigh, Norman Shadowgraphs [light] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jpf wjb 15 
Allen, Thos. S. Sleepy hollow [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 1) WJ jpt wjb 04 
Hahn, George Soul of the Nation [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 1) WJ jps wjb 22 
Rolfe, Walter Sporty maid, The [6/8] (Bk. No. 4, 7) WJ jps wjb 03 
Castillo, L.G. del Spring zephyrs [light] (Bk. No. 5, 2) WJ jpn wjb 20 
0 'Connor, L.B. Spuds [marches] (Bk. No. 3, 3) WJ jpc wjb 07 
Cobb, George L. Square and Compass [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 4) WJ jpm wjb 21 
Frazee, Gerald Stand by! [6/8] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ jps wjb 20 
Hildreth, R.E. Star-dust [light] (Bk. No. 7, 5) WJ jpn wjb 18 
Hildreth, R.E. Starry Jack, The [6/8] (Bk. No. 2, 5) WJ jps wjb 20 
Flath, Hans Summer dream [neutral] (Bk. No. 1, 2) WJ jpn wjb 04 
Cobb, George L. That tangoing Turk [mar.] (Bk. No. 3, 4) WJ jpc wjb 16 
Corey, W.A. Tiptopper [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 6) WJ jpm wjb 03 
Cobb, George L. Toy poodles [marches] (Bk. No. 3, 6) WJ jpc wjb 18 
Flath, P. Hans Two lovers [light] (Bk. No. 3, 7) WJ jpn wjb 07 
Adams, Alton A. Virgin Islands [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 5) WJ jpm wjb 20 
Eno, Paul Viscayan belle [light] (Bk. No. 4, 6) WJ jpn wjb 06 
Whiting, W.K. Vixen [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Allen, Thos. S. Whip and spur [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 11) WJ jpg wjb 04 
Hildreth, R.E. With the wind [galops] (Bk. No. 1, 6) WJ jpg wjb 21 
Leigh, Norman Woodland dance [light] (Bk. No. 6, 1) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Clements, B. G. Woodland fancies [light] (Bk. No. 1, 4) WJ Jpn wjb 20 
Flath, P. Hans Woodland sprites [light] (Bk. No. 7, 3) WJ jpn wjb 25 
Cobb, George L. Young April [light] (Bk. No. 5, 6) WJ jpn wjb 15 
Frazee, Gerald Young veterans [C-T] (Bk. No. 2, 1) WJ jpm wjb 21 
Hildreth, R.E. Zophiel [light] (Bk. No. 6, 5) WJ jpn wjb 02 
No folder identified 
Composer /lyricist TITLE full ~ Em Yr 
Rolfe, Walter Confidantes (Vol. 14, 1) [@Serenade ... ] WJ jmm 27 
Liszt, Franz Consolation (No. 6) [3/8]@ Syncoblue WJ 11 
Mendelssohn, F. Cornelius March (Op. 108, No. 841) 
Keith, Lester W. Dainty cupid [ valse ballet, @ Cartoon .. ] WJ 05 
Flath, P. Hans Dream of spring [char., 4/4, @Antoinette] WJ 05 
Mascagni, P. Intermezzo sinfonico [Cavalleria Rust.] Gro 
Schumann, R. Traumerei [arr R.E. Hildreth]@ Autumn ... WJ 08 
Padilla, Jose Valencia FS ? 26 
